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IUT RODUCTION
The Materia ls Science Center (MSC ) is the focus of an interdi sciplinary research program
which encompasses the research activities of approximately fifty faculty members from the fields
of Applied Physics, Chemistry , Electrica l Engineering , Ma ter i als Sc i en ce and Eng in ee rin g, Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics and Physics. Approximately one half of the Center membership is fr om each of
the Colleges of Arts and Sciences and of Engineering.

1

I

MSC was founded in 1960 with financial support from the Advanced Research Projects Agency ,
wi th the twin objectives of intensifying research and expanding graduate education in materials
science, with emphasis upon the Interdisciplinary character of this rapidly evolvi ng field. On
July 1 , 1972 funding 0f the Center came under the auspices of the National Science Foundation ,
administered by the Materials Research Laboratory section of the Division of Materials Research. Substantial additiona l financial support was received from a grant to the Center by the Advanced Research
Projects Agency , and from grants to individual members by federal agency , fou nd at i on , and University
sources. This continued support is gratefully acknowledged.
An Executive Comittee consisting of both elected and ex officio members develops the
poli cies of the Center and allocates resources to the Central Facilities and the research programs
of the Ilembers . In 1 975-76 the members of this comittee were:
Vot i ng Members
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S. H. Bauer , Department of chemistry
W. 0. Cooke , Vice President for Research , Chairma n
E. T. Cranc h , Dean , Engi neering
R. Hoffmann , a t la rge , College of Arts and Sciences
H. ~1. Johnson , Di rector, Ma te ri als Science Center
D. C. Knapp, Provost
E. J. Kramer, Materials Science and Engineering
H. Levin , Dean , Ar ts a nd Sc i ences
A. L. Ruoff , at large, College of Engineering
A. J. S i eve rs , Department of Physics
J. Silcox , Applied and Engineering Physics
Inv ited Non-Voting Members
Ballu ffi , D i rector , Materials Science and Engineering
Batterman , Di rector, Applied and Engineering Physics
Fisher , Chairman , Department of Chemistry
Lambert, Dea n , G ra du a te School
Littauer , Chairman , Department of Physics
Pao, Di rector , Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
G. F. Ran ki n , Associate Di rector , Materials Science Center
T. R. Rogers , D i rec tor , Office of Academic Funding
R. H . S i lsbee , Di rector, Laboratory of Atomic and Solid State Physics
IL
B.
M.
W.
R.
V.

W.
W.
E.
W.
N.
H.

This 1975-75 repo rt consists of two principal sections pl us an index. Section 1 descrIbes
plishments in the research program of the Center In terms of the Study Group concept. Included
accom
is a condensed account of the research activities of each member of the Center , and l istings of
graduate students, postdoctoral associates, publications , and sources of financial support. Section
II describes the activities of each of the Centra l Facilities in 1975-76 , with emphasis upon new
developments .
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I. RESEARCH PROGRAM
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The MSC structure for organizing and focussing the research program Is the Study Group
system . It was Instituted following a careful study of the way in which MSC should organize
itself to respond to the research environment of the 70’s. The twin objectives were to devise a
system which would foster interdisciplinary and interactive research in a systematic way , and
yet recain ample flexibility such that MSC could continue to respond rapidly to newly perceived
scientifi c opportunities.
A Study Group is an affiliation of MSC with a significant coimti tment to a research area
of major interest to the Center’s overall research p rogra m , such as Mechanical Properties , Phase
Transitions , Surface Science, etc. Study Group membership frequently cuts sharply across departmental boundaries , because of the interdisciplinary and interactive nature of much of modern
materials research. Occasionally a faculty member will be.formally affiliated with more than one
Study Group. This tends to occur either with theorists with wide ranging interests , or with experimentalists whose individual research programs are built around techniques or equipment applicable
to problems in more than one Study Group area . This flexibility is essential to a Jynamic materials
research effort, and is easily incorporated in the Study Group system.
The Study Groups provide planning and coordination through group discussion for th’~ research
activities within their respective areas. An important aspect is to recognize and develop areas
within each Study Group where two or more members can concentrate their efforts In an interactive
mode. Typic~ ’ and not exhaustive examples are the grain boundary research in the Defect Structures
Group, grain matri x deformation studies in the Mechanical Properties Group, and the combined experimental and theoretical study of the low temperature phases of hel i um in the Phase Transition Study
Group.
The Study Groups also develop proposals for the initiation or major expansion of central
facility capabilities , and for the acquisition of major equipment. Broad-based equipment needs
often first become evident in Study Group discussions. Final decisions on allocation of resources
of course remain with the Di rector and the Executive Cotmnittee , but Study Group proposals and vi ews
have become a significant influence on the decision—making system.
The Study Group envi ronment does encourage In a natural way the development and extension of
Interactive and interdiscipli nary research. In addition to the activities described above , several
of the Study Groups either conduct or support active seminar programs. Both collaborative and
individual projects are supported wi thin a given Study Group , with an increasing emphasis upon the
colla borative and interactive mode. Some individua l projects a re also supported under Exploratory
and Continuing Programs.
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M EC HA N I CAL PR 0PE RTI ~~ STUDY GROU P

Over the pa\ few years the research program of this Study Group has both grown and
5
become more focussed. Significant efforts are now underway in the area of non-destructive test—
ing , grain matrix deformation processes , grain boundary deformation and fracture processes , and
flaw tip processes. The non-destructive testing (NDT) area has been developed from essentially a
zero base to a very signifi cant experimental effort using ultrasonic pulse spectroscopy , holographic
interferometry , and acoustic emission.) Some of these techniques , especially acoustic emission ,
are about to be applied in other j
e~’of the Study Group. The experimental NDT program is
~.
accompanied by two~j
jgn5 icSWI theoretical efforts, one based in Physics and the other in Theoretical a nd
Mechan i cs.
Grain Matrix Deformation area continues to build on the continuing success of the
mechanical equation of state approach. A phenomenological model of the processes described by the
mechanical equation of state is under development, wh i ch may p o i nt the way to a bet te r und e rstand i ng
of the microscopic processes.) Howeve r , the mechanical equation of state is quite useful in Its
present form for engine~~jng’
~lesl gn purposes . Significant interactions have developed between MSC
investigators an4_T&AM faculty who are attempting to develop analytical and numerica l design
technique).
-~ itploying mechanical equation of state concepts.
new project h~s been started to evaluate the usefulness of mechanical equation of state
concepts in describing the high-pressure creep deformation of ceramics. Possible areas of application
incl ude analysis of hot pressing processing techniques and of deformation of mantle materials in the
earth.—4,b
,~ project will make full use of the high pressure expertise present in the Center . As an
adjunct the)i.e.s~~ deformation of ultrahard cerami c materials at room temperature is under study
with a unique high ~~~ s~wcL~ echn1que.
Wl~t~in the past yea~~ new area of Grain Boundary Deformation and Fracture Processes has
developed~~ Bui~~ g o
i s n ~xperi nta
rk on grain boundary sliding in metals and theoretical
modelling of diffusion controlled grain boundary void growth under stress~~new projects hivi been.
~
started on grain boundary crack Initiation/damage in creep-fatique loading of ceramics (hot pressed
silicon nitride) and metals (stainless steels). Environmental effects are under study both in the
creep-fatigue problem and in a program to characterize hydrogen attack at grain boundaries in steel
(methane bubble attack).
In the flaw tip processes area the emphasis upon crazing at crack tips in glassy polymers
continues , but new efforts have been initi ated on crack tip deformation processes in metallic glasses
and on slow crack growth in metals at elevated temperatures.~~ In the latter a point of interest is
whether a slow crack growth model based upon the mechanical ~‘qt~ation of state is applicable.
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Mechanical Properties Study Group Membership
D. G. Ast , Materials Science and Engineering
(for report see New Solid State Materials Study Group)
H. D. Conway, Theoretica l and Applied Mechanics
H. H. Johnson , Materials Science and Engineering
D. L. Kohlstedt , Materials Science and Engineering
E. J. Kramer, Materials Science and Engineering
J. A. Krumhansl Department of Physics
(for report see New Solid State Materials Study Group)
C. -Y. Li , Materials Science and Engineering
Y. -H. Pao , Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
R. Raj, Materials Science and Engineering
A. L. Ruoff, Mater ials Science and Engineering
W. H. Sachse , Theoretical and Appl i ed Mech~tnlcs
,
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H. D. Conway

H. 0. CONWAY . Profess .,_DeDartment of Iheoretlca]
~~
~
Research

4_ npit t h i
~ ~~

Ass i stant:

Composite Materials Stress and Di splacement Analysis
During the year the investigations have l argely been concerned with :

(a) Completion of the first phase of the studies of curved laminated shells and bars.
The loadings are both mechanical and thermal and the effects of interface conditions are considered.
(b) Two dimensional problems of circular inclusions in a loaded matrix , both inclusion
and matrix having arbitrary moduli. Inclusions based both on rectangular and triangular arrays are
considered . This simulates the problem of fibers in a loaded matrix, and the bond stresses and
effective elastic constants are calculated.

I
I
I
I
I
I

This work is now being extended to more general shaped fiber inclusions such as overlapping
elongated fibers .
S

Res,~arch supported by the Materials Science Center.
HIGHLIGHTS
Four articles have been published in the scientific press during the year on laminated
shells and bars . The stress distributions and effective elastic constants given therein have
al ready proved valuable to designers and analysts of these kind of structures.
A first report has been written on circular incl usions in a loaded matrix with both
triangular arrays. This will be published .
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

“Effects of Interface Conditions on the Bending of Laminated Beams ,” H. 0. COnway, J. Applied lech.,
Vol . 42, 495—4g6 (1975)
“Bending of Multi-Layered Curved Bars ,” H. D. Conway, Tnt. J. Mech . Sd , Vol . 17 , 283-291 (1975).
‘ 8ond Stresses and Effective Modull for a Composite Material Reinforced with Various Arrays of
~
Fibers ,” H. 0. Conway , MSC Report 2689. Submi tted for publication.
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H. H. Johnson

H. H. JOHNS0N~ Prpfesj~ r~ Department of Materials Science and Englneejj~~
Postdoctoral Associate:

L-F Lou

Research Ass i s ta nt s:
G.
N.
H.
L.
H.

Putz
Quick
Shih
Tu
Wac hob

Hydrogen in Metals
Hydrogen permeation through Iron was studied over the temperature range 300—873°K by
an ultra hi gh vacuum , nonopole gas analyzer technique. Hydrogen gas input pressures were varied
from 0.0043 to O.62atm and membrane thicknesses from 0.0165 to 0.243cm. Volume diffusion control
of the permeation process was demonstrated by the pressure and membrane thickness dependence of
the steady St . te fl ux. The permeation coefficient , with an activation enthalpy found to be
8.l~ .4 kcal/mole , was independent of both gas pressure and membrane thickness. At temperatures
below approximately 600°K , the effective diffusivity increased with both increasing hydrogen gas
pressure and increasing membrane thickness. The transition temperature from classical to anomalous behavior decreases wi th increasing thickness. Apparent activation enthalpies for diffusion
were found to range from 1.6 to 8.2 kcal/rnole with the lower values associated with thicker
membranes . The results are explicabl e in terms of volume trapping. A positron annihilation study
snowed dislocations to be the most probab le, dominant trap species .

S

S

In contrast, hydrogen permeation through type 310 austenitic stainless steel , stu di ed
over the temperature range 425-873°K , showed no volume trapping effects. However , the membranes ,
ranging in thickness from 0.0051 cm to 0.013 cm , did show an increase in both effective diffusivity
and permeation coefficient wi th increasing hydrogen gas pressure when surface processes were flux
limiting . Once volume diffusion contro l of the permeation process was established , the dependence
of permeation and diffusiv ity on hydrogen gas pressure was eliminated . The permeation coefficient
activation enthalpy was found to be 13.l± .4 kcal/mole while that for diffus i~ ity was found to be
ll .2± .45 kcal/mole. However , samples neutron irradiated at a fl uence of lO 11 n /cm~ sh owed anomalous
effects in that both effective di ffusivity and permeation were reduced in value . These results
are explicable in terms of volume processes.
Finally, the hydrogen-deuterium Isotopic effect was shown to be non-classical in i ron
while classical in stainless steel . In the case for I ron , the non—classical behavior Is confined
to the pre-exponentlal diffusion constant since the activation enthalpy for diffusion is i dentical
within experimental error for both isotopes .
Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration and the Materials

Sc i ence Cen ter.

Cycl ic Deformation and Fatigue
The low cycle fatigue saturation stress In Ferrovac-E s— Iron was studied using diam ~tra1
plastic ~train (O.OO l Ac dp /2 O .Ol 3S) as the control variab le . Inc reasing strain rate (6xl0 s—l
~
~
4x10 3s ’) dnd decreasing
temperature
(295°K
173°K) Increased the saturation stress levels.~~ The
cyclic work harden ing coefficient decreased from 0.18 to 295”K to 0.10 at l73°K. The temperature
dependence of both the saturation stress and the strain rate sensitivity , as meas u red du r i ng fa ti gue
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H. H. Johnson

7

cycling, were similar to that measured during monotonic tensile tests. The temperature dependence
of the dislocation velocity index m* was in good agreement with published values from high cycle
fatigue and monot onic tensile tests. Values of the saturation stress as a function of temperature ,
at a constant plastic strain rate and plastic strain ampl i tude , were consistent with the stress
values from the Hart mechanical equation of state approach. For diametral plastic strain ampli—
tude cdp f2 O.OOl fatigue cracks initiation appeared to occur at grain boundaries.
~
~
~
Research supported by the Materials Science Center.
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

I
I

“A Study of Fracture Mechanics ,” L. K. Lal Tu , Ph.D. Thesis , MSC Report 2600 (1975).
“Gas Phase Hydrogen Permeation Through Ferritic I ron , Austen itic Stainless Steel and Neutron
I rradiated Stainless Steel From Near 300°K ,” N. R. Quick , Ph.D. Thesis , MSC Report 2608 (1976).
“The Effect of Strain Rate and Depressed Temperature on the Low Cycle Fatigue Behavior of Alpha
Iron ,’ H. F. Wachob , P h .D. T hes i s , MSC Report 2609 (1976). .

“Hydrogen Problems in Energy Related Technology ,” J. P. Hi rth and H. H. Johnson , Corros i on ~~
3 (1976).

“Internal Hydrogen Supersaturation Produced by Dislocation Transport,” H. H. Johnson and J. P.
Mirth , MSC Report 2565 (1975).
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D. L. Kohlstedt

0. L. KOItLSTEDT. Assistant Professor. Deoartment of Materials Science and Engineering
Research Ass istants :

S. -W. Chiang
I. Lerner

Physical Properties of Ceramic Materials

S

My research interests are currently focused on the deformation behavior of cerami c
materia ls. During the past year much of our effort was channeled toward systematically building up a laboratory for the study of the physical properties of ceramic and geologic materials;
this project is still far from completion . Yet we have begun to use the transmission electron
microscope to study the dislocation structures in deformed TIC single crystals and to examine the
vacancy ordering in substoichiometric VC. Possibly the most important advance in our thinking
has been the decision to adopt an equation of state approach to the deformation studies. We are
preparing Ge polycrystal line samples for initia l test on Li’ s load relaxation rig. We plan to
look at both Ge (a “simple ” covalent material) and TiC (a much more complex material).
Finally interaction wi th members of the Department of Geological Sciences has been
initiated. Professor J. ~1. Bird and I have been studying the origin of exceedingly rare minerals
(e.g., osmium-iridium alloys) found only in tectonically active areas. These minerals all appear
to have high-temperature origins and might , for exa mp le , represent primordial ccnder.ate materials.
This rather controversial research has at present no support monies and is drawing on samples
available through the Smithsonian and Cornell’ s Geolog i cal Collec ti on.
Resea rch supp or ted by the Mater i als Sc i ence Center.
H IGHLIGHTS
Under a large range of condition s of great interest in geology , the plastic deformation
of minerals proceeds by dislocation mechanisms. A study of the dislocation structures of specimens deformed under known mechanical conditions is a prerequisite for understanding these mechanisms .
During the past year we developed a new technique for decorating dislocations in the mineral oliv ine
(see the Science article below )which comprises 75% of the upper mantle , a position of the earth undergoing convective flow. This decoration scneme permits 3D examinations of dislocations in the trans—
mission optical microscope over many square centimeters of sample area in contrast to the few square
microns possible in the TEM. An extensive Study of the homogenity and characteristic features of
the dislocation structure in olivine has been completed. Using the weak-beam technique in the TEM ,
we have demonstrated that dislocations in oliv ine dissociate into partials with a spacing of roughly
40A.

‘

Finally, the arrangement and Burgers vectors of dislocations In deformed grains of the
rhombohedral mi neral calcite have been studied. As a systematic, nonotonic relation between stress
and dislocation density would provide an invaluable indicator of stress levels operating in the
earth , it is exciting to note that the standard a a o’ relation holds over our range of test conditions. Consistent with elastic line energy arguments ~
, the three shortest Burgers vectors operate
in calcite; interestingly, onl y one of these was previous ly reported from slip trace analysis. Also ,
none of the exceedin gly l ong (e.g. 34.4$,vs. 5.0$,) Burgers vectors previously suggested in the literature were found.
,
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RE PORTS AND PUBLICATION S
“The Dislocation Structure of Experimentally Deformed Marble ,” C. Goetze and D. L. Kohlstedt ,
accepted for publication in Contrib. Mineral. Petrol.
“The Observation of Dissociated Dislocations in Deformed Oliv ine ,” J. B. Vander Sande and 0. L.
Kohlstedt, submitted for publication.
“New Technique for Decorating Dislocations in Oliv ine ,” 0. L. Kohlstedt , C. Goetze , W . B. Durham
and J. Vander Sande , Science, 191 , 1045-1046 (1976).
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E. J. Kramer

jsspciate Professor. Dep~rtpent of Mater1aii~ c ience and Engijiee~j~g.
E. J. KRA ~’tE~ ,.
Postdoctoral Associates :
0. Agrawal
J. Clemens
Research Assistants:
R. Bubeck
H. Krenz
B. Lauterwasser
-

Flux Pinning in Thin Film Superconductors
Measurements of the pinning force density F~ in superconducting thin films with controlled grain boundary microstructures are to be made . Methods for producing films with grain
boundaries norma l to the film plane from bicrysta l films originally prepared by the pressure
wnlding technique by Schober and Balluffi have the same misorientation angle O~ and same character
(tilt or twist). Such films will be used as a model system for investigating the fundamentals
of flux pinning by grain boundaries .
Resea rch supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
Rela ti on Betwee n St ruct ure and Mec hani cal Propert i es of Pol ymers
The kinetics of craze nucleation and growth from sharp cracks in liquid and gaseous
environments are being i nvestigated using optical methods. The emphasis here are on the effects
of (and interactions between) the environment, stress intensity factor , temperature and polymer
weight. Crazes are important both as a preferred site for crack nucleation and as a source of
fracture toughness in glassy polymers .
Research supported by the Materials Science Center.
Mechanical Properties of Crazes
The mechanical properties of crazes including the stress concentration at the craze tip,
the strain energy release rate of a growing craze, the craze opening displacement profile and local
stress profile are measured using a laser holographic interferometric technique. These properties
are related to such structural characteristics of the craze as the molecular orientation , length,
diameter and area fraction of primary fibrils bridging the craze thickness. The fracture toughness
of th€’ craze also is measured in a standard environment using fracture mechanics methods and
corre ated wi th the above structural parameters.
Research supported by the Army Research Office-Durham and the riaterlals Science Center

Colla gen:

A B i oma ter i al

Reconstituted collagen Is a possible material for artificial kidney dialysis membranes
and drug delivery systems. Small angle x-ray measurements are used to determine membrane pore and
collagen fibr il sizes in water solution. Stress—strain and crack propagation studies in various
environments are also conducted . Present emphasis in the mechan ical area is on constructing a
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E. J. Kramer
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model of the elastic deformation of membrane materials and on characterizing the effects of
crosslinking on elasticity and strength.

I

‘

Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.

HIGHLIGHTS
It was demonstrated for the fi rst time that the rate limiting step in liquid-induced
(solvent) craze growth is the capillary -pressure -driven hydro-dynami c flow of the solvent to the
craze tip through the porous craze structure . The growth of a craze from a crack tip was monitored
with a time-lapse photography system. The craze was then dried under load , the solvent was reintroduced to the crack tip, and the progress of the liquid front within the craze was fol l owed. The
sol vent front advanced at exactly the same rate as the original craze growth and renewed growth
of the craze did not occur until the liquid front had reached the ori ginal craze tip.
It was demonstrated for the first time that the craze growth velocity under dry conditions
is profoundly affected by the surrounding gaseous environment at room temperature. Crazes were
grown from crack tips under stress conditions characterized by the stress intensity factor K 1 for
the crack. After increasing markedly at low K 1, the initial craze growth velocity became independent
of K 1 at higher values. This limited craze velocity vt is very sensitive to the gaseous atmosphere,
e.g. substituting He for N 2 increases V t by a factor of 6 whereas in a l Oin torr vacuum , t d ec reases
~ craze
by a factor o: 5. These results are strong evi dence that the rate controlling step for dry
growth is diffusion of gas nv~1ecu 1es in the bulk polymer at the craze top. In strong support of
this hypothesis are our recent observations that vz in N 2 is thermally activated wi th an activation
energy for N2 gas diffusion in the polymer.

Methods using holographic interferometry have been developed to determine the local stresses
borne by crazes growing from crack tips and the sequential strain energy release rates G of growing
crazes as a function of craze length. These measurements are believed to be firsts, not only for
crazes , but for any type of plastic zone at a crack tip. The rapid increase in G observed just
before the craze ceases to grow demonstrates that craze growth criteria based on the concept of a
crit ical tc- cal strain energy release rate for growth cannot be correct. In fact, we have shown
that it is theoreticall y possible for a craze , unlike a crack , to release strain energy without
growing by a relaxation of the craze fibri ls and a corresponding increase in craze opening displacement with time; such a craze would h.zvC an infinite G.
-

j

I

I

Because of the great differences in the mechanical properties of solvent (n-heptane and
methanol )crazes in polystyrene observed and reported on last year, an investigation of the structure
of these crazes using refractive Index measurements , transmission electron microscopy and fractographic analysis of craze fracture surfaces has been completed . N-heptane crazes In thin films
exhibit a low number density of thick fibr ils whereas methanol crazes consist of a highly interconnected network of fibri ls , not unlike the craze structure found in crazes grown In air. The
craze structure found in thin films is in agreement with the void content determined from refract i v e inde x measurements and with the results from scanning electron microscopy of fracture surfaces
of bulk crazes grown with n-heptane and methanol . The results suggest that the structure of solvent
crazes Is strongly dependent on whether the growth temperature is above or below T0, the glas s
transition temperature of the solvent plasticized craze , because Independent ineasu~einents of Ig
in equilibr ium swollen polystyrene films give T — 91°C for methanol but T0~6°C for n.heptance. If
Is below the growth temperature , weak crazes9are formed with a large Uoid content and during
growth thin fibrils break by viscous rupture leaving onl y a small number of load bearing fibrils.
If T is above the growth temperature , strong crazes are formed with the fi bril s strain hardening
as tF~~e craze opening displacement increases during growth. Prel im ind Py experiments on the structure
and mechanical properties of n-heptane crazes grown at lower temperatures also appear to support
this hypothesis.

In the collagen area the emphasis has been on relating the observed properties of collagen

S

E. J. Kramer

12

dialysis membranes to the fibri l structure as characterized by w id e and smal l angle x-ray scattering. Accurate predictions of
the Darcy ’ s law hydraulic permeability , have been made based on
measured (SAXS) fibril di~~eters using a new model. These results are exciting because they open
the possibility of designing a membrane to have desired transport characteristics by manipulating
its fibri l structure.
~~ ,

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Microstructure Critical Current Relationships in Hard Superconductors ,” E. J. Kramer , MSC Report
251 9 (1975). See; J. Electronic MaterIals , 4, 839 (1915).
“The Elementary Interaction Force Between a Dislocation Loop and the Flux Line Lattice of a Type
II Superconductor ,” E. J. Kramer , MSC Report 2492 (1975). See; Phil.
331—342 (1976).
~~~~ 33,
“Flux Pinning by Radiation Damage in Oxygen-Doped Niobium ,” 0. Agrawal , E. J. Kramer and B. A.
Loomis, MSC Report 2493 (1975). See; Phil.
fl 342-355 (1976).
~~~~~ ,

~

‘C raze Deformation Parameters Measured by Holographic Interferometry ,” H. G. Krenz , E. J. Kramer
and 0. G. Ast, MSC Report 2575 (1975). See; Proceedings of the Third International Conference on
Yield, Deformation and Fracture of Polymers, Cambridge , E nglan d , March 1 976 (Plastics and Rubber
Institute , London )pp. 11 .1.
“Micromechan i cs of Solvent Crazes In Polystyrene ,” H. G. Krenz , 0. G. Ast and E. J. Kramer, MSC
Report 2610 ,. 1976). To be pub 1ished by J. Materials Science.

“Struc ture of Solvent Crazes in Polystyrene ,” H. G. Krenz , E. J. Kramer and 0. G. Ast , MSC Report
2607 (1976). To be published by J. Materials Science.
‘Elas tic Properties of Reconstituted Collagen Hollow Fiber Membranes ,” R. K. V i swana d ham an d
E. J. Kramer, MSC Report 2556 (1975). To be published by J. Materials Science.

“Environmental Effects on the Mechanical Properties of Reconstituted Collagen Hollow Fiber
Membranes ,” R. K. Vlswanadham , 0. Agrawal and E. J. Kramer, MSC Report 2628 (1976). To be
published by J. Polymer Sd .
“The Mechanical Properties of N-heptane Crazes in Polystyrene: The Effect of Growth Temperature .”
B. 0. Lauterwasser , 0. G. Ast and E. J. Kramer, MSC Report 2655 (1976)

‘

“Kinetics of Craze Nucleation and Growth in Polystyrene,” R. A. Bubeck , Ph.D. Thesis , MSC Report
2671 (1976).
‘Growt h Criteria for Solvent Crazes,” E. J. Kranr ’r , H. G. Krenz , and D. 6. Ast , MSC Report 2684 (1976).
Submitted for publication .
‘Mec hanisms of Flux Line Lattice Motion in a Peak Effect Superconduct3r ,” B. D. Lau terwasser and
E. J. Kramer , MSC Report 2586 (1976). Se,;
Rev. Letts.53A , 5 (1976).
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F. Huang
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Research Assistants :

J. F. Mancuso
C. W. C ho
Mechanical Behavior and Structural Instabil ity at Elevated Temperatures

I
I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I

Mechanical properties of metals at elevat ed temperatures are investigated by using the
approach of a plastic equation of state. A purpose of this work is to explore the general applicability, of theapproach of a plastic equation of state to phenomena other than non-elastic defonnation such as fracture . The effects of thermally induced mi crostructural changes are measured to
obtain quantitative information to be used as a part of the required input for mec ’nica l design.
~
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.

Mechanical Properties of Crystalline Solids
Constitutive relations for non-elastic deformation in crystalline solids are developed
by using the load relaxation and work hardening data . The grain boundary sliding is an important
process for plastic deformation and is included in this work. Attempts are made to establish the
micro-mechanical models for the constitutive relations obtained . A part of the program is involved
in the investigation oc the stress induced cavi ty growth at the grain boundary.
Research supported by the Energy Research Development Administration and the Materials
Science Center .
Mechanical Equation of State for Non-elastic Deformation and Related Phenomena

Anel astic deformation is measured as a function of time and temperature in load change
experiments in specimens of varied thermal—mechanical histories . One of the purposes of this
program is to establish phenomeno logical laws for anelastic deformation . The anelastic deforina—
tion from the Interest of plastic equation of State is time-dependent-recoverable deformation and
is an important part of non-elastic deformation In polycrystalline solids.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
Deformation In Type 304 Stainless Steel
The purpose of this work is to establish constitutive relations for non-elastic deformation in Type 304 stainless steel by using the approach of a plastic equation of state. It Is
In tended also to develop the methodology of utilizing these constitutive relations in mechanical
design. The validity of the constitutive relations and the design methodology will be tested by
experiments on a component such as a bend beam.
Center.

Research supported by the Electric Power Research Insti tute and the Materials Science
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HIGHLIGHTS
1. A deformation model based on the plastic equation of state which describes a wide
range of non-elastic deformation properties of the grain matrix of a crystalline solid has been
confi rmed by the load relaxation data on Type 316 stainless steel and nickel .
2. The deformation has been tested for its consistency by comparing the anelasticity
data and the load relaxation data of Type 316 stainless steel and nickel .
tion well.

S

3. The same deformation model has been found to describe in-reactor creep and deforma-

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

“Steady State Dislocation-Void Configuration under I rradiation ,” J. F. Mancuso , J. L. Straalsund
and C—V Li , to be published in J. Mud . Mat.
‘The Growth of Grain Boundary Cavities Under Applied Stress and Irradiation ,” J. F. Ma ncuso , F. H.
Huang and C-V Li , Proceedings of tnt . Conference on Fundamental Aspects of Radiation Damage in
Metals ,” Gatlinburg , Tenn. (1975). Report No. CONFO751006, ERDA .
“Anelastic Deformation of High Purity Al uminum at Room Temperature,” N. N i r , E. W . -(art and C-V
Li , Scripta Met. 10 , 189 (1976).
“The Use of State Variables In the Description of Irradiation Creep and Deformation of Metals ,”
E. W. Hart and C-V Li , Proceedings of Third tnt . Symposium on Zirconium In Nuclear Industry ,
ASTM , (1976), Quebec City , Quebec.
“Phenornenological Theory: A Guide to Constitutive Relations and Fundamental Deformation Properties ,” E. W. Hart, C. V. Li , H. Yamada and 6. L. Wire , MSC Report 2581 (1976). Reprinted from:
“Constitutive Equations in Plasticity ” Edited by A. S. Argon , MIT Press , Cambridge , Mass. (1975).
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Postdoctoral Assoc iates :

.

K. Vara thara ju lu
V. Va ratharajulu

Resea rch Assistants :

W.

A. Ceranoglu
P. Chen
Dynamic Stress Analysis of Thick-Walled Reactor Pressure Vessels
This is the last year of a project sponsored by NSF which was initiated In Fall , 1973.
The main objective t- ~s to develo p methods to analyze the transient stresses in a thick-walled
cy~ indrical and spherical pressure vessels used in nuclear power industries. Three methods
have been applied : (1) Applying the calculus of residues to determine the transient response
fr om the normal mode analysis . (2) Using the Fist Fourier Transform algorithm to carry out the
Fourier synthesis. (3) Extending the method of generalized ray to media bounded by cyl i ndrical
or spherica l surfaces . The last method which was newly developed by this research group is most
effective for vessels wi th a large thickness. The solution derived by applying this method is
exact and numerical results are obtainable with great accuracy,
Research supported by the National Science Foundation , t he Colle ge of Eng i nee ri ng and
the Materials Science Center.
Dynamic Instability of a Loaded Elastic Column
This project investigates the stability of a column with a top weight subjected to
vertical dynamic forces. Due to seismi c waves , the foundation of a column is excited to move
both horizontally and vertically. The effect of the horizonta l motion is well known . As shown
in this analysis, a vertical motion may also excite the colum to vibrate hor zontally with
~
large amplitude , instability of the column may result when the driving frequency equals twice
the natura l frequencies , or the differences or the sums of any two natura l frequencies of the

column .

Research supported by the College of Engineering.
Acoustic Pulse Spectroscopy
Two major parts of the research undertaken this year are: (1) The development of a
transition matrix for the scattering of elastic waves by a body of arbitrary shape . (2) The
development of a theory to Interpret the power spectra of elastic pulses scattered by an inclusion
in solids. The fi rst part of the reseav’ch is near completion and a computer code has been
developed to calculate the total or differential scattering cross sections of inclusion of an
arbitrary convex shape . The second part is completed for the case of scattering by a circular
or spherical inclusion (liquid or cavity). The spectra of a liquid inclusion are interpreted on
the basis of selective transmission , those of a cavi ty are on the basis of interference of the
reflected and creep waves. This research Is a continuation of the joint project with W. Sachse.
Research Supported by the National Science Foundation and by

the Materials Science Center.
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Acoustic Emission
A project to study the basics of acoustic emission used widely In industries for nondestructive testing of materials was initiated this year. The initial phase of the research is
to analyze the propagation of ultra sonic pulses in a plate or a cylindrical shell. The purpose
is to isolate the origina l pulse generated by an artificial source in the medium from the influence
of multiple reflections at the boundary of the medium , so that one can characterize the nature of
the source from the propagating signal.
Research~supported by the College of Engineering and the Materials Science Center.

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
‘Elec trodynamics for Moving Elastic Solids and Viscous Fluids ,” V-H Pao and K. Hutter , Proceedings
of the IEEE , Vol. 63, lOll (1975).
“Diffraction of a Plane Harmonic SH Wave by Semi -Cylindrical Layers ,” V-H Pao and U. Gamer ,
A rchives of Mechanics (Archiwum Mechaniki Stossowanej), Vol. 27—i , 1 33 (1975).
“Electromagnetic Forces in Deformable Moving Media ,” V-H Pao , MSC Report 2508 (1975). See;
Letters in Applied and Engineeri ng Sciences, Vol . 4 75 (1976). Invited Lecture , Sympos i um on
Physical ”Tields fn R~ierial Media , Warsaw , PoT W..’Tf975).
~ ~
“Theory of Norma l Modes and Ultrasonic Spectral Analysis of the Scattering of Waves In Solids, ”
V-H Pao a nd C. C. Mow , MSC Report 2547 (1975). See; J. _________
Acoustical Society of America , Vol . 59,
1 046 (1976).
_______
— _______

—

_ _ _ _ _ _

“Huygen ’s Principle , Radiation Conditions and Integral Formulae for the Scattering of Elastic Waves ,”
V-H Pao and V. Varatharajulu , MSC Report 2494 (1975).
“Orientation Dependence of Scattered Ultrasonic Pulses by a Fluid Inclusion in an Elastic Solid ,”
V-H Pao, MSC Report 2548 (1975).
“Reciproc i ty Rela tions and Forward Amplitude Theories for the Scattering of Elastic Waves From
Obstacles of Arbitrary Shape,” V. Varatharajulu , MSC Report 2568 (1975).
“The Transition Matrix for the Scattering of Elastic Waves I

Pao , MSC Report 2592 (1976).

—
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This study of fracture is related to two types of materials , austenitic stainless steels
and hot-pressed silicon-nitride , both of which are of comercial interest. The concepts being
developed , however , are general and would apply to other materials e.g., superalloys , cladding
materials for nuclear fuels such as Zircaloy , and to fracture in nuclear fuels such as uran i um
carbide . Our objective is to develop mechanistic models for fracture in these materials under
conditions of elevated temperature and cyclic loading.
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Research Assistants:

C. H. Dang
W . Pav ini ch
R. L. Tsai

I

I

_

Fracture in Polycrystralline Materials During Elevated Temperature, Cyclic—Loadi ng
Applications

Research supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research and the Materials
Science Center.
H IG HLIGHTS
Metals:
It has been reported in the literature that crack growth per cycle in fatigue
experiments increases rapidly as the temperature is raised. Furthermore , the mode of crack propagation changes from transgranu)ar to intergranular. Al so , the rate parameters such as frequency
of cycling, holdt~me , temperature , as well as the microstructura l parameters such as grain boundary
precipi tates , grain size, and impurities , become i mportant. We have been able to explain these
results on the basis that the crack propagation rate is enhanced because the material becomes
damaged . The damage is in the form of cavities in the grain boundaries. The primary crack inter—
acts with these cavities which results in a more rapid rate of crack propagation. We have developed
(i) the criterion for the initiation of grain boundary cavities and (ii) the criterion for the interaction of the prima ry crack wi th these cavities. The results from this work , for the first time ,
provide a quantitativ e mechanistic basis for fracture in creep-fatigue. Experiments are being
developed to measure crack growth rate in sl6 stainless-steels in high temperature low-cycle
fatigue.
Ceramics: The objective is to study fracture in ceramics such as hot—pressed siliconnitride from a mi crostructural viewpoint. The typical microstructure consists of a fine gralned
material (grain size 0.5 to lOum) and a second phase with a vol ume fraction of 1—10% which is
distributed in the grain boundaries. The second phase Is believed to be a glass. In silicon—
nitride its glass transition temperature ranges from 800 to 1200°C depending upon the level of
alkaline Impurities. Initiation of grain bounda ry cracks is the key to the time dependent fracture
in these materials. We have theorized that the rate of initiation of grain boundary cracks is
related to the rate of grain bounda ry sliding which produces stress concentration at grain-boundary
triple junctions and the rate of relaxation of this stress-concentration by diffusion and by the
redistribution of the grain boundary phase. The rate of sliding which produces stress-concentration
and the rate of relaxation of this stress-concentration is related to the thickness and the viscosity
of the intergranular phase , to the diffusivity of the principal phase through the lntergranular
phase , and to the grain size and the elastic constants of the grains. We are developing experiments
to measure the viscosity of the lntergranular phase using the internal friction technique , and
also experiments to measure crack growth in hot-pressed silicon -nitride in tension-compression
loa di ng.
-
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REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Transient Behavior of Diffusion Induced Creep and Creep-Rupture ,” R. Raj , Met. Trans. 6A , 14991509 (1975).
—

______ —

“Dc-Adhesion by the Growth of Penny-Shaped Bubbles In an Adhesive Layer ,” R. Raj and C. H. Dang ,
Phi l.
909-922 (1975).

~~~

~~~~ ,

“Measurement of Viscosity of the Grain-Boundary Phase in Hot-Pressed Silicon Nitride ,” 0. R. Mosher ,
R. Raj and R. Kossowsky , J. Mat. Sd . LL, 9-53 (1976).
~~
“Crack Initiation in Grain Boundaries Under Conditions of Steady State and Cyclic Creep ,” R. Raj,
Mat. and Tech. 98, 132-1 39 (1976).
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A. L. Ruoff

Ultrapressure Materials Science
A.

-

Pressure Generation and Contai nment

The concept of attaining high pressures by operating in the plastic range was proven ;
pressures in excess of 86 kbars (InAs transition )have been reached in a steel pre ...ure vessel
whose yield strength is 20 kbars (NASA).
We are currently working with two high pressure systems. Our sphere system (NASA) is
being used in experiments to obtain the BP transition , predi ’ted at 400 kbars by Van Vecten . It
should be noted here that all of his predictions for transition from zincblende to e-Sn structures
have been equal to or higher than the experimental values which are available now for 11 compounds ;
in some cases the product phase is the NaC1 structure rather than the 8-Sn structure. Thus we
would expect that when we reach this transition , we could have pressures of 400 kbars ; the transition has not been reached in the U.S. and other reports of it are unconvincing. We hope to
obtain it this sumer. We are preparing also to attempt to obtain transitions in SIC and AzN
which he predicted to transform at 640 and 900 kbars. We are also working wi th diamond anvils;
these have the advantage of being useable for x-ray and optical and spectroscopic research;
however these applications are probably l imi ted by the yielding of the diamonds which usually
leads to failure as well (which we will discuss later).
We have carried Out a detailed analysis of indentors (since these have been used to
obtain high pressures) of fairly general shape and have solved the elastic problem of the pressure
prof i le , and the i nduced shear stress and tensile stresses. We are therefore now capable of
designing the profile in such a way as to get the maximum pressure prior to failure assuming the
fracture stress and the yield stress are known (which we will discuss later).

B.

P ress ure Measurement

Pressure (very h igh ) has few physical l aws of broad validity such as exist for tempera—
ture and provide a means of measuring it (black body radiation for example). There is of course
the free piston gauge based on F/A which has been used with liquid systems to 45 kbars and solid
systems to 73 kbars . We are working now on a variation of this which could work to 0.5 Mbars (or
to whatever is the elastic limi t for diamonds). This would be a measure breakthrough in high
pressure measurement. At present such pressures are ‘measured ’ by using the shift of the ruby
P1 fluorescence (assumed to vary linearly with pressure) which in turn is calibrated against the
NaC1 scale. The NaC1 scale Is used as a primary scale (which it most certainly is not) by
assuming that the pressure-vol ume relation of Born—Mayer
(a central force solid) IT”a pp l i cable
to NaCl . It has recently been shown by Chhab lldas and Ruoff (NASA Contract) that the NaCl scale
seriously overestimates the pressure . This Impli es in turn that the pressure versus ruby shift
is a quadratic relation and that the linear ruby scale seriously overestimates the pressure in the

~
-

-
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neighborhood of 0.5 mbar. The theory of the ruby shift deserves serious theoretical attention .
We are investigating the possibility of extending the Lincoln-Ruoff absolute pressure.
gauge . At present, this is the only absolute system except for the free piston gauge .

—

We are beginning work on the aluminum pressure scale , which we believe can be placed on
a sounder theoretica l basis than the NaC l scale. This involves lattice parameter measurements
in a diamond cell and is hence a quasi-primary gauge. We are continuing work on the ‘Be gauge.
We are also carrying Out work on a resistance gauge which looks thus far quite promising. These
latter two are , of cou rse , secondary gauges .
C. Yield Stress

We h ave develo ped th i s year a secon d metho d of q uan tit a ti vely meas uri n g the yi el d
strength of ultrahard materials. This method gave the same results for cemented tungsten carbide
as did our first techni que announced last year. We currently are applying these techniques to
measure the yield strengths of At203, B4C, T iB2 , Ge, Si , diamond and other hard and brittle
materials as well. We expect to have a thorough know l edge of the y ield strength of materials
ordinarily used in ultrapressure research. Thus if the yield stress of diamond were known we
could predict with considerable confidence the maximum pressure available in a diamond cell
without yielding on the basis of exact analysis carried out by us this past year. The yield
strengths of the ultrahard materials are , of cou rse , of considerable scientifi c interest as
they approach the theoretical yield strength . After the actual yield strengths are measured ,
we intend to study the mechanisms of the yi el d p rocess.
This particular work began with NASA support but will be carried out primarily with
MSC support.
We also feel that It is distinctly possible that the new techniques which we are
developing will have applicability not only to ultrahard materials but to a wide variety of
common structural materials.
This research will make two (and possibly four) major contributions :
1)

It will provide a method for obtaining the yield stress of ultrahard materials.

2) It will provide the first set of yield strengths of ultrahard materials.
3) It could provide an insight (and possibly a detailed knowledge) into the mechanism
of yielding of the ultrahard materials.
4) It could provide a genera l new method of measuring yield strengths which could be
of considerable practica l and industrial importance.
0. SynthesIs of Metallic Polymorphs
One of our primary purposes In working to generate high pressures is the resultant possibility of creating new metallic polymorphs . In particular we hope to reach sufficient pressures to
create metallic hydrogen . These are however, a number of other interesting possibilities including metallic methane and metallic amonium. Several 3B—5B compounds InSb , GaS b , ALSb; InAs , GaAs
and InP , GaP become metallic at pressures below 220 kbars ; as do also the group IV elements Ge and
Si , Sn. There is a well established trend among the 38-5B compounds: (1) As the atomic V of the
valence 3 element (in combination with a given valence 5 element) decreases , the transformation
pressure increases. (2) As the atomi c # of the valence 5 element (in combination wi th a given
va lence 3 element) decreases , the transformation pressure increases . Thus the nitrogen compounds
should have the highest transition pressure (theoretically estimated to be at 2.1 fibars). In this
same context , the transformation pressure in the group IVB elements Increases as the atomic number
decreases , Sn being a metal at zero pressure , Si at 120 kbars and graphite predicted to become
metallic at 1.7 I1bars. SiC is predicted to become metall ic at 640 kbars.

At the present time we are studying BP which Van Vecten predicts will become metallic at
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400 kbars. Should we obtain this transition we will next study SiC and then GaN (prediction Is
900 kbars). It is our hope to obtain these transitions this year; this would represent a major
step toward generating ultra-high pressures . This work is closely related to the subject of pressure neasurement inasmuch as these transformation points can serve as calibration points. These of course
are secondary points but can be used as quasi-prima ry points by pla cing trust in theoretical
predictions (the same sort of desperation invol ved with use of the ‘Be and NaCl gauges as primary
gauges). It is felt that if BP transform s at 400 kbars , we should be able to reach this point
with our new absolute measurement system.
E. Equation of State
We have - developed and used sophisticated apparatus for study ing the length change of
specimen versus pressure. This has been applied to silicon , LiF and now NaC1 . The results on
LiF and NaCl have been analyzed and accepted for publication . The results on NaCl illustrate
the power of this method , inasmuch as we were able to obtain good values of the second derivative
of the bulk modulus (b’. making measurements to 7.5 mbars on a mate rial whose bulk modulus at zero
pressure , 80. is 238 kbars.
Similar measurements on a material with a smaller B0 would lead to
a new level of accuracy in determining equation of state. As an example BO for potassium is 30
kbars and were our system modified to reach pressures of 30 kbars (and we can do this gi ven support)
tie could measure bo h BS and 8T as a function of pressure or volume and obtain a highly accurate
~
equation of state for a model material to a pressure of B (the equivalent pressure for i ron
~
would be 1.6 Mbars). A most important outcome of these results
is that the Gruneisen parameter
could also be measured accurately as a function of vol ume. The Gruneisen parameter plays a vital
role in transforming shock Hugoniot data into isotherma l data . At the present time it is actually
known only to a pressure of 80/10. Beyond this, assumptions are made which have little basis in
science.
It would be most useful to have data On 8~ for a number of materia ls
F. Fine Particle Matertals

I
I
I
I
I
J

Our purpose here is to eventually produce ultraf ine particle polycrysta lline aggregates
beginning with ultrafine particles (initially of one phase but later with more than one phase) by
use of hot i sostatic compaction. Eventually, we intend to produce grain sizes down to the range
where crystal linity merges with the glass state. Our initial interest is to increase the fracture
stress of ira terials such as tantalum carbide and tungsten carbide so that the tensile fracture
stress exceeds the tensile yield stress. While we are primaril y concerned here wi th the science
of hot isostatic compaction and hence deal with small samples, we mention in passing that we can
achieve pressures at room temperature approaching 80 kbars in a cube wi th 7.5cm edge . We could
probably attain pressures of nearly the same magnitude at 1200°C in a cube of 3cm edge , so that
the matter of hot isostatic compaction at very high pressures is a real technical possibility. At
the present time we have nearly found the optimum conditions for hot isostatic compaction of TaC
which yields essentially full y dense solid without grain growth. The properties of these materials
are being studied and their microstructure is being characterized.
Resea rch supported by the Materials Science Center.
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

-

“Yield Stress of Cemented Tungsten Carbide ,” A. L. Ruoff and J. Wanagel , J. Appl. Phys. 46, 4647

(1975).

“Pressure Dependence of the Yield Stress of Potassium at Low Homologous Temperature ,” A. L. Ruoff
and J. 0. Chua , MSC Report 2550 (1975). See ; J. Appl. Phys . ~~~ 4659 (1975).
“Dynami c High Pressure Seal for Low Temperature ,” A. L. Ruo f f , J. 0. Chue and R. E. Terry , MSC
Report 2528 (1975). See; Rev. S d . Instruin . ~~~ 1708 (1975)..
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“High Pressures with Supported Opposed Steel Anvils ,” A. L. Ruoff and J. Wanagel , MSC Report
2487 (1975). See; Rev. S d . Instrum.
1 294 (1975).
~•

“Radioactive Decay Rate as the Basis of an (Jltrapressure Gauge ,” A. L. Ruoff and J. Wanagel , J.
of P ys. E : Scientific Instruments ~~ 423 (1975).
~
“Effect of Impurities on the High-Temperature Creep of LIF ,” A. L. Ruoff , J . Am. Ceramic Soc.~~
503 (1975).
“Improved Techniques for Shaping Long Fragile Alkali Halide Crystals,” A. L. Ruoff , K. V. Kim ,
R. E. Terry, Rev. ScL Instrum.
636 (1976).

~~

“Pressure Transition of AzP to a Conductive Phase,” A. L. Ruoff , J. Wanagel and V. Arnold , acce p ted
for publication by J.
L Phys.

~~

“Isotherma l Equations of State for Lithium Fluoride ,” A. L. Ruoff , K. V. Kim and L. Chhabi ldas ,
accepted for publication by J. App I . Phys.

“Isotherma l Equations of State for Sodium Chloride by the Length Change Measurement Technique,”
A. L. Ruoff and L. Chhabi ldas, MSC Report 2666 (1976). Accepted for publication by J. Appl. Phys.

I

“The Sod iu m Chlo rid e P ri mary P ressure Gau ge ,” A. L. Ruoff and L. Chhab ildas , MSC Report 2669 (1976).
Submitted for publication .
“Contact Pressures and Ultrapressures ,” A. 1. Ruoff and K. S. Chan, MSC Report 2667 (1976). Submitted for publication.
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S. Sancar

The Propagation and Scattering of Ultrasonic Waves in Materials

-

1.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Characterization of Materials

A modified echo-overlap technique was developed and was used to make velocity dispersion
NbTi superconductor composite wires. The measurecomposite wi res pronounced dispersion effects are
present which differ somewhat from the dispers i on effects measured in solid wi res. We have concluded from these results that the effective Poisson ’ s ratio of the composite materials is less
than that of solid wires . For the attenuation measurements in these materials , a pulse-erho
technique was used in which the echoes reflected from and transmi tted across a buffer— specimen
interface are anal yzed to determine simultaneously the frequency—dependent reflection coefficient
and specimen attenuation .

measurements of r . f . bursts in multi-filamentary
ments using extensional waves show that in these

Researc h supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
2. Time Records and Power Spectra of Scattered Ultrasound

E xp e rim ent s closel y p a rallel i n g the a nalyt i cal wo rk of Professo r Pac ’s research group
were continued. The orientation dependence of the scattering of broadband ultrasonic pulses by
a cylindrical fluid -filled inc lusion in an elastic solid is now well understood. We found significant differences between the time records of the back-scattered signals and the signals scattered
into an arbitrary receiving direction . However, as in the earlier , backscattering studies , the
arrival time s of the signals received at an arbitrary receiver l ocation are in agreement wi th
those predicted by the theory of geometric acoustics.
We have also shown that the pronounced maxima and minima in the experimentally observed
of the forward-scattered and back-scattered signals respectively, coincide wi th the overtone
frequencies of the two l owest norma l modes of vibration of the cyl indrical inclusion . For the 90°
side-scattering situation , we have observed that the minima of the spectra coincide with the overtones
of the n*O normal mode of the inclusion . The significance of these results is that the wave speed
to radius ratio of the cylindrical inclusion can be determined unamb i guously from the ultrasoni c
spectra in a non-destructive testing application.
spectra

Experiments of the scattering by a fluid-filled elliptical inclusion in an elastic solid
have begun. The theory of geometric acoustics has been extended to permit the calculation of the
arrival times of the signals back-scattered by such an inclusion of arbitrary eccentricity . It Is
found that when the eccentricity of the scatterer becomes large (resembling a smooth crack), the
creep-fluid ray (“halo ” ray) observed in the cylindri cal scattering situation becomes equivalen t
to the creep ray which propagates around the shadow side of the scatterer.
Experiments and ray anal yses calculations have been extended to the fluid—filled biinclusion in an elastic solid. Techniques have been developed which permit the quantitative determination of the size and location of such clusters in materials.
From a series of experiments we have shown the existence of a reciproc i ty phenomenon In
the scattering of elastic waves by obstacles of arbitrary shape . The experimental work was stimulated by the analytical work of Dr. V. S. Varatha rajulu. The usefulness of the reciprocity phenomenon is that the number of measurements needed to characterize a scatterer completely are signi—
ficantly reduced.
Professor V. H. Pao is Professor and Chairma n of the Department of Theoretical and Applied
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Mechanics. He is also a member of the Materials Science Center. Dr. V. S. Varathara julu is a
MSC-su pported post-doctoral research associate in the Department of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics.

Resea rch su pp or ted by th e Na ti onal Sc i ence Foun dat i on an d the Ma ter i als Sc i ence Center.
3. Ex p er i me n tal Stress Anal ysis Using Ultrasonic Pulse Spectroscopy Measurements
A techni que was developed which utiliz es pulse spectroscopy measurements to analyze
the i~”terference effects between the two shear waves propagating in a stress-induced birefringent
metal specimen. The frequency of destructive interference between the two shear waves is shown
to be related to the difference in principal stresses in a plane-stressed specimen . The sensitivity of the technique in measuring changes in the principa l stress differences appears to be
higher than obtainable with direct velocity measuring techniques. Experiments investigating the
phenomenon in uniaxia ll y-stressed specimens of 6061-16 aluminum , u-brass , OHFC copper and 304
stainless steel were completed. Experiments utilizing transversely-loaded specimens and diametrically
l oaded disk specimens are presently underway.
~csearch supported by the Material s Science Center
4. Non-Destructive Testing of Friction-Welded Materials
In collaboration with Professor K. K. Wang and his student Mr. J. Driscoll , we have s hown
that the reflection ccefficient of ultrasonic waves at the weld region is related to the fracture
strength of the welded specimen in an impact test. The results also indicate that the ultrasonic
measurements contain information about the interface rnicrostructure and weld area . Current experiments in which the frequency content of the interface signal is determined are expected to delineate
between these two effects.
Professor K. K. Wang is in the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineeri ng.
Research supported by Eastman Kodak.

REPORTS A N D PUBLICATIONS
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“Group Velocity of r.f . Bursts and Attenuation of Ul trasonic Pulses In NbTi Filamentary Composite
Superconducting Wires ,” W. H. Sachse , MSC Report 2536 (1975). See ; Ultrasonics Symposium Proceedings
IEEE Ca t. #75 CHO , 994-4SU, p. 628-632 (1975).
“Applica tion of Ul trasonic Pulse Spectroscopy Measurements to Experimental Stress Analysis, ” J.
Bl inka and W. Sachse, MSC Report 2535 (1975). To appear in Experimental Mechanics (1976).
“Scattering of Ultrasoni c Pul ses from Cylindrical Inclusions in Elastic Solids ,” , W. H. Sachse ,
Proceedings of the ARPA/AFML Review of Quantitative NDF , AFML Technical Report TR-75-2l~~ p. 1472T (1976).
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“Orientati on Dependence of Scattered Ultrasound by a Fluid-Fl fled Inclusion in an Elastic Solid ,”
W . H . Sac h se , F. Bl fulco and V. H. Pao , MSC Report 2548 (1975). Submitted for publication to J.
Acoust. Soc. Am.
“Generation and Detection of Plane—Polarized Ultrasound With a Rotatable Transducer ,” N. N. Hsu
and W. Sachse, MSC Report 2540 (1975). See; Rev . S d . Instrum. ~~ No. 7 (1975).

“Orientation Dependence of Scattered Ultrasonic Pulses By a Fluid Filled Inclusion in an Elastic
Solid, ” W . Sachse , F. Bifulco and V. H. Pao, MSC Report 2548 (1975). Submitted for publication .

W. Sachse, MSC Report 2631 (1976).
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SURFACE SCIENCE STUDY GROUP
The broad theme which underlies the research program of the Surface Science group is
the quantitative study of relationships between atomic and electronic structure of surfaces on
the one hand and the chemical and physical properties of clusters on the other , with an Increasing emphasis upon the factors controlling chemical reactivity and reaction mechanisms at surfaces .
This is carried out through experimental and theoretical projects in the fol l owing related areas.
1. Applied theoretical work focussed on the structure and reactivity of organic molecules
modified to center s composed of transition metal atoms.
2. Detailed comparative analysis of clusters and surfaces in terms of atomic structure ,
bond energies, mobility of ligands or chemisorbed species , and of catalytic reactions.
3. Microscopic factors associated with chemical bonding of atoms and of molecules at
solid surfaces in terms of their specific electronic and atomic structures , and the role of these
factors in the dynamics of reactions localized at surfaces or on small particles .
4. Study of the thermodynamic and kinetic parameters associated with the structure of
solid surface s and the criteria defining physical and chemical transformations particular to twodimensional syst ems.
5. Extension and development of ion and electron probes to evaluate the compositional and
structural properties characteristic of surfaces and the surface region of diverse systems at new
levels of sensitivity and precision.
Surface Science Study Group Members

~~~
,J. M. Blakely, Materia ls Science and Engineering
R. Hoffmann , Chemistry
G. H. Morrison , Chemistry
E. L. Muetterties, Chemistry
7. N. Rhodin , Applied and Engineering Physics
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Postdoctoral Associates :

K. E. Lu

W. N. Unert l
Research Assistants :

-

J. C. Hami lton
H. V. Thapliy l
~
Y. V. Tu
Segregati on at Meta l Surfaces:

-

Activity of Carbon Covered Transition Metals

A study of the interaction of segregated and adsorbed atoms with free surfaces . The
emphasis of this work is on the structure and thermodynamic properties of surface phases , and
the understanding of these properties in terms of interactions among adsorbed species and
between adsorbed species and substrate. One objective of the work is to develop a general
scheme for the description of equilibrium segregation to interfaces in alloys. Considerable
effort is directed at studying the infl uence of surface defects such as steps and ~~nks on
the binding of adsorbed and segregated atoms . The systems being studied are dilute alloys of
carbon in Ni and Pt. The reversib le segregation of carbon to various single crystal surfaces
of the alloys is being studied using LEED , secondary electron spectroscopy and other surface
science techniques . The equilibrium of quas i— 2-dimensiona l surface phases is being studied
in detail on both planar and stepped single crystal surfaces . Modulated mo l ecular beam studies
of the catalytic efficiency of surfaces wi th various carbon overlayers for simple hydrocarbon
reactions are in progress.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
S

Oxidation of Meta l Surfaces
A study by electron spectroscopy and di ffraction of the initial stages of oxidation
at well characterized single crystal surfaces. The properties being investigated are the kinetics
of growth , the structure of the oxide film and the transition in electronic structure from that
characteristic of the clean metal to that of the oxide . Experiments in progress deal wi th the
formation of oxides on single crystal planes of the divalent metals including Be , Mg and Zn.
Both the pure metals and the bulk oxides of these elements have been studied in some detail and
they are attractive materials from an experimenta l viewpoint. The emphasis of the work is on
the formation of the first few monolayers of oxide.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
Surface Properties of Silver and Silver Halides

_ _ _ _ _ _
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Part o f this program is concerned with the distribution of point defects and space
charge layers at and near free surfaces of Ionic crystals and metal — ionic crystal Interfaces .
In the silver halides , used as photographic materials, these laye rs are of special Interest due
to their role in latent Image formation . The segregation of divalent sensitizing, doping elements
such as Cd to free surfaces is being studied to try to understand the role of these dopants In
surface latent image formation . The Interaction of halogens with silver surfaces is of interest
to both in understanding the photographic process and In connection wi th the use of silver catalysts
for oxidation reactions. Silver is used as a catalyst for the oxidation of ethylene and the reaction.
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is known to be moderated by small surface concentrations of C
We are currently studying the
adsorption of chlorine on various singular and vicinal surfaces of silver crystals in an effort
to i dentif y the types of sites at which C~ Is most strongly bound. We intend to study the co—
adsorption of C&2 and 02 on silver and also carry Out experiments on C2H4 Oxidati on using the
modulated molecu lar beam techni que .
.

—
~~~

Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
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HIGHLIGHTS
In the study of segregation of carbon to single crystal nickel surfaces we have
obtained sets of segre9ation isosteres from whi ch model independent heats of segregation may be
derived . These have also been used to provide tests of the validity of Langmuir adsorption equations in describing the segregation behavior. The effect of steps on the magnitude of the binding
of carbon to nickel surfaces has been investigated. Steps on surfaces near (100) enhance the
binding of carbon atoms ; other surfaces are currently being studied.
A deta’~led study has been made of the Auger line shapes and electron energy loss spectra
during the formation of ZnO on the basal plane of Zn single crystals. The low energy Zn Auger
peaks shift and change shape during oxidation in such a way that intermediate states can be
represented as linear superpositions of spectra from the final oxidized and initial cleat, surfaces.
This suggests that the oxide grows heterogeneously on the surface . The Auger spectra from epitaxial
ZnO and from clean Zn (0001) can be understood quite well on the basis of current information on
the bulk ban ’. structures of those materials; the energy loss spectra are in reasonably good agreement with data on optical reflectivity .
The adsorption of C 2 on the (11 0) surface of silver has been shown to be reversible with
pressure cycling above ~40O°C~and both isotherm s and isosteres have been obtained for this surf tce.
The heat of adsorption is in the region of 2eV per molecule of C 2 an d analysis of the isotherms
~
at 458, 477, and 560°C show s that they can be rather wel l represented
by the Langmuir theory . Details
of the Auger spectra and structura l transformation s, indicated by LEED , will be studied on this and
other silver surfaces.

RE PORTS A N D PUBLICATIONS

I
I

“Surface Physics of Materials ” , Edit ed by 3. M. Blakely, V ol ume I and II , Ac ademic Press (1975).
“Equilibrium

Segregation and Adsorption ” , J.

See ; Surface Physics of Material s (19Th).

N. Blakely and J. C. Shelton , MSC Report 2182 (1975).

“Segregation of Cd to a (111) SIlver Chloride Surface ” , V. V. lu and J. M. Blakely, MSC Report 2480
( 1975). See; J. Photog. Science
59 ( 1976).
~
“Structure and Defects at Ionic Crystal Surfaces” , J. 14. Blakely, MSC Report 2503 (1975). See;
Electrode Processes in Solid State lonics , ed i ted by 14. Kleltz and ~3. Dupuy , Reidel (1976).
“Seyreg3tion Isosteres for Carbon at the (100) Surface of Nickel ” , 1. C.

uSC Report 2539 (1975).

To be published In Surface Science.

Isett and J. N. Blakely,

“A Blanking Resistive Heating Circuit for Auger Electron Spectroscopy Experiments” , V. V. Tu and
J. M. Blakely, MSC Report 2670 (1976).
“Structure of the Gas-Solid Interface” , J. M. Blakely , MSC Report 2698 (1976). To be published in
the Proceedings of the Darken Conference , Physical Chemistry in Metallurgy .
‘Su rface Properties of Calcium Doped Beta Al umina ” , V. V.

Tu and W. N. Unertl , MSC Report 2531 (1975).
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R, HpFFMAN ..prpfessor. Department of Chemistry
~~
Postdoctoral

Associates :
T. Albrlght
D. DuBo i s
R. Sumerville

Research Assistants:
K.

S

Haraki

D. Thorn

Electronic Structure of Transition Metal Complexes
(A) We exami ned theoretically the trigonal prism , 2, and the bicapped tetrahedron . 3,
as alternatives to the conrion octahedron , 1 , for six-coordinate main and transition group compounds.
The pronounced preference of six-coordinate sulfur for an octahedral geometry is traced by a
molecula r orbi tal analysis to a pair of non-bonding levels , whose higher energy In the non-octahedral

>( ><

geometries Is due to the molecular orbital equivalent nf a ligand -ligand repulsion . For transition
element complexes we draw a correlation diagram for the trigonal twist interrelating octahedral
and trigonal prismatic extremes. A possible preference for the trigonal prism in systems wi th
few d electrons is discussed , as well as a strategy for l owering the energy of the trigonal prism
by syninetry-conditioned
bonding . The bicapped tetrahedron geometry for transitign metal complexes
can be stabilized by a substitution pattern M14D2 where 0 is a good a donor, 14 a d° metal cen te r .

(B) Continuing a study of metal-metal Interactions which previously focused on weak Interwe have now looked at coupling of medium strength .
h are specifi~i1Ty, we have com~Teted an analysis of M 2L 6 dimers . These can assume a range of
geometries specified by the extreme structura l types 5f a tetrahedral dime r, 4, square-planar
diner , 5, the ethane-like geometry , 6, and the metal -metal bonded 7. Variations bridging these
geometrical extremes exist as well. Three factors influence the geometry and electronic structure
actions (J. Amer. Chem . Soc., 97, 4884 (1975)),
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of dimeric tetrahedral and square planar transition metal complexes of the M 2L~ type. The factors
are 1. The geometrical preference of the monomer , 2. the symetry-restricted opportunities
for coupling through the orbital s of the bridging groups , 3. direct metal-metal overlap. In
analyzing the first factor , we find that in tetrahedral d 10 monomers of the MX 2Y 2 ty pe t he a ngle
between the better acceptors and better o donors should be opened up. The structures of monomeric dinitrosyls are rationalized , including the minor deviations from NMO linearity . Superposition of the calculated 11X 2V 2 monome r structures into a X 2MY 2MX 2d imer gives a reference pc’int
relative to which elongation or contraction of the bridge region as a c~nsequence of througt—bond
coupling or metal -metal bonding can be evaluated. In the tetrahedral d~ dimers we find lIttl e
direct metal —meta l a bonding, in the d8 diners a strong metal—metal
bond. Locally square
dimers are studied , with an emphasis on the interconversion of the alternate square planar and
tetrahedral geometries. The orbitals of the bridging group are determinative here , with i—donors
favoring the square planar extreme . The simple twist interconverting the two structures Is
synlnetry forbidden . We study the hinging distortion In the square planar diner , failing to find
a controlling electronic effect for this soft surface.
i
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(C) By making use of the frontier orbitals of metal -cyclopentadienyl (MCp) and M(C0)3
fragments , the electronic structure of tri ple-decker sandwiches CpMCpMCp , 8, an d (CO) 3MCpN (CO)3,
9, was analyzed. Two series of stable structures , containing 30 and 34 valence electrons respectivel y, are predicted . The known Ni 2Cp3~ and Co2C p2(C 2B 3H4R) triple-deckers are representatives
of these two series . There are important similarities between these compounds and normal triply
CO bridged diners of the Fe 2(C0)~ , 10 type . The theoretical analysis is extended to types such
as (C H ) nM(CO) 3M(CH)n, 11 , suggesting a number of potential synthetic goals.
~~~~~
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Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Structure and Chemi stry of Bis (Cyclopentad1enyl )ML~ Complexes ,” J. W. Lauher and R. Hoffmann ,
J. Amer. Chem . Soc. 98, 172 9 (1 976).
“Bicapped Tetrahedral , Tri gonal Prismatic and Octahedral Al ternatives In h am and Transition
Group Six-Coordination ,” R. Hoffmann , J. N . Howell and A. R. Rossi , J. Amer. Chem . Soc., 98,

— —

2424 (1976).

— —

“Tri ple-Decker Sanc~ lches ,” J. W. Lauher , N. El i an , R. H. Siaumerville and R. Hoffmann , J. Amer .
Chein.
98, 3219 (1976).
~~~~
“A Comparative Bonding Study of Conical Fra nents ,” M. Elian , N. M. -L. Chen , 0. N. P. Ml ngos and
R. Hoffmann , Ino rg. Chein., 15, 1148 (1976).~
—

“Tetrahedral and Other M2L6 Transition Metal Dimers ,” R. H. Sipunerville and R. Hoffmann , MSC
Repor t 2l~36 (l97~ ). Submi tteci to J. Amer. Chem. Soc. for publication .
“A Qualitative Discussion of Alternative Coordination Modes of Diatomic Ligands in Transition
Metal Complexes ,” H. I.. Chen and R. Hoffmann , MSC Report 2612 (1976).
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Profgjjor. DeDartment of Chemistry

S

Postdoctora l Associate:
J. R. Roth

Research Assistants :

R. I. Botto
J. 0. Fas sett
J. 0. Ganjel

N. G. Howell

14. Rudat
G. J. Sc i l l a

Research in Ion Microscopy of Solid Surfaces
During this past year a new research program was started involving ion microscopy and
ion microprobe analysis. Emphasis was placed on both the fundamental aspects of the technique
to improve quantitation , and Its application to the study of metals , allo y s , sem i con d uc tors ,
and devices.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.

HIG HLIGHTS
A computerized densitometer system is being used to digitize ion !nicrographs for quantita ti ve measu rements. Present so ftwa re rou ti nes allow reori en tat i on of images , contour plotting,
and fast Fourier transform for fi l tering and cross correlation between similar images .
An investigation is In progress directed toward an understanding of the processes
surrounding ion bomba rdment, including sputtering and ionization , with major emphasis on developing a good theoretical model allowing quantitative analysis. A computational equation involving
a single fitting parameter has been developed for quantitation of ion intensities .
The largest source of error in microprobe analysis Is due to the sampling of heterogeneous
materials. Mathemati cal formulas have been designed to estimate the expected sampling error as a
function of the degree of heterogeneity . Good correlation has been found between calculated and
experimentally determined error.
The application of secondary ion mass spectroinetry to the study of thin (angstroms ) and
thick (microns ) oxide fi lms is being investigated. Using an oxygen leak system , SIMS was employed
for In situ controlled growth and analysis on freshly cleaned surfaces. The study is being applied
to sem1~~~ uctor materials and metals.
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Ion M icroscopy ,” G. H. Morrision and G. Slodzian , Anal. Chem ., 47 (11) 932 (1975).
‘Ion M icroscopy and Surface Analysis ,” G. H. Mor ri son , Plenary Lecture , April 1976, Proceedings
of ACS Symposium on Advanced
Characterization of Metal and Polymer Surfaces , I.. H. Lee , Ed it,,
Aca demi c Press , N. V., In press.
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“Role of Sampling in Ion Microprobe Analysis, ” G. J. Sci lla and G. H. Morrison , Proceedings of
24th Annual Conference on Mass Spectroscopy and Allied Topics , San Di e g o , May 1976, In press.
“System for Quantitation of Ion Micrographic Images ,” J. Fassett, J. R. Roth and G. H. Morrison ,
Proceedings of 24th Annual Conference on Mass Spectroscopy and Allied Topics , San Di e go , h4ay 1976,
in press
“Josephinite : A Unique Nickel Iron ,” R. I. Botto and G. H. Morrison , Amer. J. of Sd ., 276,
241—274 (1976).

——

5

“Multielement Atomic Spectroscopy Using a Computerized Vidicon Spectrometer,” J. D. Ganjei , N. G.
Howell , J . R. Rot h , and G. H. Morrison , MSC Report 2546 (1975). See; Anal. Chem ., 48 (3), 505
(1976).
—

“Internal Standardization in Flame Analyses Using a Vidic on Spectrometer ,” N. G. Howell , J. D.
Ganjei , and G. H. Morrison , Anal. Chem., 48 (2), 319 (1976).
“Determination of Silver in Rocks by Neuton Activation Analysis ,” R. A. Nadkarn i and G. H. Morrison ,
MSC Report 2584 (1976).
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Synthesis of Organonietallic Compounds and Evaluation of Their Catalytic Activity
US-USSR Program of Sc i entific and Technical Cooperation in the Field of Catalysis
—

A research assoc i ate , a magnetic resonance spectroscopist , from the Institute of Chemical
Physics in Moscow is working in our laboratories for a period of six months. His research objective
is a spectroscopic study of exchange phenomena In metal clusters and an analysis of the significance
of these intramolecular and intermolecular exchange processes to the catalytic activities of the
metal clusters . Two research associates from our group, J. Atwood and W. Pretzer have spent six
month periods In Moscow at the Institute for Chemica l Physics on mechanistic studies relating to
the general subject of nitrogen fixation.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the U.S.S.R. Academy of Sciences .
Synthesis of Coordination Compounds

—

Design of Homogeneous Catalysis

New types of catalytic reactions are sought through the design of new classes of coordination and organometallic structures with optimal electronic, stereochemical and functional group
features for the interaction with and subsequent activation of important small molecules like H2,
N 2, RCN , CO and hydrocarbons. Structural and reaction mechanism studies comprise a key part of
this program since a fundamenta l understanding of the chemistry is essential to a logical development of new catalytic chemistry . A major element in the research Is the development of the
catalytic chemistry of discrete metal clusters . This area is viewed as a possible bridge between
homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis. Other major research efforts include (1) a mechanistic
study of the olefin metathesis reaction , (2) catalytic hydrogenation of aromatic hydrocarbons ,
(3) development of low valent metal phosphite chemistry and (4) basic studies of metal hydrides ,
meta l alky l complexes , and metal alkyls in catalytic, or related , react i ons .
Research supported by the National Science Foundation , the Advanced Research Projects
Ag ncy and the Materials Sci ence Center.
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H IGHLIGHTS

*

A new class of tetrahedral nickel clusters has been prepared and structurally defined.
The parent member is Ni 4L 7, with L an alkyl isonitrile , ligands unsymetrically bridge tetrahedral
edges in a comon face. In Ni 4L 4(RC ~CR)3, the diphenylacetylene ligand s bridge edges in a syninetrical fashion . Other molecules with triple bonds , e.g., nitriles and aryldia zonium cations , can
bridge in an ana l ogous fashion. These triply bonded molecules interact with the metal atoms so as
to substantially reduce the bond as evidenced by bond length and by chemical reactivity . These
clusters present an effective means for the activation of triple bonds towards reduction in key
molec u les lik e CO , N 2, acetylenes , nitriles , isonitri les and cyanide ion. Catalytic hydrogena—
tions of acetylenes ~selective1y to cis olefins), nitriles , and isonitriles (stoichiometric) have
been demonstrated wi th these nickel ~Tt~sters and the hydrogenation of CO to CH4 was achieved wi th
iridium and osmium carbonyl clusters . The mechanisms of these catalytic reactions are now under
study in attempts to develop mechanistic comparisons between the catalytic chemistries of metal
cl u s te rs a nd metal su rfaces .

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
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“Ca talytic Hydrogenation of Arenes II. Arene Selectivity Over Olefin and Reaction Mechanism for
the Hydrogenation Reaction ,” F. J. Hirsekorn , N. C. Rakowski and E. L. Muetterties , ~). Amer. Chem .
Soc. 2L.237 (1975).

“I ntramole cular Rearrangements in Boron Clusters ,” E. L. Muettertles , E. L. Hod , C. G. Salent i ne
and H. F. Hawthorne, Inorg. Chem . !
950 (1975).

~

“Hydrogenation of Arenes wi th Discrete Coordination Catalysts. III. Synthesis and Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance Spectrum 0f all -cis- Cyclohexane-d 6,” E. L. Muetterties , M. C. Rakowski , F. J. Hi rsekorn ,
W . D. La rso n , V. J. Basus ,TA . L. Anet , J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 97, 1266 (1975).
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“A Fl uxiona l , Catalytically Act iv e Metal Clus ter , Ni g[CNC(CH3)3)7,” V. W. Day, R. 0. Day, J. S.
Krlstoff , F. J. Hirsekorn and E. L. Muetterties , J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 97, 2571 (1975).
“Structural Form and Nonrig idity in 6, 7, 8 and 9-Atom Polyhedra l Boranes Molecular Orbital
Calculations ,” E. L. Muetterties and B. F. Beier , Bull. Soc. Chim. Belg .
~~~ 397 (1975).
“Phosphine Chemistry of I ron (0) and - (II), ’ E. L. Muettertles and J. W. Rathke , J. Amer. Chein.
~
Soc. 2. 3272 (1975).
~~
“Metal Clusters in Catalysis. II. An Electron Spin Resonance Study of Dinuclear Metal Complex
Fragments and Their Interaction with Organic Substrates ,” E. L. Muetterties , B. A. Sosinsky and
K. I. Zamaraev , J. Amer. Chem. Soc . ~~~ 52 99 (1975).
“Metal Clusters In Catalysis III. Clusters as Models for Chemisorption Processes and Heterogeneous Catalysis ,” E. 1. Muetterties ,MSC Report 2687 (1976). See ; Bull Soc,. Chim. Beig. 84,
—

—

(1975).

“Metal Cluste rs In Catalysis IV.
H. 6. Thomas, B. F. Beler and E.

Catalytic Hydrogen Reduction of Carbon Monoxide to Al kanes,”
L. Muetterties , J. Amer. Chem. Soc. 98, 1296 (1976).

“Olefin Metathesis III
Mechanistic Considerations ,” N. 1. Mocella , N. A. Busch and E. L.
Muetterties, J. Amer. Cheir. Soc. .L 1283 (1976).
—
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Postdoctoral Associates :
G. Brod n

~
J, Kanski

Research Assistants :
R. B illlngton

C. Brucker
W . Capehart
C. Seabury

Chemosorption and Catalysis
The major area of research has focussed on the interaction of electrons and atoms with
metal surfaces in order to understand in more detail the mechanism of these interactions from an
atomistic and electronic viewpoint. The principles and features of chemical bonding at surfaces
are then related to aspects of heterogeneous catal ysis. The main emphasis of study continues to
be the mechanisms of simple chemical reactions i nvolv ing molecular reactions of oxides of carbon
and of nitrogen with hydrogen or oxygen as well as hydrogenation , dehydrogenation , cyclization
and fragmentation of simple hydrocarbons such as olefins and substi tuted aromatics . Surfaces
of plantinum group metals; particu larly platinum, iridium , palladium and rhodium are of particular
interest. Their geometric , microscopic and compositiona l properties are characterized using
various ultra high vacuum surface probes In combination including photoelectron spectroscopy ,
LEE D , Auger spectroscopy , ther~nal desorption and electron tunneling spectroscopy. In this work ,
synchrotron radiation using the electron storage ring facility at Stoughton , Wisconsin Is play ing
an increasingl y important role. Exploring the mechanism of surface reactions by this method is
facilitated by the intense collimation of the beam , its variable frequency and the unique
feature of its planar polarization.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
Electron Properties of Corrosion—Resistant Metals
The detailed nature of the interaction of reactive molecular gases with corrosionresistant metals and alloy s, primari ly those based on i ron , chromi um and nickel is being investigated . Emphasis is placed on measuring the physics of electron interactions in these materials
with the objective of developing new prin ciples defining their unique capability to develop resistance
to normall y strongl y corrosive environments. Although the surface probes used here are simi liar to
those described above , this work is focussed strongly on defining the mechanisms involved in terms of
new and detailed Information on the electron nature of alloying, chemical bonding and resistance to
chemical degradation in these materials.

Research supported by the American Iron and Steel Institute and the Materials Science

Center.
HIGHLIGHTS

The polarization properties of photoelectron excitation were used for the first time to
investigate the orbita l synvnetrles and geometric orientation of the chemisorbed CO-molecule on the
Ir(100) surface . The significance of this work is that it illustrates how hitherto inaccessible
i nformation on the details of chemica l bonding at surfaces can be obtained by analysis of photoelectron emission us i ng a synchrotron radiation facility .
*
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“Fi eld-E mission Energy Spectroscopy of the Platinum Group Metals, ” N. J. Dionne and T. N. Rhodin ,
lISC Report 2557 (1975). See; Phys. Rev . B , ~July 15 (1 976).
“Photoemjss,on Study of Chemisorption on Metals ,” T. N. Rhodin and C. Brucker , USC Repo rt 2 621
(1976). See; Characterization of Metal and Polymer Surfaces, Ed. L. H. Lee , Aca d emi c Press , N.Y.
(1976).
—

_____

_______

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

“Electronic Spectra of Adsorbed Chalcogen Atoms : Surface Cluster Approach ,” R. H. Paulso n and
T. N. Rhodin MSC Report 2566 (1975). See; Surf. S d . 55, 61 (1976).
“Distortion and Fra gmentation of Hydrocarbons Chemisorbed on Ir(lOO),” G. B ro dén a nd T. N. Rhod i n ,
Chem. Phys. Lett. 40, 247 (1976).

“Adsorption of Gases on Solids, ” T. N. Rhodin and D. Adams , MSC Re p ort 2 569 (1 975).
i n Solid State Chemistry, Ed. N.B.Iianny , Vol. 6A , Plenu m P ress , N.Y. (1 97 6).
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See ; T rea ti se

“Electronic Structure and Reactivity of Metal Surfaces ,” T.. N. Rhodin , NATO Advance d Resea rch
Institute Proceedings, Namur , Belgium , E. Derouane and P.Lucas , Ed., Plenum P ress , N.Y. (1976).
“Structure Anal ysis of Solid Surfaces ,” 1. N. Rhodin and D. S. Y . Tong , MSC Re p ort 24 82 (1 976).
S

“Electronic and Geometrical Factors in Chemical Bonding On Ir(lOO) Surfaces ,” 6. Brodén and 1. N.
Rhodin , MSC Report 2558 (1975). Submitted for publication .
“Oxygen Chemisorption and Reaction on a—Fe(100) Using Photoemission and Low-Energy Electron Diffraction ,” C. Brucker and T.N. Rhodin , MSC Report 2567 (1975). Submitted for publ i cation.

“Geometric and Electronic Effects in the Chemisorption and Reaction of Acetylene , Ethylene and
Benzene on the Iridium (100) Surface ,” 6. Brodén , T. N. Rhodin and W. Capehart , MSC Re port 2645
(1 976).
‘ Introductlon to the Surface Physi cs of Metals ,” T. N . Rhodin , MSC Report 2530 (1975). See;
~
Proceedings of NATO Conference , Namur , Belg ium (1975). To be published by Plenum Press , N.Y.
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OPTICAL PHENO M ENA STUDY GROUP
The broad membership of this Study Group reflects the widespread scientific and technological interest in the many interactions of laser light wi th condensed matter. Among the primary
objectives of this group are : i) the development of new laser based optical techniques to study
the structure of solid state materials, ii ) to develop a better understanding of the various processes wh&r”by l aser radiation interacts with condensed matter , and i ii ) in carefully selected
instances , to apply the information obtained to the development of new and improved optical
ma te ri als an d dev i ces .
The research programs of a significant fraction of this Group focus on the shared use
of one of the newer MSC central facilities , t he Dye Laser Fac i l i ty. T he grou p has been par ti cula rly
successful in developing a corrinunal Facility with unique capabilities and in integrating the research
~~ogi~ ms of its members with this Facility . All members participa te extensively in the planning
and operation of this Facility , with bi—week ly seminars and strong interactions between technique—
oriented and problem-oriented members.
The Dye Laser Facility is now in its fourth year of operation , and has grown rapidly in
size and level of activity as members have increasingly focussed their programs on the Facility ’s
special capabilities . It now fills three rooms with two large cw argon ion pump lasers and a
pulsed nitrogen pump laser and six tunable dye lasers with different characteristics. There are
usua lly about eight active experiments underway which utilize these tunable sources. Most of the
signal detection and processing equipment and spectroscopic apparatus in the Facility has been
provided by the participating members. The Facility is unique not only for its size and scope ,
but also for several capabilities available nowhere else , among them fast electronic dye laser
tuning and injection-locked picosecond l asers.
S

Optical Phenomena Study Group Member~~~
A. C. Al brecht, Department of (Dye Laser Facility )
J. M. Ballan tyne , School of Electrical Engineering (Dye Laser Facility )
S. H . Baue r, Department of Chemistry
T. A. Cool , Applied and Engineering Physics
D. B. Fitchen , Department of Physics (Dye Laser Facility )
R. A. McFarlane , School of Electrical Engineering
H. Mahr , Department of Physics (Dye Laser Facility )
C. L. Tang , School of Electr ical Engineering (Dye Laser Facility )
6. J. Wo lga , School of Electrical Engineering
S
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Post Doctoral Associates :
T. Imura
A. Kriebel
R. Suofford (Part Time)

1.

-

Research Ass istants :
Burbe rry
Conl ey
Doheny
Gilber g
C. Hem enway

N.
C.
A.
J.

6.
C. M erlo

J. rlorrell
L. Ziegler

Electronic and Vibronic Spectroscopy
This program is designed to study the effects of nuclear motion on the electronic properties of organic molecu les , including transition moments , radiative and radiationless relaxation
processes and Raman intensities . The experimental techniques include the use of polarized photoselection analysis in rigid glasses , polarized crystal spectroscopy , Stark effect studies , phase
shift analysis of relaxation processes , electroluminescence , e tc. A new ultra sensitive thermo—
optica l spectroscopy is being explored for detecting very weak transitions such as overtone transitions and spin-forbidden transitions . The results are tested against variation -perturbation analysis
of model systems .
S5

Research supported by the National Science Foundation , the Advanced Research Projects Agency
and the Materials Science Center.

S

Electronic Spectroscopy and Two-Photon Absorption
This program utilizes two—photon absorption processes via real states to probe the
electronic states of organic molecules. CM and m ode-locked lasers are used to pump short-lived
singlet states and intense secondary beams are used as spectroscopic sources. Photoion ization
from excited singlet states is explored. Sub-nanosecond lifetimes are measured for recombinatlon
luminescence in organic systems . The thermo-optical spectroscopy used in the pulsed mode appears
to offer a new , sensitive tool for studying two—photon spectroscopy in the liquid state.
This project and the above , entitled “Electronic and Vibronic Spectroscopy ” are basic
studies directed towards the understanding of the electronic structure of large polyatomic molecules
and how thi s structure is sensitive to nuclear position . Such studies are vital to the testing of
various theoretical methods for treating mol ecular structure and have the deeper aim of understand ing
the short -lived molecular states which control rates of chemical change.
Researc h supported by the National Science Foundation , the Advanced Research Projects
Agency and the Mat erials Science Center.
Photoelectric and Photochemical Properties of Rigid Organic and Ordered Organic Solids
This program is concerned with electron states in amorphous organic solids and solutions,
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and suspensions of organic crysta llites. Sol vated or trapped electrons are investigated with
photoconductometric , spectrophotometric and electron spin resonance techniques . Electrophotoluminescence also prov ides a measure of the recombination of matrix trapped electrons with
correlated positive centers . Photoelectric and photovoltaic effects due to junction barriers at
metal-organic solid or solution -organic solid interfaces are being explored.
The deeper aims of the projects rel ate to the role of electron generation and transport
in biological systems
in particular in photosynthesis. Also the organic analogue of inorganic
semiconduct ing devices is being explored.
—

Research supported by the Nationa l Institute of Health , the Advanced Research Projects
Agency and the Materials Science Center.
H IGHLIGHTS
1.

Electronic and Vibronic Spectroscopy

R. Swofford has been helping M. Burberry and J. Morrell establish themselves with the
thermo-optica l spectroscopic technique . Work has been completed on the overtone spectros~.opy in the
visible region of aromatic hydrocarbons , and the 0-H group in alcohols. The apparatus has been
interfaced with a Digital Processing Oscilloscope and a PDP 11 computer for data processing and
control. Th double-beam spectrometer has been perfected permitting automatic scanning.
M. Burberry has been active in solving the quantum mechanics of the anha rmonic oscillator
particularly with the view of obtaining overtone intensities .

—

6. Korenowski has developed a program package for handling all varieties of resonance
Sam ~’: situations as predicted by our theory for resonance and preresonance Raman intensity . He
al’~o continues preparing for measuring Raman scattering from excited electronic states .
A. Kriebel has completed a theoretical study of a trimer excitonic model for bacterlo—
rhodopsin bound to the membrane. He has carefull y characterized our comparative phase fl uorimeter
using both conventional and CW laser illumination . Under i deal conditions laser excitation seems
to promi se 10-15 p sec resolution while conventional light sources offer less confidence at this
level.
J. Morrell is beginning an experimental effort in electro-thermo-optical spectroscopy.
This new , untried , technique should be able to measure dipole moments of chemica l bonds . He also
continues his theoretical activi ties aimed at calculating equilibrium geometries and force fields
of excited electronic states.
L. Ziegler has made excellent progress in using tunable ultraviolet laser radiation. He
is doubling N 2 laser pumped dye lasers for this purpose. He already has obtained preliminary near
resonance Raman data in the quartz ultraviolet. He has not yet tried site selection spectroscopy.

S

C. Merlo Is just beginning her work . She is considering a project which will attempt to
see singlet -triplet (spin-forbidden) transitions in a variety of mol ecules of photochemical
importance . Their triplet states have never before been directly located . Thermo-optical spectroscopy should provide the means for first locating these states spectroscopically.
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C. Hemenway is just beginning to attempt near picosecond fluorescence lifetime measurements
using the up-conversion technique developed by Mahr ’s group. His first molecule for study will be
crystalline Chlorophyll-a.
II.

Elec tronic Spectroscopy and Two-Photon Absorption

L. Ziegler has verified D. Kliger ’ s (Santa Cruz) observation that thermo—optical spectrascopy using a N 2 pumped dye laser forms a very powerful tool for seeing two-photon (virtual state)
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absorption in liquids . He obtained a very nice such spectrum In benzene.
liquids should reveal such behavior in the ultraviolet.

In principle all

J. Gilberg is beginning to explore biphotonic ionizations using N 2 pumped dyes (doubled).
III.

Photoelec tric and Photochemical Properties of Rigid Organic and Ordered
Organic Solids

C. Conley continues his difficult , as yet unsuccessful search for magnetic perturbations
of electron-cation recombination in rigid organic solutions. A major effort this year has been
to develop equipment capable of temperatures near 2°K. Studies at this temperature will be attempted
momentarily. Recombination luminescence kinetic data (with no magnetic field) have been obtained
at 4°K.
A. Doheny is completing his work on electric field perturbation of recombination luminescence. He has worked out the electron tunneling model predictions at a variety of fields and including the Coulomb field of the cation . He has changed media to one which is harder at 77°K than that
previously used. Pure tunneling kinetics are now observed , unlike before .
1. Imura is visiting from Japan. He carried ~ut some exploratory flash photoconductivity
studies of bacteriorhodopsin in ice. He is also interested
in phase fluorimetric lifetime stuthes
of chlorophyll in various absorbed states.
1. Yamamoto is busy exploring the photovoltaic behavior of Chl-a films interfaced with
aqueous solutions. She hopes to test whether Chl-a is able to bri ng about the photocatalyzed
electrolysis of H 0.
2

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

-

‘Pulsed Photoconductivty of Chlorophyll -a Films in Contact with a Nonpolar Solution ” , C. W. Tang,
F. Douglas and A. C. Albrecht , J. Chem. Phys.
2723 (1975).
~~~~~~.

“Thermal Lens Technique : A New Method of Absorption Spectroscopy” , M. C. Lon g, R. L. Swof ford an d
A. C. Albrecht , Sc i ence ]
1 183 (1976).

~

“C-H Vi b ~-ationa l States of Benzene , Naphthalene , and Anthrac ene in the Visible Region by Therma l
Lensing Spectroscopy and the Local Mode Model” , R. L. Swoffo rd , N . E. Long and A. C. Albrecht,
J . Chem. Phys. ~~~ 179 (1976).
“Thermo-Optical Spectroscopyin the Visibl e and Ultrav iolet ” , paper presented at the Gordon Research
Con fe rence on ;lonl in ear Opti cs and Lase rs , Hol derness Sc hool , Plymouth , New Hampshire (August 18-22 ,
1975).
“A Model for Excitonic Interaction Among Chromophores of Light Adapted Purple Membrane of Halobacterium Halobium ” , A. C. Al brech t and A. Kr i ebel , Peter A. Leermakers Symposium on the Chemistry
of V i s i on , Wesleyan University (Flay 1976).
“Vibrational States of Molecules in the Vi sible Region by Thermo-Optical Spectroscopy and the Local
Mode Model ” , A. C. Albrecht , 12th Informal Conference on Photochemistry , Nationa l Bureau of Standards
(J un e 1 976).
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Research Assistants :

S

A. Basu
M. Evey

L. Medwin
L. R h o d es

F. Ryan

V. Y ijararaghavan

L. Yang

Ac tive Electromagnetic Effects in Semi conductors
I.

Electroluminescent Metal -Insulator—Semiconductor (MIS) Structures

This program involves theoretical and experimental investigations of l umi nescent MIS
structures and has as its ultimate objective the production of efficient room temperature light em itting or lasing devices which could be compatible with integrated optical systems . Work this
year was concentrated on the Pt-A1 203-C dS and Al -Al 203-CdS structures with the objective r~J see i ng
if an efficient tunnel injection dev*,ce emitting in the visible spectral region and at room temperature could be constructed. In agreement with earlier work on GaAs sandwiches it was found that Al
was a much bc~ ter behaved counter electrode than Pt. CdS devices with Al counter electrodes enabled
us to procure for the first time the spectrum of these devices both at liquid nitrogen and at
room temperatures . These spectra showed a strong band gap component. Structures with a configurat-i on A l-A l~ O~-CdS exhibited D-C broadband electroluminescence with voltage thresholds less than
2V (Al positive). This threshold shows that there is significant band bending with CdS which
enhances tunnel injection of minority carriers , in agreement wi th the earlier results on GaAs
sandwiches. Calibration for absolute efficiency is not yet complete , but prelimi na ry indications
are that injection efficiencies and internal quantum efficiencies are near unity . Additional work
on absolute efficiency measurements and on the achievement of stimulated emission in these structures
is continuing. These devices have the potential of being an efficient source of blue light.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
II.

Materials and Structures for Active Optical Devices

S

Work in this area is being carried out in conjunction with Professor Tang and his group.
Our part of the program is directed towards the preparation of materials and structures for semiconductor lasers and detectors. A number of structures with which we are concerned utilize periodic
structures in the form of corrugated wave guides. In the area of preparation of semiconductor
materials, work progressed on the epitaxial growth of GaAs-GaAlAs heterostructures and epitax ial layers
by liquid phase and vapor phase epitaxy. Double heterostructure lasers in this system were fabricated
with state-of-the-art thresholds , and techniques for holographic grating fabrication , chemical etching
of gratings and epitaxial growth over gratings have been perfected. New methods for exposure control
of holographic gratings , a new buffered etch for etching gratings into GaAs through photoresist masks,
techniques of cleaning corrugated GaAs substrates prior to epi growth , and a method for eliminating
wetting problems under the growth conditions (low contact temperatures , large supercoo ling and fast
cooling rate )necessary to preserve corrugated interfaces have all been developed to the point where
near lOO~ yield of initial substrates to final multilayer wafers with corrugated interfaces is
achie ved. These wafers are being used in a variety of experiments (tunable diode lasers , Q-switched
lase rs , and optical fi l ter measurements). While techniques for liquid phase epi growth of GaAs and
GaAlAs are now developed to a high state of perfection , progress on the vapor phase growth of epi
layers in this system has been disappointing. The vapor epi reactor system has still not produced
good epi layers . With the addition ofalarger Ga source and modified temperature gradients we are
hoping to correct this deficiency very soon~ since vapor epi may possess some advantages for growing
on corrugated substrates.
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In the area of corrugated waveguldes a theoretical approach developed for grating couplers
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was applied to derive the threshold condition of DFB lasers in a very general mi anner which
includes the effects of coupling between the oscillating guided field and radiation modes . The
effect of this coupling is to change the dependence of the threshold gain on the amplitude of
the periodic perturbation; increasing the depth of the grating beyor~d an optimum value causes an
increase in threshold due to larger coupling to radiation modes . Previous theories did not
include the radiatin g modes and predicted a monotonicall y decreasing threshold with increased
grating depths .
Further calculations on the reflectivity of an imperfect grating filter were carried
Out using a new approach based on impedance matching waves on either side of each groove boundary
in the grating. The method appears to be straight-forward , elegant and quick and in contrast to
earlier approaches for treating random deviations has enabled us to correctly reproduce exactly
all published curves for effects of chopped periods , thickness variations , varying coupling
constant , etc. and gives nice solutions when random fluctuations are introduced. It predicts
tha t grating reflectivity is relatively insensitive to random fluctuations (on the order of 1%).
Experiments are in progress to check this result. If true , it means that the SEN will be a very
useful tool for producing periodicwaveguid e structures. Measurements on corrugated GaAs wave—
guides will be carried out using a tunabl e nitrogen pumped infrared dye laser which was constructed
during the year and operates with peak power about 14 W (10 nsec pulse), linew idth 0.5 to 0.75 $,,
and tunes from 830 to 975 nm.
S

Progress was made towards developing a rapid electronic tuning semiconductor laser. A
system was set up and optica l monitoring methods developed for antireflection coating semiconductor
lasers . These l asers have been used in conjunction with an external cavity and tL electro-optic
tuner developed by Professor Tang for dye lasers to provide tuning of the semiconductor diode.
Preliminary results are quite encouraging; if successful such a laser should have interesting
applications in optical conmiunication systems and infrared spectroscopy .
A scann in g lase r mi croscope was const ructed dur in g the year. The system wi ll be used to
evaluate semiconductor epitaxial layers grown for optical devices. It will provide the capability
for doing photo l uminescence studies of impurity distributions , effects on mi nority carrier lifetimes
due to inhomogeneities and dislocations, and reflection and transmission microscopy with area resolution of abou t 1 micron . The system was designed and constructed by a team of Master of Engineering
students and we expect It to find wide appli cation for evaluation of the epi taxia l semiconductor
l ayers we are growing.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation , the Materials Science Center and
the College of Engineering.
R EPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
‘A n Anal ysis of GaAs LPE Growth Methods by a Di ffusion Limited Growth Model” , S. I. Long , J. N .
Ballantyne , L. F. Eastman , J. Crystal Growth 3 95 (1976).

~

“Ef ficient Low-Voltage Electrol umi nescence Devices by Tunnel -In jection of Holes ” , N. D. Clark ,
S. Baidyaroy , F. Ryan and J. M. Ballantyne , Appl. Phys. Letters
36 (1976).
.~~~~~~~

‘Theory of Optical -Waveguide Distributed Feedback Lasers ; a Green ’s Functions Approach” , C. Ghizoni ,
J. N. Balla ntyne, and C. L. Tang, MSC Report 2680 (1976). Submitted for publicati on .
“M icro fabrication of Integrated Optical Components Using the Scanning Electron Microscope ” , J. N.
Balla ntyne and C. L. Tang, Invited paper , Electro—Optical Systems Design Conference, Ana he i m ,
Cal ifornia, Proceedings p. 467 (1975).
“Current State of Submicron Art for Integrated Optics ” , J. N. Ballant yne , Invited talk , NSF Eas ter n
Workshop on Microfabr ication , Philadelphia , Pennsylvania , May (1976).
“Tunable Infrared Dye L.aserM , I.. B. Medwin , N.S. Thesis , MSC Report 2652 (1976).
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Postdoctoral Associates :
E. Bar—Z iv
K-R Ch ien
A. Devir
J. Habe rman

Research Assistants :
D.
David Frurip
Completed his Ph.D. project on “Studies of Homogeneous Nucleation in Metal Vapors ” ,
and was granted a Ph.D. degree at the June comencemen .. His thesis work consists of three
~
units: (a) Determination of the criti cal supersaturation
ratio as a function of temperature
for i ron , lea d , and bismuth vapors , and compari son of his data with predictions based on published
theories . There are evidentl y discrepancies, particularly for bismuth. (b) Dete iii nation of
the kinetics of growth of lead clusters by light scattering. These data are well accounted for
by a simple kinetic theory model. (c) Extended calculations for a kinetic model for homogeneous
nucleation.
He left Cornel l at the end of the spring term for a Post Doctoratepost at the Argonne
National Laboratory.
Research supported by the Materials Science Center.

Dan Wu
Studied the early stages in pyrolysis of methane (in argon), and the initiation mechanism
for Its oxidation under fuel rich conditions , us ing shock tube techniques with laser-schlieren
diagnostics. He obtained interesting results but most of his effort was spent in investigating
spurious effects in the equipment , and developing reliable methods for data reduction.
Research supported by the Nationa l Science Foundation .
Ezra Bar-Ziv and J. Haberman

They worked In parallel on closely related problems , the objective being to find combinations of metal bearing compounds such as SiH 4, B 2H6, Sn(CH 3)4 which when mixed with oxidizers , such
as N 20,
NF would generate non-therma l populat - ons of excited MX* species . This was accomplished
~~ of3suitable mixtures (to which SF6 was ~added to a pulse of CO laser radiation (2O )In
by exposure
2
~ there would
~
us). The hope was that among these non-therma l excitations
be an Inverted population
which could serve as a basis for a chemical laser In the visible. While very high luminosities
were generated and some were demonstrated to have to be due to very high vibrational temperatures In
the upper electronic states , no lasing combination was discovered either in the visibl e or in the
infrared. This project is nearing Its termination and was not renewed by the sponsoring agency .
Research supported by the Air Forc e Office of Scientific Research.
Adam Devir

-

He set up a CARS unit for operation In the red and near Infrared based on a pulsed ruby
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laser. This proved to be much more difficult than anticipated . However he has now developed
techniques for controlling the ruby laser pulse and the associated dye laser. Intended use of
this combination is to vibrat lonally pump methane gas to develop substantial populations in
the totall y syninetric stretching node and to measure fluorescence in the Infrared from the
asynmietric stretch , at various pressures and mixtures. Thus , we hope to obtain va l ues for the
inter- and intra-vibrational energy transfer rates .
Research supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research.

K-R Chien

Continued with the study of the laser augmented pyrolysis of D 3BPF 3 and obtained very
interesting data which led us to a mechanism of the multiphoton absorption by this compound . He
demonstrated Isotopic selectivity both with respect to the 10B/11 B and HID species . He also made
numerous measurements of the rates of group displacement reactions among the borane adducts. The
first study has appeared in the Journal of Physical Chemistry and the second part of his work has
been submitted for publication.

Resea rc h su pporte d by t he Army Research O ff i ce , Durham.
H IGHLIGHTS
Homogeneous Nucleation in Metal Vapors
We have developed a kinetic model for homogeneous nucleation which is free from the
inherent ambiguities and difficulties of the classical nucleation theory . This work has been
presented at several meetings and has received substantial attention from the experts in this
field.
Laser Au gmented Reac ti ons
Our studies of laser augmented reactions is the first In such work in which a quantitative
analysis of the yields have been accounted for on the basis of a rationa l theory.

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“The Gas Phase Structures of the Isomers of Benzene. IV. Hexafl uoro-Dewar Benzene ” , K. Galla he r ,
Structure ~~~ 35 (1975).
V. C. Wang and S. H. Bauer , J.
’
i
~~~

“The Gas Phase Structures of Acetamide and DI-acetamide ; Conmient on the Effect of H-Bonding on the
C-.O and C—N Bond Lengths ” , K. Gallaher and S. H. Bauer , MSC Report 2545 (1975). See; Trans. Farad.

soc . II. Li_s. 1423 (1975).

“Ensemble Constraints on the Dissociation Process in H2 and 0 ” , S. H. Bauer, D. Holden an d P.
~
922 (1976)-.
Jeffers , 3. Phys. them.

~~

“The Structure of Trifl uoromethyl -Imino-Sulfurdifluoride , F3CNaSF 2” , R. Ii Karl and S. H. Bauer ,
Inorg . Chem . j~~ 1859 (1915).

“Relaxation Processes in H2-CO and D -CO Mixtu res from Fluorescence Induced by Stimulated Raman” ,

2
H. Ma tsu i , E. L. Resler , Jr., and S. H. Bauer , J. Chem. Phys. 63, 4171 (1975).

“Chemical Lasers ” , S. I t. Bauer , USES, ~~çyç1opedia of Chem. Tech., (Florence, Italy) , Vol . 6 (1 976).
73 (1976).
“The Structure of (CF3)3C1” , A. Yokozek i and S. H. Bauer , J. Phys. Chem.

~~

“Homogeneous Nuc l eation In Metal Vapors : II. Dependence of the Heat of Condensation on Cluster
Size” , H. Freund and S. H.Bauer. Submitted to J. Phys. Chem .
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“Homogeneous Nucleation in Metal Vapors : III. A Self-Consistent Kinetic Model” , S. H. Bauer
and D. J. Frurip. Submitted to J. P!ys. Chem.
~
“Laser Augmented Decomposition II: D38PF 31 ” K-P Chien and S. H. Bauer , 3. Phys. Chem.
14 05
(1976).
~~

I
I
I
I
I

‘Mass Spectroinetric and Spectroscopic Study of the Reaction of H3BCO an d B2H6 w i t h Oxygen and
Nitrogen Atoms ” , C. K. Anderson and S. H. Bauer . Submitted to
Chem.

~~~~~~

“The Combustion of Acety l ene , and the Reduction of NO Durln the Combustion ” , W . M . Shaub and
~
S. H. Bauer . Submi tted to Combustion and Flame.

-

“Renaissance of Concern wi th the Nascent Condition ” , S. H . Bauer , J. Chem. Ed. .L 372 (1976).
~~~
“Thermodynamic and Kinetic Parameters for Borane Exchanges ” , K-R. Ch ien and S. H. Bauer . Submitted
to Inorg . Chem .
“Determination of the Binding Energy of Small I ron Particles as a Function of Particle Size” , H. J.
Freund , Ph.D. Thesis, MSC Report 2499 (1975).
~‘Kinetic Model for the Condensation of Fe Vapor” , D. J. Frurip and S. H. Bauer , MSC Report 2549
(1975). Abstract Submitted to N. V. Meeting of Amer. Phys. Soc., February 2-5 , 1976.
‘SLight Scattering and Absorption by Nucleating rietal Vapors” , 0. J. Frurip, Ph.D. Thes i s , MSC
Report 2663 (1976).
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Research Assistant:
K-K Hul
Experiments Concerning the Laser Enhanced Reaction Between 03 and NO

Recen t studies have demonstrated that laser-induced vibrational excitation of 03 res u lts
in a large enhancement in the reactivity of 03 with NO by the reactions
(la)
N0 2* (28) + 02
O 3~ NO
—

~ U
“2 ~
2
~
We have examined the enhancement in chemi l uminescence from N02*(2B) and N02t (2A) i n res ponse to
the excitation of 03 by laser absorption (03+h~—O 3 t). Our observations permit a determination of
the branching ratios for reaction by processes (la) and (Ib). The principal conclusions of these
measurements are:

~

1) The o~ an d 03 modes of 0 3 are responsible for the observed enchanced reactivity (it
was previously thought that the 02 mode was responsible).
2) The enhancement of the rate constant for reaction (la) leading to electronically
excited NO2*(2~ l) is twice as great as the enhancement of reaction (lb) which yields vibrationa lly
excited N02~ ( A) m olec u les .
3) The activation energies of both processes are reduced by approximately 1 Kca l /mole.
A detailed understanding of the role of vibrational excitation in reaction rate enhancement
by reactions (la) and (lb) will be useful in the development of chemical lasers and techniques for
isotope separation.
Research supported by the Air Force , the National Aeronautics and Space Administration ,
the Office of Naval Research and the Materials Science Center.

S

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Ex periments Concerning the Laser Enhanced Reaction Between O3~ and NO ,” K. K. Hui and T. A. Cool
Proceedings of the 12th Informa l Conference on Photochemi stry , National Bureau of Standards ,
Washington , 0. C., June 1976. To be published in J. Chem. ~~~~ (l 977).
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Postdoctoral Associates :
P. Champi on
H . Temk i n

Research Assistants :
0. Col li ns
L. L ichtman

R. Remba

Res e~~ch Raman Scattering in Crystals

____________________________________________________________

~~ nhjective of this project is to use laser Raman scattering techniques to investigate

elementary excitations in crystals. The current focus is on scattering from various magneti c excitations in antiferromagnetic cobalt perovskites , particular Rb CoF 3. In the past year it became clear
-

I

I
I

that the controversy over polarization properties of the scattering is largely due to differences
in the domain dis tributions in different samples seen at different wavelengths. The domains have
been shown to be quite large , of order 1 mm on a side , in x-ray topography meas urements at Greno ble.
We also fInc~ such domains when we probe the spatial variation of the polarization in the bulk of
the sample with a laser beam from the R6G dye laser. The surface domains , seen with a strongly
absorbed laser frequency , tend to be different. In any case , the previous assumption that the
domains are microscopic and randomly oriented is invalid. Samples can be made monodornain upon
application of a small uniaxial stress , and work is progressing to measure the spectra for moncdomain samples at different wavel engths.
During the year we also examined the magnetic -field dependence of the Raman features in
R bCoF 3. Experiments at 45 kG were performe d with P. Moch in Paris. The rather puzzling result
was that there were no detectable splittings or shifts. This result was also found by J. F. Scott
at Colorado for the same sample at higher fields (130 kG).

In another area of activity , we have continued the study of impurity-induced Raman scattering in crystals, looking at the dynamics and resonant scattering behavior of molecular impurities.
Preliminary measurements were made on a heavy molecular ion , ReO in K!, in collaboration with
Sievers . Earlier measurements on the 2 ion in alkali halides and~ the O (?) ion in CaF 2 we re
reported.
~

J

Research supported by the Nation al Science Foundation through the Materials Science Center.
Rama n Scattering in Polymeric Solids

.1
-

S

This project Involves the use of Ramen scattering techniques to Investigate the structure
and dynamics of systems of oriented polymers with novel properties . Of particular interest are those
whi c h ex h i b i t “ quasi— one-dimensional ” physics .
One of the systems studied this year was polysulfur nitride , (SN) , a “metallic ” polymer
~
which behaves like a highly anisotropic semi—metal to low temperatures , becoming
superconducting at
0.3K. Dr. Tenikin has just completed a first successful study of the Raman scattering in crystals
of (SN ) . He finds that the Rama n scattering In the metallic crystals is surprisingly strong, very
~ ic and better-resolved than in (SN) films . The modes observed are Intrachain optical
anisotrop
~ to charge density waves. The Rama n spectrum shows
vibrations some of which should couple strongly
an interesting variation for different tunable l aser frequencies in the neighborhood of the plasma
frequency , ~h~.~’2.5eV .

J

Some preliminary measurements have also been made on films of a class of magnetic polymer ,
the pol y (metal phosphinates). These polymers , provided by Professor Scott, consist of transition
metal ions bridged by phosphinate groups . One can choose different magnetic Ions and also different
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bridging arrangements to achieve different exchange coupling. Scott has shown from low temperatures susceptibility and specific heat measurements that these chains are magnetically ordered but
very sensitive to disorder within and between chains. Dr. Temkin has made some preliminary Raman
measurements on ordered and disordered films of poly (chromium phosphinates) . The spectra are
complicated by the presence ofmany quasi-localized vibrational modes of the bridging groups.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation through the Materials Science Center
Resonance Raman Scattering in Biologica l Macromo l ecules

This program , now entirely supported by NIH , involves the use of resonant Raman scattering
with tunable dye lasers to investigate the local conformation of heme proteins in solution .
Work in the past year has focussed on two areas:
a) Mr. Collins is now completing his thesis study of resonance Raman scattering in one
of the simplest heme proteins , cytochrome c , and its derivatives . Using ion lasers and tunable

dye lasers to excite in the region of the visible absorption bands , the Raman scattering from

vibrationa l frequencies have been shown to be sensitive to spin and oxidation state and to ligand
and peripheral substituents .
In the wo rk done so far , most of the Raman spectra have been measured for heme proteins
li quid solution at or near room temperature. During the past year , we have succeeded in measuring the first Raman spectra at low temperatures , using solvents which form clear glasses . Since
the optica l absorption structure is much better resolved at low temperatures , the dispersion is seen ,
a “dip ” in the depolarization ratio at resonance , wh ich seems to reflect an interference between
scattering from nearly—degenerate intermediate states. Thh appears even when the splitting of
these states cannot be resolved in absorption . Measurements at temperatures down to 2K also show
that the vibrational frequencies are unchanged , indicating that there is no local conformation
c ha n ge to co n found EPR , tlossbauer and other low temperature techniques.
in

b) Dr. Champion and Mr. Remba are making a study of resonant scattering in several heme
proteins of current interest where the iron atom is in different charge or spin states , or where
different ligands are expected to modify the heme group. The most successful examp le has been
chioro peroxidase , for which spectra at various temperatures and various pH’ s with various ligands
have bren obtained .

Research supported by the National Institutes of Health.
H IG HLIGHTS
1. FI rst Raman measurements on crystals of the metallic pol yi er , (SN) . The scattering
~
d~e to intrach ain optical phonons is strong , highly polarized , and shows~ an interesting
variation
near the plasmon frequency.
2. ObservatIon of antiferromagnetic domains in RbC0F 3 by spatial scanning of the laser
beam to detect Raman polarization changes .
3. Discovery of a new resonance phenomenon in Raman scattering , a sharp “dip ” in the
depolarization ratio , which appears to be due to interference between nearly-degenerate inter-

mediate states.

4. First resonance Raman spectra of heme proteins at low temperatures, using clear
glassy solvents. The resonance effects are much more pronounced at low temperatures.

‘
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REPORTS AND PUBL ICATIONS

S

“Raman Scattering in Cobalt Perovskites ,” D. B. Fitchen and G. H. Johnson , MSC Report 2514 (1975).
See Lia ht Scattering in Solids , N . Balkan ski et al , Eds. (Flaninarion , Par i s , 1976) p . 2 34.
“Resonant Rema n Scattering for the S~ Ion in Nal ,” C. A. Sawicki and 0. B. Fitchen , Chem. Phys.
‘~C , 420 (1976).
“Raman Scattering in (SN) Crystals ,’ H. Temkin and 0. B. Fitchen , MSC Re por t 263 6 ( 19 76). To be
~
publishe d by Solid State Coninun.

S

“A Continuously Tunable Optical Filter for Use in Resonance Raman Spectroscopy ,” 0. W. Coll i ns ,
R. E. Cookingham and A. Lewis , MSC Report 2637 (1976). To be published by Applied Optics.
“Raman and Vibronic Spectra of a New Oxygen Molecular Ion in CaF 2,” H. B i ll and W. va n de r Osten ,
to be published by Phys. Stat. Solidi.

I

“Laser-Excited Spectra and Reorientation of the S~ Ion i n Al kal i Hal id es ” , C. A. Sawicki and
0. 8. Fitchen , MSC Report 2683 (1976). Submitted for publ i cation .

1
I

“Resonant Raman Scattering from Heme Proteins: Polarization Dispersion and
Band Splitting ,”
D. W. Coll ins , P. M. Cham
pion and 0. B. Fitchen , Chem . Phys. Letters 40, 416 (1976.
“Resonance Raman Spectra of Chloroperoxidase,” P. M. Champion , R. D. Remba , R. Chiang , D. B.
Fitchen and 1. P. Hager , to be published by Biochem. Biophy s. Acta.
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Research Assistants :
L. Baker
0. Burde

H. Hellfeld

N. Lewittes

A. Ray

Energy Transfer and Vibrational Deactivation in Molecule-Mo l ecule and Molecule-Atom
Coll i s i ons
To prov i de data for modelling and optimi zation of chemical and molecular lasers , studies

are being made of the rates at which energy is exchanged or redistributed upon collisions of exci ted

molecules with other molecules and with atoms.

Laser induced fl uorescence techniques are being used for quenching studies of CO and CO
excited molecules. Additiona l temperature dependence data has been obtained for 0 atom quenching 2
of C0(v~ l) molecules . The new class of lasers employing E-’.V energy transfer from 2P;~ halo gen a toms
to CO and CO 2 can be excited using a variety of excited atom sources
i.e. Br 2 , CF 3 Br etc . and
measurements are in progress to determine the quenching rates of CO and CO 2 niorecules by a variety
of these sources.
-

Ce nt er.

Research suppor-~ed by the Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Materials Science
Laser Induced Photochemistry and Kinetics

A short pulse tunable visible dye laser is being used to excite specific molecular elec—
tronic levels and study subsequent quenching or photodecomposition processes . Specific quenchers
of importance in a variety of iodine atom lasers are being exami ned to provide rate constant data
for kinetic modelling . Effects of isotope substitution are being studied in order to elucidate the
mechanism of E-V energy transfer to species such as H2 02 and HD.
Digital data analysis along with the very high speed photol ysis

system has permitted the

observation of several decomposition pathways not previously observed in mo lecular 1 2 and the i denti-

fication of responsible processes.

Research supported by the Air Force Offi ce of Scientific Research .
New Spectroscopic and Kinetic Techniques

The use of Coherent Antistokes Raman Scattering (CARS) is being developed to provide very
high speed capability for studies of a variety of transient phenomena In molecular systems . Calculations have shown that the lO ~_ lO 1O increase in sensitivity over conventional Reman techniques will

enable observation of molecular population dynamics on nanosecond time scales. Studies previously
constra i ned to emp l oy relat ively slow i nfra-red detectors can now be made using high speed visible
photo inultipliers and the range of species and exc i ted states now accessible for study can be dramatically increased. Very high power short pulse narrow band tunable laser sources are being developed
for these studies. The spectroscopic techniques being implemented will have application to studies
S

of solids and li quid as well as gases.
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H IGHLIG HTS
1) Second order quenching rate constants have been measured for deactivation of CO(v—l)
and C02 (OO°l) by Br 2. It has been determined that in both cases bromine is a relatively slQw
1
quencher . Initial measurements using CF 3 Br indic ate rates on the order of
~~ sec- torr ’ and
using such ma terials as photolytic sources of Br~ CP ½ atoms may be less desirable
than Br2.

2) The use of two photon absorption for molecu lar kinetics observations has been demonstrated in our studies of
Two photon excitation has for the most part in the past been used
~~
for spectroscopic studies exclusivel
y. We have demonstrated that two photon excitation can populate otherwi se inaccessible mole cular states and provide sufficient densities to observe both
quenching and predi ssociation from these new states.

RE PORTS AN D PUBLICATIONS
“Comparative Performance of CF 3 I , CD 3 !and CH 3 I in an Atomic Iodine Photodissociation Laser ,”
R. J. Pirkle , C. C. Davis and R. A. McFarlane , MSC Report 2488 (1975). See; Chem. Phys. Lett.
~~~
305 (1 975).
“Collisiona l Quenching of Excited Iodine Atoms I (5p 52P ) by Selected Molecules ,” D. H. Burde and
R. A. McFarlane , Jour. Chem. Phys. 64, 1850 (1976). ½
“A Versatile System for Flash Photol ysis and Photodissoc iation Laser Studies ,” C. C. Davis and
R. J . Pir kle , MSC Report 2496 (1975).
“Production of Electr onica ll y Excited Iodine Atoms I (5p5 2p~ ) by Collisional Release in Molecular
1 2,’ 0. H. Burde and R. A. McFarlane , MSC Report 2535 (l976 ~ . Submitted for publication .

“Coll isional Relaxation of CO 2 (X1 ) (0001) and CO (Xl z ) (v”l) by Molecula r Brom in e (X 1 E ),” C. C.
~~
~
~
Dav is and R. A. McFarlane , IISC Repdrt
2675 (1976). Submitted for publication.
“Output Mode Spectra , Comparative Parametric Operation , Quench ing, Photolytic Reversability and

Short Pulse Generation in Atomic Iodine Photodissociation Lasers ,” C. C. David, R. J. P i rkle ,
R. A. McFarla ne and G. J. Wolga , MSC Report 2562 (1975).

I
I
I

Submitted for publication.
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Research Assistants :
T. Daly
N . Fr i go
N. Hi rsch
J. Jackel

Picosecond Time Resolution Spectroscopy
Previously a unique picosecond time resolution spectrometer was built. It consists
of a tunable laser source that emits a c.w. train of 10 psec duration optical pulses. Luminescence from photo excited samples is interrogated 1y a non linear optical lightgate system that
discriminates in time (with a 10 psec width) and in wave 1en~ th (with a 2A resolution).

T he s y s tem wa~ upgraded last year and produces now 7-10 psec duration light pulses at
a repetition rate of lO0Hz,
tunable between 5650A and 64OO$~ and with a peak power of 350 ~!att.
The output (luminescence intensity vs. time ) can now be automatically printed Out and mathem~tically analyzed by a computer which controls the stepping of optical delay lines . This new system
the a”~ raging of many time runs and has greatly increased the sensitivity of our system.
~1lowsvarying
Time
light signals like luminescence can be analyzed with the lightgate from 5000A to
more than S000A .
In continuation
1 . Time Resolved Study of Hi ghiy Photo Excited CdSe Crystals at 4.2°K
of past achievemen ts in the study of highly photo-excited semiconductors (Cds , CdSe , Z no) we have
now used the Picosecond Time Resolution Spectrometer in a study of processes that occur immediately
after absorption of a very strong light pulse by CdSe crystals. We nave measured the spectral distribution of luminescence radiation emitted by Cd~~ at 4°K at 0, 50, 100, 150, 200 and more picoseconds after pulse excitation . At high incident light intensities we find a wide luminescence
band which narrows in time . At v e ry low light intensities luminescence is emitted in the known
bound exciton bands.
In addition to this spontaneous emission in backward direction we also
asses are
observe stimulated emission in some directions at high light intensities . Both
seen to interfere with each other. We are presently trying to fit a kinetic nodc ;
also seems
likely that at first an electron-hole liqu id might exist in CdSe. The observations are clearly
contradicting earlier reports of others of the observation of Bose-Einstein Condensation of Biexcitons in CdSe under very similar conditions .
-

~~

-

S

With computer-print outs of our results we can now very clearly distinguish between
exponential , nonexponentlal , or double-exponential time decays . All these types have been
observed under differen t conditions with CdSe . We have , therefore , a tool now that allows us
to study details of reaction kinetics of quasiparticles in di rect semiconductors at high excitation densities with decay times in the 10-500 psec range.
2. V iscosity-Dependent Lifetime of Electronic Excitations in Certain Dye Molecules
The fluorescent quantum efficiency of Malachite Green and Crystal Vio let , two dyes , was found to
be strongly viscosity dependent by Forster and coworkers many years ago. Detailed picosecond
resol ut i on , “delayed probe” measurements by Ippen and Shank found that the return to the ground—
-

state , after pulse photo excitation of the first excited electronic state , was indeed viscosity

dependent although it was found that ground state recovery
and slight ly different viscosity depevi~iices. We have now
luminescent emission of the first excited electronic state
in agreement with Ippen and Shank. We are now working on
exponential decay times .

occurred with a double exponential decay
studied the viscos ity dependence of the
and find a double exponential decay
the exact viscosity-dependence of both

3. LIfetime of the Excited State of Bacterio-Rhodopsin-A recent Scientific American
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article (June 1976 by Walther Stoeckenius) starts: “T he Purple Membrane of Salt-Loving Bacteria :
The color is that of rhodopsin , the visual purple of the animal e2-e. In ha lobacterio rhodopsin

serves as the pigment of a newly discovered photosynthetic mechani~.. that converts light into
chemical energy .”

In collaboration w ith Professor Aaron Lewis of the Department of Applied and Engineering
Physics at Cornell we have studied the lifetime of the photo-excited state of bacterio -rhodops ln
at physiologica l temperatures in patches of purple membrane. We find a lifetime of 15 ± 3 pseç .
We observe no concentration dependence of the lifetime over the range 1.1 x lO-6M to 1.0 x 1O M.
~~
We concltide that the emission whi ch we observe comes from bacterio-rhodopsin and not one of its
photo chemicall y produced intermediates, and tha t the emission cannot originate from the state into
which light is absorbed . These results were accepted for publication in “Biophysical Journal” .
4. General Remarks
The measurements of organic dye molecules and in particular of
Bacterio-Rhod op sin were main ly done to prove the versatility and usefulness of the spectrometer.
In the future separate support and equipment will be used to continue these studies. With funds
from this contract we would like to pursue mainly an improvement of the spectrometer towards subpicosecond pulses and hi gher peak powers and a continued application of this fast time-resolved
spectroscopy to the study of highly photoexcited semiconductors .
-

Measurements in liquid s were made by focussing the modelocked dye laser output into the
jet of a continuous flow system of purple membrane patches in solution or solutions of Malachite
Green and Cr:’stal Violet. In both cases a fast flow sample avoids problems of therma l effects,
saturation and photo-decomposition . With CdSe crystals the laser output was focussed directl y onto
the surface of the crystals , immersed in liquid helium. As shown , the Picosecond Time Resolution
Spectrometer has proven a very
versatile instrument of very good sensitivity (bacterio-rhodopsin
has a quantum efficiency of l uminescence as low as 10 k ), great accuracy and enormous stability
(runs were made over hours of operation). We believe that this type of instrument will have a great
impact on l uminescence studies in the picosecond time range for a wide range of materials.
-

I
I

Nonlinear Spectroscopy
Over the past 5—6 years , and supported by this contract, we have pioneered the measure
ment of the wavelength dependence of second order optical nonlinear susceptibilities in the excitonic
range of semiconductors. Over the years w have shown what can be done , g iven examples of methods
~
and what can be learned ; our equipment, howeve
r , is by now quite outdated (one minute waiting time
between laser shots , for example). We have , therefore , terminated this project with the study
reported bel ow .
A comprehensive study of CdS was finished early during the year and is being written up
as a Ph.D. Thesis by Janet Jackel and in the form of various papers . Two papers have already
oeen submitted for publication.

-

5

S

is I

In studying nonlinear properties of CdS at He temperatures with a tunabl e laser particular
emphasis was given to simultaneously monit oring harmonic generation and two-photon absorption. This
way the origin of various ~ano~ i n thc exciton region could be ascertained.
In two-photon absorption the fine structure of the
first time. The strengths of absorption peaks of P-excitons
tion of light agree with predictions of a many-band model of
two-photon absorption peaks were i dentified as phase matched
involving second harmonic polarization.

P—excitons could be resolved for the
and their dependence on the polarizatwo-photon absorption . Additional
two-step two-photon processes

The second harmonic study provided (together with an earlier , but different measurement

by Levin et a t ) the wavelength dependence of the nonlinea r optical susceptibility . A fit to various
models could be discussed ; In particular It was noted that spatial dispersion had to be added in a
very simple way Into the model of nonlinear susceptibility for CdS .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-

•

-

Research supported by the Office of Naval Research and the Materials Science Center.
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Finally, in our application of phase-matched second harmonic generation the upper
excitonic dispersion curve of CdS was experimentall y determined . For that purpose the phase
matching energy , flu, was determined for various angles of two inclined fundamental laser beams.
fiw and k of the dispersion curve were thus found directly for seven different points. A dispersion model including effects of spatial dispersion is seen to fit the experimental points
better than a classical model.

Research supported by the Office of Naval Research and the Materials Science Center.
HIGHLIGHTS
nonlinear

1) The polariton dispersion curve of B-excitons In CdS was measured directly with
optical spectroscopy for the fi rst time .

2) Time-resolved luminescent spectra were taken of highly photoexcited CdSe crystals
in a 10-500 psec time sacale.
S

R EPORTS A N D PUBLICATIONS

“Experiments with Fourier Transform Holograms Using 4.48 nm X-Rays ,” B. Reuter and H. Mahr ,
J. Physics, ~~ (1 976).

‘Tunable Two-Wavel~ rigth Mode Locking of the CW Dye Laser ,” H. Mahr , ISC Report 2603 (1976). See;
~
IEEE J. Quantum Electron QE-l2, 554 (1976).

“A Method for Measuring Picosecond Phenomena in Photo Labile Species : The Emission Lifetime of
Bacterio-Rhodopsin ,” N. D. Hirsch , N . A. Marons , A. Lewis , H. Mahr and N. Frigo, accepted for
publication In Biophysics Journal (1976).
“F ine Structure of Two-Photon Absorption in CdS ,” Janet Jackel a nd H. Ma hr , submitted for publication .

S

“A S tudy of a Forced Modelocke d CW Dye Laser,” N. Frigo , T. Daly , H. Ma h r , submitted for publication .
“Non-Linear Spectroscopy in the Excitonic Region of CdS Crystals,” J. Jackel , Ph.D. Thesis, Cornell

University (1976).

‘i

“Two— Photon Absorption Spectroscopy,” H. Mahr , Chapter 4 in quantum Electronics:
~ Treatise Vol. I;
Non-Linear Optics, Part A; H. Rabin and C. L. Tang,Editors , Academi c Press Inc ., New
York (l~ 75).
+
“Threshold and Rate Equation Considerations for a H _CS Charge Exchange Laser ,” D. A. Copeland,
H. Mahr and C. L. Tang, MSC Report 2561 (1975). Submitted for publication.
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T. Tsukada (On Leave from the Center Research Laboratory,
H i tach i , LTMD. Tokyo , Ja p an)
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E. Moses
J. T ur ner

Nonlinear and Electro-Optic Effects

I
I

I

I
I
I1

The objective of this program is to study the properties of various nonlinear and electooptic processes and materials that are important for the generation , modulation , ~.:.d detection of
electro-magnetic radiation from the infrared to the ultravio let. Efforts during the past year
have been concentrated in the fol l owing areas: 1) The development of an extremely rapid and
efficient electro-optic tuner for dye lasers and methods for producing pico—second tunable radiation for measuring rapid time—varying processes. The work is being extended to semiconductor
lasers in the near infrared region . 2) Carrying out detailed theoretical and experi~ en ta1
studies of various photon—assisted and unassisted charge—transfer processes between H and other
suitable atoms for the purpose of achieving laser action in the VUV region of the spectrum.
3) Construction of artificial periodic structures to compensate for material dispersion in nonlinear optical processes.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation , the Advanced Research Projects
Agency , and the Materials Science Center .
Tunable Laser Spectroscopy
Our electro-optical ly tuned cw dye laser now has a linewidth on the order of 0.02~ and
can be used to mode-lock and precisely control high-powered fiashlamp-pumped dye laser through
the
method of Injection locking. Efforts are being made to detect very weak high order vibrational
transitions in liquids and solids using laser derivative spectroscopic methods.

Center.

Research supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency and the Materials Science
Thin -Film and Integrated Optics

IS

The aim of this program Is to study the optical properties of thin films and their potential
uses in active and nonlinear optica l devices. Specific projects include the generation of ultraviolet
second harmonic radiation in thin -films using artificial periodIc structures for phase—matching and
the study of the optical properties of glass and thin -films doped with rare-earth ions.

Research supported by the National Science Foundation , the Advanced Research Projects
Agency , and the Materials Science Center.
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HIGHLIGHTS
1. The optical properties f1uorescent lifetime , and method of fabrication of very
low-loss and high optica l quality Nd~~
~ doped glass thin-films are reported . Substantial optical
gain due to stimulated emi!sion in such films Is obtained for the first time .
2. Phase-matched second harmonic generation in solid thin-films has been achieved for
the fi rst time by using gratings etched onto the surface of a nonlinear substrate to modulate the
nonlinear susceptibility .
3. The total scattered electric field of a periodic dielectric optical wavegulde Is
cbrived in terms of the Green ’ s func ti ons o~ the unperturbed structure. A condition for self—
excitation that takes into account the coupling between radiation and guided modes Is obtained
in a very genera l manner; the method is therefore valid for arbitrary periods of the grating
structure. Results show that the effect of the coupling between the oscillating guided field and
the radiation modes is to change the dependence of the threshold gain on the amplitude of the
periodic perturbation : Increasing the depth of the grating beyond an optimum value causes in
increase in threshold due to l arger coupling to radiation modes .
4. The pnssibi lity of mode locking of high-powered laser oscillators by injection locking to a weak mode-locked signa l from a cw laser is proposed and demonstrated. The experiment
was carried out using a flashlamp -pumped dye laser injection locked to a mode -locked cw dye laser.
Gains on the order of 3x104 and nearly Fourier_transform limited mode-locked pulses were obtained.
5. A simple two-state molecular theory for calculating the cross section for the photon—
assisted charge-exchange collision process A~+B+hu~A+B~ is developed . The results demonstrate that
considerable enhancement of the charge-exchange cross section may be possible with the moderate
field intensities presently available.
6. A VUV lasing scheme employing charge-exchange between H and Cs atoms is discussed .
An approximate set of rate equations is descri bed and numerically sol~ved to determine the conditions under which the t reshold for laser action might be achieved . The required density and
sharpness of both the H~ and Cs pulses and the expected characteristics of the laser output under
various initial conditions are determined from the solution of these equations .
R EPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Theory and Experiments on Grating Couplers for Thin— Film Waveguides ,” C. Ghizoni. 8. Chen , and
C. L. Tang, MSC Report 2486 (1975). See ; J. Quant. Elect. QE12, 59 (1976).
‘Mode-Loc king of Laser Oscillators by Injection Locking,” E. Moses J. Turner and C. L. Tang. MSC
Report 2563 (1975). See; ~ Q~~Phys. Letters ~~~435 (1976).

“Nd-Glass Thin-Film Waveguide: An Active
MSC Report 2580 (1975). See; ~~~ Phys.
“Phase-Matched Second Harmonic Generation
Susceptibilities ,” 8. U. Chen , C. Ghlzoni
Letters 28 651 (1976).

Medium for Nd Thin-Film Laser ,” B. Chen and C. L. Tang,
Letters ~~~ 435 (1976).

In Solid Thin-Films Using Modulat ion of the Nonlinear
Phys.
and C. L. Tang, MSC Report 2596 (1976). See;
~~~

“Photon-Assisted Non-Resonant Charge-Exchange : A Simple Molecular Model ,” D. Copeland and C. 1.
Tang, MSC Report 2593 (1976). Accepted for publication in ,J. Chem. Phy s.

“Threshold and Rate Equation Considerations for a 14+ Cs Charge-Exchange Laser ,” 0. Copeland ,
H. Mahr and C. L. Tang , MSC Report 2561 (1975). Accepted for publication In U . of Quant. Elect.
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“Theory of Optical -Waveguide Distributed Feedback Lasers : A Green ’s Function Approach ,” C.

Ghi zoni , U . Ballan tyne and C. L. Tang, MSC Report 2680 (1976). Submitted for publication to
U . of Quant. Elect.
‘Quantum Electronics: A Treatise , Vol. I., A and
~~~ Nonlinear Optics, Edited by H. Rabin and
~
C. L. Tang, Academic Press , New York (1975).
“Spontaneous and Stimulated Parametric Processes ,” C. L. Tang, Quantum Electronics , Vol. !
~~
Nonlinear Optics, Ed. by H. Rabin and C. L. Tang, Aca d em i c P ress , New York (1975).

“Some Aspects of Thin-Film Integrated Optical Devices ,” U. II. Ballantyne and C. L. Tang, MSC
Report 2483 (1975).
“Switching of Semi conductor Lasers ,” T. Tsukada and C. L. Tang, MSC Report 2605 (1976).
“Wave Coupling in Periodic Optical Waveguide s,” C. C. Ghizoni , Ph.D. Thes i s , MSC Report 2664
(1976).
“Thin Film Optics ” , B-U Chen , Ph.D. Thesis , MSC Report 2690 (1976).
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Research Assistants :
N. Dutta

0. Harris
S. Mad ron i ch
E. Nelson
R. Wa rner

-

Tunable Infrared Lasers
The tunable spin flip Raman laser was operated in a configuration in which an external
laser mi rror was employed. Efforts to achieve lasing with an anti-resonant ring cavity continued.
Carefu l experimental and theoretical analysis indicated that the samples empl oyed so far had
excessive pump frequency absorpti on. Shorter crystals with much lower loss will be installed in
August 1976.
The Spin Flip Raman Laser Facility was used to obtain absorption

Bauer .

data on NO for S. H.
-

A novel configuration for an infrared analytical instrument was disclosed to the Cornell
Patent Office. It is based upon the tunable spin fli p Raman laser in which an intracavity cell
sample may be located. Very sensitive , high resolution operation is predicted for this instrument.
year.

Stimulated Raman scattering studies from electrons in InSb were initiated late In the
Tunable scattering was observed in the 5.5-6 micron region .

Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration and the Materials

Science Center.

Atom Deactivation of Molecular Vibr ational Energy
A new technique for measuring atom deactivation was devised during the past year. Gas
phas e titration for the atom specie will be combined with lJ .V. resonance fl uorescence determination of the titration end point. The end point determination will be done in the laser Induced
fluorescence cell wi th no limitation upon the thermal envi ronment. Room temperature calibration
of the method with EPR atom concentration determination will be used. Implementation of this
technique has begun .

Research.

Research supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency through the Office of ~laval
Iodine Atom Laser Studies

+
F + HI HF + I , 1
HF~ + I -~ HF + 1*
which combines vibrational excitation through chemical reaction followed by
iodine atoms was tested in a slow flow apparatus suitable for s ectroscopic
of t he HF~ emission V . R spectra obtained indicated that a high ~vibrational

The reaction sequence

V~’-E transfer to pump
diagnostics. Analysis
temperature (Tv x 13 ,000K)
was achieved which is suitable for inverting the 1* , 1 system . This reaction sequence is attractive
for Iodine atom lasers because the V-’E exchange partners are premixed and because the V-GE transfer

Is very fast.

Research supported by Army Research Office , Durham.
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Electronic to Vibrational Energy Transfer

S

E—V transfer from 02 (’t ) to HF and HC1 was observed by monitoring the fluorescence
following the transfer. Efforts c ntinue to determine the branching ratio of E..V transfer to
HF (v~ l) and HF(V=2) both of whi ch ~are found to be excited by 0 .
~
Research supported by the Army Research Office , Durham.
Laser Induced Chemical Reaction
Our study of the four center reaction HF~+D,..HD+DF was completed. Experimental studies
coupled wi th computer modeling substantiated the conclusion
that this reaction obeys classical ,

thermal kinetics and is not significantl y vibrationally enhanced.

H IGHL IGHTS
E-’~V transfer from 02*(~ A g ) to HF and HC1 was o b served.
2. A new analytical , spectroscopic method for sensitive , high resolution infra red
spectral analysis was developed.
1.

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Production of Electronically Excited Iodine Atoms , I(2P 112) Following Injection of HI into a
Flow of Discharged Oxygen ,” R. U. R ir kle , U. R. Widenfeld , C. C. Dav is , 6. U. Wolga and R. A.
McF arlane , IEEE U. Quan. E)ec., Vol . q~~~i, No. 10 (1975)
“An Experimental Study of the Four-Center Reaction HF(v) + D2 -. DF + GH Utilizing Tuned Laser
Radiation for Optical Pumping of HF ,” 6. U. Wolga , Bull. Am. Phys. Soc., Se ri es II , Vol .
~~~ No.1 ,
28 (1976). Invited paper read at the Symposium of the DT Tson of t i cal Phys i cs , F ertncal
~
~~~
~
Reactions from Selecte d Reac tan t Sta tes ,” Annual Meeting Am. Phys. Soc., Feb. 2— 5 (1976).
“Output Mode Spectra , Comparative Parametric Operation , Quenching, Pho tol yt i c Revers i b i l i ty and
Short Pulse Generation In Atomic Iodine Photodissociatlon Lasers ,” C. C. David , R . U. P irkle ,
R. A. t-lcFarlane and 6. U. Wolga , MSC Report 2562 (1975). SubmItted for publ i cation .

“The Deactivation of HF (v”l) and DF(v-l) by 0, Cl , and F Atoms ,” 6. P. Quigley and 6. J. Wolga ,
MSC Report 2585 (1976). See; U. of Chein. Physics, ~~ No. 12 (1975).
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DE F ECT STRUCTURES STUDY GROUP
Lattice defects are the ln ortant microscopic components of many important physical
~
processes which are technologically limiting in rea l materials , such as fatigue , creep, oxida—
tion , precip itation , electric breakdown , optical properties , etc. Characterization and fundamenta l understanding of the structure and properties of defects will provide the essential basis

for the understanding of con~ lex phenomena associated wi th real materials.
There are three themes which run through the research activities of this Study Group.
The fi rst is the structure and properties of grain boundaries in metal s, allo ys , an d ceram i c

diffraction. Many aspects of this work are unique, since certain of the techniques utilized in
the various studies were developed entirely at Cornell. The focal point of much of the research
is the use of well characterized grain boundaries , produced by a welding technique in the form of
thin bicrystal s , which are ideally suited for microscope or diffraction studies. Recently, x-ray
diffraction techniques have been developed to study these bicrystals, which potentiall y allow the
determination of the atomic structure of grain boundaries. This recent advance has opened up the
entire field of the structure of grain boundaries and much exciting p rog ress is exoected in the
near future.
The second theme is point defects and radiation effects, including self-interstitial
atoms (SIAs), vacancies and clusters of these defects produced by either heavy-metal ion , neutron ,
or electron irradiation . Radiation -induced (non-Gibbsian )segregation effects are studied as is
the role of ir~erstitial gas atoms in the stabilization of clusters of self-interstitial atoms and
vacancies. Field-ion and atom—probe microscopy are the main experimental techniques.
The application of these highly direct observational techniques allow a correlation to

be made between the local defect structure and chemistry on a scale (a few angstrolns )that is not
presently possible wi th any other technique . The ultra -high vacuum time-of-fl i ght (TOF) atom-probe
field-ion microscope (FIN) constructed at Cornel l was specifically designed for the study of defect

structures In metals.
The third theme is hydrogen In metals, including niobium , palladium, Iron , and metals
suited for field-Ion and atom-probe microscopy work . The major experimental techniques are nuclear
magnetic resonance for the niobium and palladium , permeation for i ron and steels , and atom-probe
field-ion microscopy. Di ffusion , interaction wi th solutes and with second phases are among the topics
studied .

Defect Structures Study Group Membership
R. W. Ballu ffi , Materials Science and Engineering
B. W. Batterman , Applied and Engineering Physics and
MaterIals Science and Engineering

R. N. Cotta, Physics
L. C. De Jonghe , Material s Science and Engineering
(for report see New Solid State Materials Study Group
M. H. Johnson , Materials Science and Engineering
(for report see Mechanical Properties Study Group
C. -Y. Li , Materials Science and Engineering
(for report see Mechanical Properties Study Group
S. L. Sass, Materials Science and Engineering
0. N. Seidmen , Materials Science and Engineering
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Postdoctoral Associates:
J. Clemens

T. Darby
P. Goodhew

Research Assistants :
R. Allen
N. Ellis
H. Huang
J. C. M. Hwang
0. We i r
Electron Microscope Studies of Grain Boundary Structure in Cubic Metals
Efforts have been made to gain Information about secondary grain boundary relaxations
in cubic metals by electron microscopy . The work has been aimed at determining the extent to
which ordered boundaries , possessing periodic structures of di fferent possible type , ex i st.
~
There has been much speculation that such boundaries are of relatively low energy and
therefore
should be stable under certain conditions. Specific projects underway inc l ude: (1) search for
secondary grain boundary dislocation relaxations in Coincidence Site Lattice boundaries : (2)

search for secondary networks in Near-Coincidence boundaries : (3) detection of line structure

due to secondary relaxations in Plane Matching boundaries : (4) studies of the faceting and the

preferred orientations of grain boundaries during annealing.

Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration .

On the Structure of Low Angle (110) Twist Boundaries and its Relationship to the
0-Lattice
The dislocation structure of low angle (110) twist boundaries In thin film bicrystals

of gold .~as studied by transmission electron microscopy . The structure was found to consist of

a dislocation network with hexagonal mesh openings. Also , the various dislocation segments
possessed non-coplanar Burgers vectors . The results were discussed in terms of the 0-Lattice
construction of Bollmann , and It was found that the structure could not be derived from a simple
0-Lattice based on a homogeneous transformation connecting to two rotated crystal lattices.
Instead , I t was necessary to employ an Inhomogeneous transformation which involved displacements norma l to the boundary plane (I.e., parallel to the twist axis). These results emphasize

the fact that the 0-Lattice approach to low angle boundary structure may not be straightforward.
In genera l, both simple homogeneous transformations and inhomogeneous transfo rmations must be

considered, and there Is no simple way to predict which may actually apply.
equiva l ent to a search for the dislocation network of minimum energy.

Such procedures are

Research supported by the NatIonal Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
Grain Boundary Di ffusion of Silver Through Gold Thin Films
The diffusion of silver solute atoms along grain boundaries in gold thin films Is being

studied using a surface accumul ation technique. Polycrystalline gold thin films possessing a
columnar grain Structure are first prepared. A layer of silver atoms is then evaporated on the
bottom surface in situ in vacuum , and the specimen is heated to the diffusion temperature. The
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opposite (exit) surface . The average concentration of silver atoms reaching the exit surface is
then measured In situ by Auger spectroscopy . The technique is exceedingly sensitive , since the
diffusion distance is short (
~ l 0OOA), a large numbe r.lOof 2grain boundaries is present (grain size
< 1 ..) and the Auger spectrometer
can readily detect ~
of a monolayer of silver. With this
technique grain boundary diffusion rates can be measured at unusually low temperatures under
conditions where lattice diffusion is essentially frozen out. Calculations of the diffusion
kinetics have been carried out taking into account diffusion on both the entrance and exit
surfaces and in the grain boundaries . Experiments have been performed involving diffusion in
genera l polycrysta lline films and also in films containing pure tilt boundaries of controlled
misor lentation which have been prepared by a novel method developed in our laboratory .
Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration.
Serration of Edge Dislocations in Low Angle Symmetric Tilt Boundaries in Gold

A fine structure of the edge dislocations in low angle symmetric tilt boundaries in
gold tha t has not been previously reported was studied in thin -film bicrystal specimens using
transmission electron microscopy and diffraction . In (100) symmetric boundaries with tilt
angles
the dislo...ations were serrated with segments parallel to < 110> ; in (110) symmetrIc
boundaries wi th tilt angles ~7° the dislocations were also serrated but with segments parallel
to < 112> . The detailed geometry of the serrations depended on the direction of the tilt axis
in the boundary plane but was always such that t e dislocations , on average, ran parallel to
the tilt axis , in agreement with standard models. These configurations, while increasing the
dislocation line length , allow the dislocation to dissociate on {lll ) planes into partial dislocations and stacking fault ribbons. Evidently the latter factor is energetically dominant and
the observed structures sP.ould be a general feature of symmetric tilt boundaries in materials
with low stacking fault energies . Tilt boundaries of the types investigated in the present work
have been employed in previous studies of dislocation pipe diffusion rates. The new information
gained about the dislocation core structures is relevant to these measurements, and this aspect
of the experimental results will be discussed.
<9 0

Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
On Dislocation Behavior at Advancing Grain Boundaries During Recrystallization
A systematic discussion has been given of dislocation behavior at an advancing grain
boundary during recrystallization. For this purpose it is convenient to separate both lattice
and grain boundary dislocations i nto “intr insic < and ‘ extrinsic ” types. The decomposition of
lattice dislocations into grain boundary dislocations as they impinge upon the advancing boundary
is then describe d , and the various special relationships which should exist between Intrinsic and

extrinsic types are discussed .

Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Admi nistration.
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

“Electron Microscope Studies of Grain Boundary Structure In Cubic Metals ” , R. W. Balluff i , P. U.
Goodhew, T. Y. Tan and W. R. Wagner , MSC Report 2495 (1975). See; U. de Physique j,Collo qu e C4 ,
~
Suppi . to No. 10, C4-l7 (1975).
“On the Ana lysis of Electron Di ffraction Patterns From Twist Grain Boundaries” , S. L. Sass and
R. W. Balluffi , MSC Report 2552 (1975). See; Phil.
703 (1976).

~~~~
“On the DIslocation Structure of Low Angle (110) TwIst Boundaries and Its Relationship to the

0-La ttice ” , P. U. Goodhew , T. P. Derby and R. W . Balluffi , MSC ~eport 2591 (1976). See; Scripta
Met . .iQ. . 495 (1976).
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‘Voids , Dislocations,Loops and Grain Boundaries as Sinks for Point Defects ” , R. W. Balluff i , MSC
Report 2542 (1975). Proc. of the Conference on Fundamental Aspects of Radiation Damage in Metals
(Nationa l Tech. Infor. Service , U. S. Dept. of Commerce , Springfield , V irginia 22161 (1976)).
“On Dislocation Behavior at Advancing Grain Boundari es During Recrystallization ” , R. W. Balluff i ,

MSC Report 2616 (1976).
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Research Assistant:

S

D. M i lls
Diffuse X-Ray and Mössbauer Scattering
The room temperature studies have been published.

We are continuing studies of NbZr

at low temperatures and are attempting to measure the profile of the quasielastic central peak
by Mbssbauer spectroscopy.
Anharmonic Vibrations of Nuclei and Valence Electron Distributions in Solids

We are bui lding apparatus to pursue x-ray studies on higher order forbidden reflections
using the Cornell 12GeV synchrotron. A dual-beam line facility is being constructed and prel iminary experimental runs have established the feasibility of the measurements.

These projects are supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials

Science Center.

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Study of the Phase in Zr-Nb Alloys by Mössbauer and X-Ra~ Di ffuse Scattering” , W. L i n , H.
Spalt and B. W. Batterman , MSC Report 2538 (1975). See; Phys. Rev. fl
515B (1976).

~

I

“High-Order Anharmonic Forbidden Neutron Reflections in Silicon ’ , U . B. Hastings and B. W.
Batterman , MSC Report 2489 (1975). See;
5580 (1975).
~~~~~~~~~~~~
‘ X-Ray Scattering From Grain Boundaries ” , D. Y . Guan , B. W. Battenman and S. 1. Sass, I4SC Report
2502 (1975). Submitted for Publication.
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Research Assistants :

L. Bustard

W. D. Williams
Atomic Transport:

Hydrogen In Metals

During the 1975-1976 year all of the research effort of the group was devoted to study
of mobility of hydrogen in transition metals.
1. New direct measurements of diffusion of hydrogen in Pd-Ag alloys were completed and
compared wi th published values of permeation rates for typical concentrations of Ag in Pd. The
marked increase in permeation due to addition of Ag is shown by the NMR experiments to be due
prin cipall y to increased solubi lity of hydrogen rather than to increased diffusivity . This work
is part of a continuing collaboration with Professor E. F. W. Seymour of the University of Warwick ,
England , wh i ch was initiated during his one year visit to our laboratory and concluded n
August 1976.
2. W. D. Williams developed and demonstrated a new NMR pulsed field gradient technique
for measuring diffusion constants without systematic error due to background gradients. These
background gradients are due to inhomogeneous sample magnetization in powder samples usually used
for NMR work in metals. Previous NMR experimental measurements suffered from this error , an d even
though some estimates of correction factors could be made , the effects of background gradients were
believed to be the chief source of experimental error in samples having relatively large magnetic
susceptibility.
The technique involves placement of two identical field gradient pulses Into a modified
Carr-Purcell spin-echo pulse train. The time spacing of pulses are varied by steps of four radio
frequency pulses and the echo Is observed , as signal , at one fixed time . Williams showed that under
these conditions echo amplitude depended upon the diffusion coefficient and experimentally controlled
variables but not upon the background gradients. The technique was tested in various NbH X samp les
known to have large and small background gradients.
3. In the preparation of hydride samples havin~j vapor pressures exceeding one
atmosphere , a stainless steel gas rack was constructed and instrumented by L. Bustard for pressures
up to 1000 psi. He also tested the NMR spectrometer for its capability to measure T10, the spin
lattice relaxation time in the rotating frame . Measu remen ts of T b will be useful in following m obi lit~
of hydrogen to temperatures well below room temperature.
We have also initiated a series of NMR observations of deuterium in transition metals at high temperatures (in the ~ and c~ phases). The goal here is to measure the Isotope effect for hydrogen diffusion
In high hydrogen concentrations . What Is being found is that the transverse relaxation times of
deuterlum In niobium and palladium are unusually short In complete disagreement with expectations.
We have initIated a series of experiments to identify the interactions responsible since they might
prohibi t use of NMR in measuring the hydrogen diffusion Isotope effect. Their understanding could be
related to the metallurgy of these materials and could result in new Insight.

Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“C ircuit for a Digital Pulse Programmer,” J. 1. Conway and R. N. Cotts , MSC Report 2656 (1976).
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Postdoctoral Associates :
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Research Assistants :
N. Gaudig
D. Y. Guan
Di ffraction Studies of the Structure of Grain Boundaries

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

It was demonstrated at Cornell that small and large angle grain boundaries act as a
diffraction gratings , giving rise to extra reflections which are related to the periodic
structure of the boundary. The initial work involved electron diffraction , and recently it was
shown for the fi rst time that x-ray diffraction techniques could be used to examine grain bound—
aries. This unique technique is bei ng applie d in the following areas;
1) The Study of the core structure o’screw d islocations and the plane spacing in the
vicinity of smal l angle grain boundaries .
2) The study of the structure of large angle grain boundaries .
3) The study of segregation to grain boundaries .

4) The study of the structure of grain boundaries as a function of temperature , as a

means of searching for a postulated - grain boundary phase transformation .

Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Material s Science Center.

Phase Transformations , the Local Structure and Atom Imaging in Ti and Zr B.C.C. Alloy s

Over the past few years an extensive study has been carried out of the omega phase
transformation which occurs in Ti and Zr b.c.c. alloys using electron microscope and diffraction
techniques . Di rect lattice Imaging has been used to exami ne the early stages of the transformation. Many Ti and Zr-base alloy systems exhibi t a characteristic diffuse scattering distribution
from the untransforme d b.c .c. solid solution . The structure of a new type of defect in the b.c.c.
phase has been determined using the diffuse scattering observations on Zr-Nb alloys . This defect

was shown to consist of a vacancy about which are rows of atoms displaced along one <111 > direction .
The similarity of the structure of this linear defect to that of the omega phase suggests that It

plays a role In the mechanism of the transformation , which is not yet understood . High resolution
electron m i c rosco pe techniques are being used in an effort to directly observe this defect and
thereby , directly verif y Its existence.

High resolution dark fIeld micrographs obtai ned from these alloys show images wi th atomic
dimensions . It Is possible that the atomic level contrast results from either individual or small
clusters of point defects. Theoretical calculations of the contrast from point defects have been
carried out, in order to determine the origin of the observed contrast, and examine the possibility
of the direct imaging of point defects in crystals.

Researc h supported by the Materials Science Center.
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H IGHLIGHTS
1. DIffraction Studies of the Structure of Grain Boundaries
A. It was demonstrated for the first time that grain boundaries can be studied using
x-ray diffraction techniques . Thin film gold bicrystal specimens containing small -angle twist
boundaries were examined with Cu K radiation , and arrays of extra reflections in the vicinity
of f.c.c. reflections were detecte~ . The relative intensities of the extra reflectIons were in
qualitative agreement with structure factor calculations.
B. Further work demonstrated that the structure of large angle grain boundaries can
also be studied using x-ray diffraction techniques. A gold bicrystal specime n containing a
large -angle <001> twiSt boundary was examined with Cu K radiation and the presence of extra
~ site lattice (CSL) of the boundary
reflections associated wi th the 0-lattice and coincidence
was detected . The relative inten sities of the 0 ~nd CSL reflections were discussed in terms
of the displacement field associated with the twist boundary . In order to obtain an appreciation of the magnitude of the scattering from the boundary , calculated structure factors for
sm all and large angle twist boundari es were compared to the structure factor for single (001)
planes of gol d atoms . It was then seen that the weakest reflections detectable from the boundary
correspond to the scattering from one-seventh of a mon~ layer of gold atoms , which suggests that
the x-ray technique used here may also be applied to study the surface structure of thin films .
C. In a recent paper an electron diffraction technique was developed to study the
structure of the high angle <001> twist boundaries. Extra reflections (0-reflections) were
observed which were attributed to the diffraction from a periodic displacement field in the
boundaries. In order to demonstrate that these reflections were not produced by double diffraction by the two crystals adjoining the boundary , a limited analysis of the double diffraction
possibilities was performed . In order to put this technique on a firmer footing a more general
analysis was developed in the present work which considers the contri bution by double diffraction
of all possible combinations of crystal reflections to the experimentally observed 0-reflections.
It was shown that for all twist ~1oundaries It is geometrically possible for double diffraction
to contribute to the 0-refl ections
, under the assumption of an Ewald sphere of infinite radius.
It was then demonstrated that when the curvature of the Ewald sphere is taken into account , the
possibility of double diffraction can be discounted. Additional experimental work was cited
to confi rm this conclusion .
2. Phase Transformations , the Local S truc tur e an d Ato m I m a ging i n T i and Zr B .C.C.

S

Alloys

A. Many Ti and Zr-base alloy systems in hich a metastable structure called the omega
phase is formed , exhibit a characteristic diffuse~ scattering distribution from the untransformed

b.c.c. solid solution. These diffuse scattering observations ind i cate that a localized defect
is present in the b .c.c. solid solution . In the present work the structure of a new type of
defect in the b .c.c. phase was determined using published diffuse scattering observations for a
Zr-2Owt. pct. Nb alloy . The defect was shown to consist of a vacancy about which are rows of
atoms displaced along one <11 l direction . The particular <I ll > displacements that occur on
opposite sides of the vacancy give rise to structures that are similar to two subvariant s of the
omega phase. This sequence of subvar lants and the additional small displacements normal to the
<111 > direction can explain the observed diffuse peak shifts characteristic of many Ti and Zr
alloy systems. On the basis of the diffraction analysis alone It is not possible to state that
the defect structure arrived at is unique. However , this structure does provide the best fit to
the observations of all the models tried , and It explains in a physically reasonable manner many
of the details of the diffuse scattering. The sim ilari ty of this new defect to the omega phase ,
suggests that it plays an important role in the mechanism of the omega phase transformation .
What this role Is, still remains to be determined.
B.
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using the diffuse scattering from b .c .c. Zr-Nb alloys . In an attempt to identif y the origin of
the image contrast , computer calculations were made of the dark-field images from various crystalline defects with atomic dimensions. For the experimental co~ditions of this study, the calculated
image profile for a vacancy had a width at half maximum of “3A and a peak intensity of 6x10 ” of
the incident intensity. The measured intensities from the observed images were in the range of
4xlO-3 to l .2v l0 2 and a comparison of the calculated and experimental values showed that the
observed imaqe~. could not have resulted from the simple defects used for the contrast calculations.
The present status of this work is that the observed contrast results either from another type
of crystalline defect, possibly associated with the phase change in this alloy system, or from
a surface filr,i on the thin foil specimen. Some experimental evidence exists to reduce the possibility of the latter , while preliminary image calculations demonstrate that higher intensities
can occur for a newly proposed defect structure . It is suggested that the best chance for success
in the direct imaging of poin t defects would be achieved by using the dark field mode with a heavy
element spec imen having a defect with a large strain field.
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An In-Situ Field -Ion Ilicroscope Study of Ion-irradiated Tungsten and Tungsten Al l oys
1.

The Recovery Behavior in Stages I and II of Pure Tungsten

The low-temperature field -ion microscooe (FIN) isochrona l anne al1ng spectru of pure
tungsten Irradiated in-situ with 30 keV W~ ions to a standard dose of 5.10 2 ions cm ~’at 18K had
been shown by Scanlan , Styris and Seidma n and Wilson and Seidman to consist of distinct recovery
peaks at ‘.38, 50, 65 and 30K with a small amount of recovery observed up to 120K. They ascribed
a process of self -interstitial atom (SIA) long-range migration in Stage I to the 38K peak and
calculated an enthalpy change of mi gration of 0.085eV for the SIA. However , recent internal
friction results published by Okuda and Mizubayaski implied that the process of SIA long-range
m igration occurs at ~.l5K. In addition , a dose and impurity concentration dependent recovery substa9e in tungsten between 24 and 30K had recently been reported by Dausinger and Schultz in
Stuttgart , and they ascribed this substage to uncorrelated long-range migration of an SIA. To
investigate the possibility of the existence of SIA long-range migration below 30K the experiments
of Scanlan et al. and Wilson and Seidman were carefully repeated. The experimenta l procedure was
modified to allow for a lower irradiation temperature (T1 6K) and a slower heating rate <2K min 1 .
~
The results of the FIN isochronal annealin g experiments indicate
that there is ~~ appreciable
recovery below 20K. This observation is not consistent wi th the internal friction
results of
Okuda and liizubayaski. However , an analysis of the isochronal annealing experiments revealed
that the observed recovery between 20 and 40K is too broad to represent a single thermallyactivated diffusion process. This conclusi on was reached by superimposing an analytical recovery
curve , based on a diffusion treatment of the FIN situation , on the FIN isochronal recovery peak
centered at 39K. Further details are avail able in the M .S. Thesis of C.H. Nielsen .
2. The Recovery Behavior in Stages I and II of Tungsten- (Rhenium) Alloys
Di rect evidence for the formation of SIA -rhenium atom complexes in 3OkeV W ion-irradiated
tungsten-(rhenlum ) alloys In Stage I had been reported by Wilson and Seidman. They ~
observed a
radical suppression of the 38K substage of the FIM isochronal annealing spectrum as a result of
the addition of rhenium to tungsten . In order to determine the kinetics of the detrapping mechanism
a search for the release temperature was carried Out using the isochronal FIM annealing techni~ ue.
Tungsten specimens , alloyed with
or 3 atoe~Ic % rhenium , were irradiated in-situ with 3OkeV N ions
at 15K to a standard dose of 5 1 0 2 ion cm ’
and were subsequently annealed t~~~~.5K m in d . The
FIM isochronal recovery spectra were observed to contain no unambiguous release
peaks analogous to
those reported by Wei and Seidman for Pt-(Au) alloys. This result indicated that the SIA-rhenlum
atom complex had a binding enthalpy of at least 0.8eV .
Post-a nneal pulse -field evaporation experiments revealed severa l isolated complex-contrast
patterns randomly distributed throughout the sampled volume of the specimen. A total of l ’l .lO
~
atoms were counted and 11 complex patterns observed , thus implying a concentration of i.lxlO 4at.fr.
These patterns were different from any of our earlier strain-field contrast effects ; they were also
different from both the Stage I SIA and the rhenium atom contrast patterns. However , the patterns
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were somewhat similar to those observed by Wilson and Seidman in 2.35 MeV electron-irradiated
tungsten; Wilson and Seidman i rradiated their specl~ ens just below stage III ( 430K) to a close~
pair concentration (before recombinat ion ) of ~4x 1O ~~at .fr. and examined them at
18K ; It was
found that the tungsten specimens contained a complex pattern concentration of lxl O 4at.fr.
These researchers suggested that the unusual patterns resulted from either SIA clusters or SIAimpurity atom clusters. It was therefore concluded that the tungsten SIAs remained trapped up
to ~.400K and that the complex contrast patterns represented a direct observations of the tungsten
SIA- rhenium atom clusters .

Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration.
The Study of Stages I to IV of Irradiated or Quenched Tungsten and Tungsten Alloy s
by Field-Io n Microscopy : A Review
A review article was prepared for the International Conference on “F un d a m ental As pec ts
of Radiation Damage in Metals ” held in Gatlinburg , Tennessee from October 5 to 19, 1 975. In
this article the progress made at Cornell since 1972 in applying the Quantitative FIN technique
to the study of point defects in i rradiated tungsten and tungsten alloys or quenched tungsten
was reviewed. The emphasis had been placed on ascertaining recovery mechanisms for the major
recovery stages whi ch are consistent wi th both other F~M observations as well as observations
employ ing more macroscopic techniques; hence point defect
recovery models were presented for
recovery Stages I to III. The following conclusions were reached; (1) the value of the volume
change of migration (Av1 !
(2) a strong ..1A long-range
~) for the Stage I SIA is less than 0 02 a
migration peak was found at ‘~38K; (3) Stage I must termii ie ~at ~45K a nd not l OOK as ha d been
~
~
suggested by earlier researchers ; (4) the maxim um possibl e downward T shi Fof the 38K peak was
<10K due to the p~v 1 m effe ~t; (5) the isochronal recovery spectra of four~ di fferent purity levels
(R ~l5 to 5x104)of 3?lkeV N ion-irradiated W were essentiall ’ identical between 18 and 120K;
(6) these four different purity l evel W specimens exhibited ~a distinct series of long-range
migration recovery peaks at i.38, 50, 65 and 80K with a small amount of recovery observed up to
1 20K; (7) conclusions (5) and (6) indicate that the distribution of SIAs produced by the 3OkeV W
ion irradiation s was such that the SIAs only interacted weakly wi th the impurity atoms and that ~
the SIA-SIA reaction dominated the recovery behavior; (8) the long-range migration peaks fit a
diffusion-limited annealing model ; (9) the FIN experiments provided direct evidence for the
lon g-range migration of both SIAs and SIA clusters in Stage II between ‘.45 an d 120K; (10) the FIN
~
observations of SIA long-range migration in Stages I and II are in agreement
with the DausingerSchultz results if a T shi ft of ‘ 5 to 6.5K is made to superimpose the l ong-range migration peaks
in the ~wo sets of data ; (11) the~ binding enthalpy of an SIA to a C atom is ‘.O.03eV and the binding
~
enthalpy of an SIA to a Re atom is >0.8ev ; (2) no unambiguous evidence has been
found for isolated
6
thermall y converted SIAs (the Stage III jA) at a concentration about SxlO at.fr. at T 1z43O K for
~
.
2
J,.
~ electron i rradiated to a dose of ~.1x1O’U cm ; (13) it was argued that in the Attardo et
experiments that the transmutation of W to Re, as a result of a thermal neutron dose of ,~.lO~~0ar 2 ,
caused a large number of SIAs to become trapped at Re atoms and that the contrast effect they
observed after a 60°C i rradiation was due to a Re-SIA complex; and (l4~ the W quenching experlments of Kunz and Schultz , Gripshover et al. In conjunction wi th the prequenching
and electron
i rradiation experiments of Kunz et al . and the combined FIN-resistivity study of Park et al. indicate that the quenched-in resistivi ty increment may consist of mainly dispersed Impurity-atoms ,
vacancy-Impurity atom clusters and a small concentration of monovacancies .

Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration.
Field-Ion Microscope Studies of the Defect Structure of the Primary State of Damage

j

of irradiated Metals:

A Review

A review article was prepa red for the “Materials Science Seminar: Radiation Damage in
Metals ” held at the Materials Science Symposium in Cincinnati , Ohio on November 9th and 10th, 1 975.
This paper reviewed the application 0f the FIN technique to the problem of determining directly

L

the spatial distribution of point defects produced by an energetic primary knock-on atom. Attention
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was focused specifically on the primary sta te of damage (i.e., the point-defect distribution
without a post -irradiation anneal) produced by energetic heavy-ions (e.g., 20-lOOkeV W Xe 4 or
,

Ar ) and fast neutrons (energy > 1MeV) in the metals tungsten , iridium and platinum; the simpler
primary state of damage produced by MeV electrons was not considered. A review was first given
of the theoretical concept of a depleted zone and the role played by both focusons and focused .
replacement collision sequences in its development. It was emphasized that the FIM technique Is
the only one presentl y capable of determining the spatial distri bution of point defects within
and around a depleted zone.

The Cornell FIN research on depleted zones was reviewed in detail. The emphasis In this
work was on determining the point-defect structure of a depleted zone produced by a single ion .
The irradiating ion used was the self-ion (N 4) to avoid any possible problems associated with the
introduction of impuri ty atoms in the lattice as a result of the Irradiation . Each depleted zone
was created in an almost initially perfect crysta l lattice (i.e., the tip volume of -‘.lO-16cm 3).
Two different i rradiation temperatures (T1) were employed ; 473 and 18K. The T 1 of 473K is towards
the top of Stage II and is therefore above the temperature of long-range mi gration of the Stage I
SIA , but below the temperature where monovacancies migrate.
The work of other groups on the primary state of radiation damage in the metals tungsten ,
iridium and plati num was also reviewed. The emphasis of most of this work had been on characterizing the distribution of vacancy damage produced at room temperature , an d i n a few ex per imen ts ,
at 78K. TypIcally only la rge clusters of vacancies (i.e., greater than 10 vacancies) Pad been
studied as t.;e minimum field evaporation increment , for a high index plane , was one atumic layer.
This coarse an increment precludes , almost a priori , obtaining detailed information about the
point-defect structure of a depleted zone. Nevertheless , this research has been useful in
demonstrating that basically three morphologica l types of vacancy damage exists in the primary
state of damage. These three basic types are : (1) depleted zones; (2) compact vacancy clusters ;
and (3) dislocation loops. The dislocation are depleted zones that have collapsed into the lower—

energy dislocation l oops.

The i mportant result that emerges from the FIN research on both tungsten and iridium is
that the dislocation l oop portion of the damage accounts for onl y a small fraction of the tota l
vacancy population . The remaining fraction of the vacancy population (90% In the case of tungsten )
is in the form of depleted zones (with a vacancy concentration of between 1 a nd 2Oat .%) an d co mp act
cl usters . These observations offer an explanation of why the yield factor (Y), where

vacancy loops (number per cm 2)
• observable
ion dose (number of ions per cmt)

measured by TEN is often less than unity. For example, in the case of copper i rradiated wi th 3OkeV
Cu 4 ions at room temperature V Is 0.3, and in the case of tungsten i rradiated at room temperature
it is 0.1. This is an important point because the TEM technique has been extensively used to

study vacancy damage in both self-ion and neutron irradiated metals.

The observation of the

primary radiation damage state by TEM depends heavily on the ability of the vacancy-rich core of
a depleted zone to collapse into a dislocation loop with sufficient strain-field contrast to make

its elf ‘visible ” in an electron microscope image.

Thus , the FIM observations provide a simple

explanation of the low yield-factor , determined by transmission electron micrascopy , for a number
of ion-irradiated metals.

Research supported by Energy Research and Development Administration .
An In-Situ Field -Ion Microscopy Study of the Recovery Behavior of Ion-Irradiated
Molybdenum in Stages I and II

The mobility of single molybdenum SIAs was studied in a series of in—s itu FIN exp~riments .
High purity (resistivity r~~io of ‘~57QO )molybdenum specimens were lrradlaterwTtlr3okeV Mo ions
to a standard dose of 5 .101t ions cm C at lOX . Subsequent i sochronal annealing experiments were
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performed at a heat rate of %2.5K min 1 between 10 and 120K. The low temperature annealing spectrum
was shown to consist of distinct recovery peaks at 32, 45 and 70K. The major peak at 32K was considercd to represent the onset of long-range migration and was found to closely obey the analytical
shape predicted by a diffu sion model. The effect of the Imaging electric field on the mobility of
the SIA was studied in a series of control experimen ts. The results of these experiments demonstrated that the SIA was mobile at 40K in the absence of the electric field , and that the large
electric field require d by the FIN technique had only a mi nimal effect on the annealing kinetics
of the SIA in molybdenum. Further details may be found in the 14.5. thesis of C. H. Nielsen.
-

Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration .
A Field-Ion Microscope Study of the Recovery Behavior of Stage II in Ion-Irradiated
Platinum
0.10, 0.62 and 4.Oat.’ Gold Alloy s

-

~

-

A detailed FI?~ study of the recovery behavior of Stage 11 in Ion-irradiated Pt—O .lO ,
C- .6 and 4.Oat % Au alloys
has been performed. Typicall y an FIN specimen was i rradiated wi th
33kev w’ or Pt~ ions at ~2 .lO 9Torr and at a tip temperature between 35 and 40K. The specimen was
~ to 1OOK at a warming rate of ‘ l .5K m in 1 and the specimen ’ s sureface was examined for
then warmed
the presence of ~SIA contrast effects, The ~recovery spectrum for each alloy consisteg of two distinct
peaks at -~68 and 88s~. The surfaces of five i rradiated pure Pt specimens [ (l—2) l0 at.fr. impurity
~ are ~only~~characteristic
level J were also examined to demonstrate that the recovery spectra observed
of the Pt-(Au ) alloys . The observed recovery spectra are most likely due to the dissociation of
SIAs from Au atoms . Further details may be fou.’l in Materials Science Center Report No. 23g8.

‘
I
I

Research supported by the Energy Research and Development AdmInistration.
A New Techniqu€ for Focused Colli sion Sequence Range Measurements

One of the most persistent problems in the field of radiation damage is that of understanding the nature of the initial damage event; i.e., the spatial distribution of vacancies and sel finterst itial atoms produced as the result of the impact of an energetic particle. Since Silsbee
first introduced the concept of focused collision sequences (FCS ) in 1957 . these events have often
oeen discussed as a determining factor in the inital spatial distribution of damage . However , due to
experimental difficulties, the range of these events , and even proof of their existence , has remained
somewhat elusive. Indeed in gold , FCS ranges of <50A to 4000A or more have been proposed. Clearly,
further work is needed to rationalize this imense disparity , and in a more general sense to understand the role of focusing in radiation damage. Toward this end we have deveioped a unique , and
direct technique for studying focused collision sequences.

I

The present series of experiments is being carried out on gol d , alt hough the technique
should be applicable to other metals as well. The specimens are epitaxiall y grown , vapor deposited
single crystals which range from 100 to l500A In thickness. Experiments to date have been carried
out on crystals with <l00~ film normals, but films of other orientatIons (<110> and < 111> ) are now
being prepared In order to study crystallographic effects. The fi l ms are bombarded with low energy
(‘700eV) Xe Ions directed along the film normal . Focused collision sequences wi th a range greater
than the film thickness can cause the ejection of atoms as Ions from the bottom surface of the film.
These ions are detected using a Bendix Channeltron Electron Multiplier Array (CEMA) system which
consists of two individual CEMAs placed , in series. The output from this Is detected both visually
(with a fluoretcent screen) and electronically. The experiments are carried out in a high vacuum
system (“ 5x1O 0Torr). The specimen holder Is mounted on the tall secton of a continuous transfer
~
liquid helium
cryostat, wi th which the specimen can be maintained at any temperature between 25
and 300K. In order to ensure that the observed current emerging from the bottom surface of the film
is not due to channeling of light neutral or ion impurities (H, H~ , or He , He ) a crossed magnetic
~ any light neutral
and electric spectrometer Is placed In the beam path. This spectrometer
removes
or ion component from the beam.
4
The irradiating Xe ion beam is pulsed at a known frequency (%l OO Hz) by pulsing the
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ion-gun filament bias.

Each pulse produces a burst of separate events In the CElIA; every burst

Is caused by a simple ion emerging from the bottom surface of the film.

These events are individu-

ally amplified and then averaged and fed into an Ithaco model 39lA lock -in amplifier (LIA), operating at the 100 Hz ion pulse frequency . This synchronous detection system given a very precise
measure of the detector output , with a high decree of noise rejection . Since the output is proportional to the i nput ion current , the variable of interest is the ratio of the output to this current ,

This is provided directly by a current measuri ng ci rcuit linked to a ratiometer built into the LIA.
Both this ratio and the direct LIA output are recorded on a dual pen strip chart recorder.

The system described above is presently being used to measure yield factors (the ratio of
the output to input ion current) as a function of the thickness of the gold films at constant
i rradiation temperature , inciden t ion energy and film orientation. This type of experiment yields
the range distributon of FCSs.
Research supported by Energy Research and Development Administration .
Atom-Probe Field-Ion Microscopy
1.

Technica l Improvements in the Atom-Probe FIM

(a)

Resolut i on

Several technical improvements have been made in the atom-probe FIN and in the operational
technique which have imp roved the resolution of the instrument. The improvements were as follows :
(1) The design of the dig ital timer was modifI ed to eliminate systematic timing errors ; (2) Tracking power supplied for the dc and pulse voltages were insta lled ; and (3) the regularly obtainable
background vacuum was reduced from ~l0-8Torr to sSxTO 10Torr. This third point is important because
it reduces the number of arti fact effects caused by the interaction of residual Impurity gases inter-

acting with the specimen .

(b) Low-Energy Ion-Gun
A preliminary experiment testing the performance of the l ow-energ~ gas ion-gun was conducted. A tungsten specimen maintained at 30K was i rradiated wi th 275eV Ne ions. After the
remova l of the damaged surface l ayer by field-evaporation an isochrona l annealing experiment was
perfor n~ d. This latter experiment revealed the presence of SIAs migrating to the surface of the
FIM tip. These SIAs were most likely produced at 30K by the focused replacement collision sequence
mechanism. This preliminary experiment suggests two avenues of research.
First , range measurements of focused collision replacement sequences can be directly measured. It isa lso possible to
determine the energy and temperature dependence of the range by this same technique. Second , it is

clea r that the interaction of SIAs with impurity atoms can also be studied by the atom-probe
technique where the SIAs are Introduced by low-energy bombardments.
(c) Residual Gas Analyzer

A Uthe Technology Inc . (UT!) Model 100C residual gas analyzer was Installed on the atomprobe FIN. The analyzer allows us to determine the composition of the residual gases in the vacuum
system. Thi s Instrument has proved to be particularly valuable for determining whether specific
impurity atoms originated in the specimen or were artifacts of the vacuum conditions.
2.

Results

A number of pure metals and alloys have been examined in the atom-probe FIN including
tungsten , tungsten-rhenium , molybdenum , molybdenum -titanium , TZM (titanium-zirconium-molybdenum )

alloy , and a low swelling stainless steel (LSIA) .
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(a) Tungs ten and Tungsten Alloys
Tungsten and tungsten alloys were investigated to develop an operational technique that
would be suitable for experiments on the neutron irradiated samples of tungsten and tungstenrhenium . First., in th2 ca~~ of the pure tungsten specimen the five naturally occurring isotopes
of tungsten (W180, W 18’, W IU3 ,W134 and W 186~ can be readily distinguished from one ang~he r . The
w”'3 spectrum was recorded with the atom-probe Fit-I at a background pressure of 6xlO””Torr and
tip temperature of %25K. The drift distance of the ions in the flight tube was l 600.3nin . A comparison of our experimenta l W ”'3 isotopic abundances with the handbook values of these quantities
demonstrated rather good agreement.
-

-

A w”3 and R~3 spectrum for a W-25at .% R al3oy was recorded at a tip tç pera u re of
~Re ”' peak at 6l.67amu and the ~ ”’~peak at
25K empl oying a drift distance of 2232nui . The 18~
‘°‘Re ~
62.33.amu were resolved. This experiment indicated that the resolution of out time-of-flight
atom-probe FIN is close to a ~m/m value of %1/200. Composition profiles obtained from the
W25at~ Re specimens yielded an average Re concentration which was close to the nominal value of
25at.%Re.
(b) Molybdenum and Molydbenum Alloy s

In preparation for a study on a series of neutron irradiated molybdenum alloys a number
of preliminary experiments on molybdenum and molybdenum alloys were performed. Because the amount
of irradi atc - material is very limi ted extensive specimen development was performed on conmercia)
samples of molybdenum and a titanium -zirconium -molybdenum (TZM) alloy . After developing a successful FIN specimen preparation technique for molybdenum and TZM, runs were made on these materials
to test that the atom-probe FIll experiments were possible. The titanium and zirconium were clearly
distinguishabl e from one another and the measured concentrations agreed with the nominal concentrations. The same techniques were also successfully applied to the as-received , unirradiated
samples which serve as control s for the neutron-irradiated specimens.

( i ) Mol ybdenu m

The e ks associated with the seven naturally occurring isotopes of Mo (Mo92 , Mo 94 , Mo~~
Mo ’ Mo 98, Mo ~IBU~ )were clearly distinguishable from one another. The Mo”'2 spectrum was recorded
with the atom-probe FIM at a background pressure of 5xlO ~~To rr , and ~t a tip temperature of =60K;
“he drift distance was 2213nni . A comparison of our experimental Mo”’~ i sotopic abundances wi th
__

,

I

I
I
f

I
.1

the handbook values of these quantities showed that there was good agreement between the two sets
of values.
(ii) Titanium-Zirconium -Molybdenum (TZM )

The 90Zr”’3 peak was readily disting uished form the MO~”3 pea . T~~ Zr”'3 i~ gtopes 92Zr ,
~~Mo, Mo and Mo. No
and 96Zr clearly can 1be distinguished from the Mo”3 isotopes
~~ 1 Zr in the +3 charge state . This Isotope‘should have appeared at
evidence was found for thi
~ , most likely because its Isotopic abundance Is only 11.23% compared
30.33amu. It did not appear
with an Isotopic abundance of 51.46% for the 9OZr Isotope ; thus we could expect only i~1 event
for this Isotope In the +3 charge state for the total number of Mo”'3 Ions counted ( l0,0OO).
Anal ysis of the spatial distribution of the ti tanium and zirconium showed that the ~titanium was
randomly distributed while all the zirconium was contained in a single cluster. This single
cluster of zirconium was detected just before the tip failed , and could have contributed to the
failure of the tip. These experiments on TZM indicated that both the titanium and zircon ium
allo ying elements in the lat.% concentration range could be detected and that the techniques
~
developed should work reasonable
well for irradiated specimens .
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(iii)

Molybdenum— (Titanium )

Atom-probe FIN experiments were performed on unirradiated specImens of the 14o-0.Swt.%

Ti alloys. The Mo-0.5wt.~ T i allo y s exhibited an enhanced swelling behavior when compared to the
molybdenum specimens irradiated under i dentical conditions to the same fast neutron dose. It is
the purpose of the present experiment to determine the role played by t~ tit~gium i~ the ~welling
behavior of neutron i rradiated molybdenum. The five isotopes of TI (Ti’
° , TI’” , T1 4°, Ti 5 ) were
very clearly resolved . The Ti was also found to be randomly distributed throughout the alloy .

This is significant because a comparison of the present results with the results on the i rradiated
Mo- (Ti) alloys should allow us to coninent in detail on the changes produced in the spatial distribution of TI atoms in the alloy as a result of the fast neutron irradiation .
(c) A Low Swelling Stainless Steel Alloy (LSIA)
A low swell ing stainl2ss steel alloy (LSIA) developed at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory
(ORNL) has been analyzed by the atom-probe FIN technique . To date we have restricted our work to

un i rradiated speciments of this alloy because of the high radioactivity of the neutron i rradiated
specimens. The alloy LSIA contains 2.O6at.% Si and 0.l6at.% as swelling inhibitors. The composition of each element in this alloy as determined by the atom-probe FIN technique was in good agreement with the chemical composition as supplied to us by ORNL . An analysis of the spatial
distribution of the various alloying elements showed the existence of one large cluster consisting
of three silicon atoms, two carbon atoms and two titanium (or possibly oxygen ) atoms . It Is highly
improbable for such a cluster to form randomly f~ r these rather low concentration alloying elements.
This result indicates the existence of a positive binding enthalpy between carbon and silicon (and
possibly titanium) in this LSIA alloy .
Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration .
The Range of a Focused Collision Replacement Sequence In Ordered Al l oys
In a recent study of partially ordered Ni 3Mn i rradiated wi th thermal neutrons Kirk et .al.
clai m to have developed a technique to measure the average length of a focused collision replacement
sequence. These workers have measured the change in magnetic saturation wi th dose for different
values of the long-range order-parameter (S). The change in magnetic saturation with dose was measured
for S equal to approximately 0.79, 0.90 and 0.95. A quantitative computer analysis of the magnetic
disorder produced by < ill > focused collision replacement sequences showed that the magnetic disorder
caused by a focused collision replacement sequence is a maximum at S=O.7 and decreases to zero at
S’l. Kirk et al. calculated from their data an average sequence l ength of about 50 atoms along the

‘

‘

<110> direction.

We are presently studying the random disordering produced by focused collision replacement
sequences in NI 4Mo by direct observation in the FIll. The i deas pertinent to the experiment are as
follows. If one starts with a fully ordered alloy (Sil) then the FIN image of this alloy resembles
that of a pure metal. The result of the lattice di sorder produced by the focused replacement
sequences Is to change the Image contrast to that which Is characteristic of a random alloy . A
specimen of the fully ordered alloys is irradiated In-situ with low energy neon ions (<1000eV) so
that all the vacancies are left at the irradiated surface and the inter stitlals are driven into
the bulk of the FIN specimen by the focused collision replacement sequence mechanism. After the
i rradiation the specimen is pulse field evaporated and the measured width of the disordered region
(as detected by Its random appearance ) is used as a measure of the range of the focused collision
,

replacement sequence.

During the past year much of the experimental effort had been expended on the preparation
of ordered alloys of both NI 3Mn and NI 4Mo. The alloy Ni 3Mn proved tobe a particularly difficult

afloy to order because of the low temperature (4O0~C) at which the order parameter is equal to
unity. Hence, we swi tched to the alloy Ni 4Mo for the following two reasons : (1) It achieves a
long-rang. order-param eter of unity with a large domain size irr relatively short times (a few hours);
and (2) it is possIble to obtain high quality FIN Images of this structure fairly readily. Thus
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the main progress in this area has been the production of ordered alloys of Ni4Mo and the imaging
of these specimens. Several preliminary irradiation experiments have been performed and the
ini t ial indication s are positive. It is noted that this technique is applicable to a large
number of ordered alloys which are imagable by the FIM technique (e,g. Ni 3Fe and Ni 3Al).

S

Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration.

The Interaction of Self-Interstitial Atoms with Impurity Gas Solute Atoms in

Refractory Metals

This problem invo l ves the preparation of alloys of refractory metals and the In-situ

.
.

irradiation of the specimens wi th low energy (.l000eV ) xenon ions. At less than 1000eV the main
mechanism for self-interstitial production will be via the focused replacement collision sequence
mechani sn~. The alloy specimens are irradiated in-situ at a temperature which isabo ve substage
so that the SIAs produced are mobile. The ST~s then migrate towards both the sinks and the
solute atoms and in the process clusters of complexes are formed. We are trying to study both
the SIA -solute atom clusters and also any self-clusters that form. Towards this end we have
constructed a quenching system to dope specimens with various gas atoms . Our initial efforts
have centered on the Group VB metal tantalum , as this “~etal has a high solubility for a number
of gases (e.g., 02, H 2, and N 2) and is also readily imaged
by the FIM technique. During the
past year the quenching system has been operational for introducing gases into metals system. In
addition , we have prepared FIN specimens of Ta and found it to be readily imagable
It is
expected that Ta- (N) specimens will , in the near future , be irradiated in—situ in ~he atom—probe

F Ill.

Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration .
The Study of Metallic Glasses by Aton~-Probe Field -Ion Microscopy
A me tall i c glass , known commercially as Metglas 2826, with a nominal composition of
4Oat.t Fe, 4Oat.% Ni , l4at.Z P and 6ay.Z B was examined by the atom probe technique. The experiments were performed to establish the feasibility of study ing the clustering behavior of the
phosphorous and boron in this alloy . The clustering of phosphorous had been suggested as a possi—
ble mechan ism for the embritt lement of this alloy following heat treatment below its crystallization temperature . Prior to the atom probe examination the specimen was annealed at 150 to 170°C
for %6h (a standard IJHV bake Out of the FIN ).
The rn/n spectrum for Metglas 2826 showed that the various constituents can be easily
identified and resolved . The average composition was determined by the atom-probe technique and
the spatial distribution of B and P was simultaneously determined. A statistical analysis of this
data shows no obvious evidence for the clustering of the B and P. Thus our results indicate that
150 to 170°C is not high enough for any clustering to occur or that the kinetics of clustering is
very slow In this temperature range. Future experiments on spec imens neated to higher tempera tures should readily determine at what annealing temperature detectable clustering begins as the
crystallization temperature is approached from below .

The Metgl s 2826 data were recorded in the presence of lO 7Torr Ne, w it h a backg round
pressure of 2 .5xl0~~’Torr , and at a tip temperature of 63K. The voltage range (Vdc) was varied
between 18,500 to 19,000 V . the va lue of voltage fraction was 0.20 and the calibration parameters
were; (1) pulse factor ( )-l.5; (2) total delay time (t 0)’56 usec ; and (3) fl i ght distance (d)’
~
2231 ma .

Research supported by the Nationa l Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center,
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REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“A Simplified Method for the Calibration of an Atom-Probe Field-Ion Microsc.ope ,” A. Wagner , 1. N.
Hall an d D. N. Se idman , Rev i ew of Sc i ent i f i c Inst ru men ts 46, 1032—34 (1975).
“The Study of Stages I to IV of Irradiated or Quenched Tungsten and Tungsten Alloys by Field-Ion
Microscopy ,” 0. N. Seidma n , Proceedings of International Conference on Fundamental Aspects of
Radiation Damage in Metals, edited by M. 1. Robinson and F. W. Young, Jr. , National Technic~T
In formation Service, U.S. Department of Commerce , Springfield , Virginia , p. 373-396 (1975).
-

“Applic ation of the Field-Ion and Atom-Probe Microscopes to the Study of Defects ,” D. N. Seidman ,
Proceedings of the Third Annual Meeting of the Microscopical Society of Canada, Imperial Press ,
p. 36—3T, Onta rT~7 Canada (1976).

“Field-Ion Microscope Studies of the Defect Structure of the Primary State of Damage of Irradiated
Metals,” 0. N. Seidman , MSC Report 2564 (1975). To appear in Proceedings of the Materials Science
Seminar: Radiation Damaqe in Metals (American Society for Me tals , 197 6) at the Mate ri als Sc i ence
Symposium , Novem be r , 1975 , tTncinnati , Oh io.
“A Computer-Controlled Time-of-Flight Field-ron Microscope for the Study of Defects in Metals ,”
T. N . Hall , A. Wagner an d 0. N. Se id man , £4SC Report 2693 (1976).
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P HASE TRA NSITIO NS (AND LOW TEM PERATURE PHYSICS) STUDY GROUP
The widespread collaboration between members of the former Study Groups on Phase Transitions and Low Temperature Physics has demonstrated that there is little advantage in maintaining
two distinct groups. Accordingly, they have been merged.
The research program of the Group covers a broad range of theoretica l and experimental
topics, which , from the present perspective fall roughly into five broad and somewhat interrelated
fields of research : the critical point; the interface in multi -phase systems; liquid and solid
helium; lattice phase transitions; and non— equilibrium processes in superconductors. The main area
of study within each field are as follows:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

1.

Critical Point Studies
a. Application of renormalization group methods to magnetic phase transitions ,
tricritical points , and the liquid-vapor critical point. (M. E. Fisher)
b. Theoretica l and experimenta l studies of tricritial phenomena in classical
multicomponent liquid mixtures . (B. Widorn)
c. Finite size effects on critica l phenomena . (M. E. Fisher , J. D. Reppy , R.
Buhrman)
d. Theoretical studies of the A- , A 1- , and B- transitions in superfluid 3He.
(N. D. Mermin)
2. Structure of the Interface in Multi -Phase Systems
a. Structure, tension , and critical behavior of interfacial surfaces in liquids
and multiconiponent liquid mi xtures. (B. Widom , W . W. W ebb , G. V. Chester)
b. Superfluid-norma l fluid interface In the tricritical region of 3He-4He mixtures.
(W. W . We bb )
c. Development of a theory of surface free energies . (N. E. Fisher)
d. Two-dimensional bi l ayers. (ti. W. Webb )
3. L iq u id an d Sol i d HelIum
a. Nature of the magnetically ordered state of 3He. (R. C. Richardson , J. W. W i l ki ns)
b. The superfluid phases of liquid 3He (0. N . Lee , .1. 0. Reppy , R. C. Richardson ,
V. Ambegao ka r, U. D. Merm in)
c. Superfluidity In restricted geometries. (J. 0. Reppy , G. V. Chester)
4. Lattice Phase Transitions
a. Studies of the displacive transition in titanium and zirconium body centered

cubic alloys. (S. 1. Sass)
b. Theoretical studies of disp lacive lattice transitions. (J. A. Krumhansl)
c. Computer simulation studies of melting and freezing in two and three dimensional
systems. (G. V. Chester )
5. Non -Equilibrium Processes in Superconductors (V. Ambegaokar, R. Buhrman)
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Phase Transitions (and Low Temperature Physics) Study Group tlember sh lp
V. Ambegaokar , Department of Physics
R. A. Buhrman , Applied and Engineering Physics
(for report see Mew Solid State Materials Study Group)
G. V. Chester , Department of Physics
H. E. Fisher , Department of Chemistry
J. A. Krumhansl , Department of Physics
(for report see New Sol id State Materials Study Group)
0. N. Lee, Department of Physics
N. 0. Mermi n , Department of Physics
J. 0. Reppy , Department of PhysIcs

R. C. Richardson , Department of Physics

S. I.. Sass, Materials Science and Engineering

(for report see Defect Structures Study Group )
W. W. Webb , Applied and Engineering Physics
B. Widoin, Department of Chemistry

J. W . Wilkins , Departm ent of Physics
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Pos td oc to ral Assoc i a tes:
P. Bhat tachar yya
Research Assistants :

N. Levy
Low Temperature Properties of 3He

I

-

A study of thermodynamics and transport properties In the superfluid phases of liquid

He.

Research supported by the Nationa l Science Foundation and the t~aterials Science Center.
Kinetic Theory of Superconductivity
II
-

Recently a study has been made of non-equilibrium properties of superconductors including photon a d phonon induced superconductivity .
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and Materials Science Center.
HIGHLIGHTS
a) Work by Rainer and Serene , started under this program , in which deviations from BardeenCooper-Schrieffer pairing theory are expressed in terms of the scattering amplitudes of quasi-particles
at the Fermi surface, thus providing insight into the strongly-coupled nature of the pairing in superfluid liquid 3He , has recently been published .

I
S

S

-
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b) Ambegaokar and Levy have completed a quantitative study of the wax in which dissipation
affects the hydrodynamic spin oscillations in the A-phase of superfluid liquid “He.
c) Bhattacharyya , work ing with C. Pethick and H. Smi th in Copenhagen , has studied the weak
damping of collision less sound using a kinetic equation. Using methods they have developed for exact
solutions of the kinetic equation near Tc, they have obta i ned a consistency condition from the difference
between the damping of collis lonless sound in the normal and superfluid states and the normal state

viscosity .

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
e , 0. Rainer and J. W. Serene, Phys. Rev. j~~ 4745 (1976).
~~ ”
“Dissipative Effects In the LongitudInal Magnetic Oscillations of Superfluid Liquid 3He-A” , V.
Ambegaokar and Miguel Levy , MSC Report 2479 (1975). See; Phys. Rev.
1967 (1976).
~~~
3
“Orbital Waves in the A Phase of Superfluid He, ” R. Combescot , MSC Report 2642 (1976). See’ Phys.
“Free Energy of Superfluid

Rev . Lett., 35, No. 24 (1975).

“On the Condensation of Electron-Hole Droplets” , M. Contescot and R. Comnbescot, MSC Report 2661 (1975).
See; Phys. Letts.,
No. 3 (1976).
~~~~~~
“Free Energy of Superfluid 3He” , D. Rainer and J. W. Serene, MSC Report 2685 (1976). See; Phys. Rev.
B,
No. 11 (1976).
,
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Postdoctoral

Associate :
N. V. Rao

Research Assistants:
0. Ceperley

R. Gann
H. K a l o s

-

J. Mon
R. Pe terson

-

The work of Mr. J. Mon was ca rri ed ou t colla borati on w ith P rofessor N. W .
Ashcroft.
The Interionic Potential in Liquid Metals
We have successfully shown that details in the measured structure factors of many liquid
metals can be accounted for by introdu cing pola . ization forces arising from po larizab le d—she lls
of the ions. Liquid metals with strongly polarizab le d-shel ls show a pronounced shoulder in the

structure factor on the high wave number side of the first-peak. The appearance of this shoulder
correlated extremely well with the presence of a polarizab le d— shell of electrons on the ions.
This shell gives rise to fl uctuating dipole forces which in turn give rise to an en- inced interaction between the ions.

A qualitati ve calculation shows that the enhanced interaction leads to a non monotonic
interaction which in turn leads to the observed shoulders in the structure fac~~r. A more precise
calculation is ~nderway allowing for dynamic screening by the background electrons. We have
successfully simulated shoulders on the structure factor for several model potentials. More
simulation will be carried out to establish these results more precisely.
As far as we are aware this Is the first time that a definite link has been demonstrated
between the ion-ion interactions in liquid metals and the detai led form of the structure factor.
We hope to learn more about these interactions by further accurate simulations and comparison with
experimental structure factors.

‘—~

Research supported by the Nationa l Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
The Equation of State of letallic Hydrogen
Does metallic hydrogen exist in both fluid and crystalline phases

what density does it crystallize?

—

and if it does at

We hope to answer both of these questions by carrying out accurate variational calculations—
using Monte-Carlo simulation techniques .
At present we have obtained reasonably good energies In the liquid phase, using the best
proton-proton Interaction with an accurate screening function . This work is fairly la borious as
it requ i res a several parameter search of a wide class of wave function .
Research Supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
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Criteria for Ileltin g and Freezing

-

Mr. Peterson has obtained the first complete set of Lindema n ratios (the ratio of the
root mean square displace m ent of an atom to the lattice spacing) for the inverse power potentials
(r e , fo r n~ l ,4,6,9,l2). These we obtained at the pub lished melting densities and for values
of the density in the neighborhood of the melting density .
A systematic trend was observed,the Lindeman number being 0.16 for the Coulomb potential
and 0.13 for hard spheres . The ratio is very sensitive to variations above and below the melting
values. A one percent change in density can produce a 10 per cent change in the Lindema n ratio.
We have tb’ s established that the ratio varies slowly wi th the change in potential but
rapidly in the neigh 1 orhoOd of melting. These systematic trends seem worthwhile investigating by
examining the microscopic motions of the atoms at melting or reacting. The best approach to this
is probabl y to use computer graphics. Dr. Greenberg has available programs which will allow us
to do this.
The uncompleted portion of Mr. Petersort s thesis consists of determining the height of the
structure factor 5 (K) on and near the freezing line. It is believed , that S(K) at the first peak
is always close to 2.85 at freezing. Our major effort ~i 1l be to determine how sensitive the
peak height is to variations in the neighborhood of the freezing line.
Again if the “law ” turns out to be accurate we will attempt to look at t:~ microscopic
correlations in an effort to understand it.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center .
The Crystallization of Particles Interacting via “Unusual ”

Potentials

This work is concerned with systems of particles interacting via r ’2 , r 3 an d Yukawa
potentials. Our aim is to study the crystallization and melting of these systems. When this has
been completed we will have a complete picture of the crystallization and melting of all the
inverse power potentials and also on a soft short range potential , namel y the Vukawa potential:
We should also extend some of this work to two-dimensions to see what insights can be gained.
Corresponding work on quantum systems has been carried at New York University in collaboration
with Professor Kalos — it is mentioned briefly below .
Mr. Sass has now established the approximate shape of the solid-fluid phase boundary
for the classical Yukawa system . Pn accurate determination should be completed in a month or so.
The necessary specialized progranvaing for the r 2 an d r 3 potentials has been completed ; when the
phase boundaries for these potentials have been~determined Lindeman ’s ratio at melting will be
calculated from our simulations and the height of the structure factor at freezing will also be
determined . It will be of considerable interest to see if they fall arcurately into the already
established trend for these quantities .
The work reported below is an important part of my overall program
it does however
receive much less support fromMSC than the Cornell work . It is all carried out collaboration wi th
Professor N. Kalos at NYU. Working in conjunction with him last year were Dr. M. V. Rao and Mr.
Dav id Ceperley .
—

Mr. Ceperley conducted extensive simulations of both Boson and Fermion systems at absolute
zero. These were complementary to our classical studies of systems interacting via Yukawa
potenti als. He discovered that onl y a certain class of Yukawa potentials give rise to crystallization . We thus have for the first time an example of an interacting system which does not
cry stallize at absolute zero at any density. This - esu1t is true for both Bosons and Fermions.
~
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Of particular interest is the fact that Mr. Ceperley was able to develop a useful technique that
allows accurrate Monte Carlo calculations to be performed on systems with antisyninetrical ground
states. This is an extremely Important technical advance which we hope to exploit for a number
of other systems.
Some other physicai effects are worth mentioning. The crystals obtained by simulation
were remarkable ir that for both Fermi and Bose statistics they contained about 1 per cent of
- vacancies . In addition the Bose crystal had a Bose condensate of a f e w per cent near melting.
Finally the crystals also showed the phenomena of pressure melting. That is to say , If the
density is increased sufficiently the kinetic energy increases so fast that It easily overwhelms
the potential energy and the crystal melts. The Yukawa potential thus provides a second example
of pressure melting
the first example being the Coulomb potentials.
—

Dr. N. V. Rao has been working on a simulation of a classical liquid-vapor interface.
Two Important results have emerged. First he has shown that a much longer time must be allowed
for the simulation of the interface before equilibrium is reached as compared with bulk simulations. With a very long simulation he was able to demonstrate that he had reached equilibri um
with a uniform temperature and pressure. Second in the equilibrium state the surface layer of
the fluid has a ‘ patchy ’ structure in which patches of liquid density fluid form , di ssolve an d
reform in a region in which the remaining atoms appear to form a very long density vapor. The
long time average is observed in a straightforward simulation . However the patches persist
tar physically inte’esting times and may have important consequences .
Research supported by the National Science Foundation , the Energy Research and Development Administration and the Materials Science Center.

REPORTS AND PIJBLICATtON S
“Ground State Properties of Two-Dimensional Liquid and Solid 4He ” , K. S. L i~ , H. H. Kalos an d
S. V . Chester , MSC Report 2516 (1975). Submitted for publication .
“Exact Calcul ations of the Ground State of Model Neutron Matter ,” 0. N . Ceperley , S. V. Chester
and H. H. Kalos , MSC Report 2583 (1976). Submitted for publication .
“A Perturbation Approach to the Classical One Component Plasma , S. V. Chester , MSC Report 2657
(1976). SubmItted for public ation.
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Postdoctoral Associates :
H. Au-Yang
P. Gerber

D. Nelson

D. Mukamel
N. Springgate
Research Assistants :
6. Caglnalp
E. Domany
Theory of Phase Transitions, Cri tical and Ilulticritical Phenomena
Scaling Functions for Crossover and Multicritical Behavior
Statistical Mechanics of Inhomogeneous and Finite Systems
Mathematical Foundations of Statistical Mechanics
The theoretical programs i nclud e :
(a) The application of renormalization group techniques to elucidate the nature of multi critical phenomena , especially the full characterization of bi critica l and tricritica l behavior in
magnetic and fluid systems.
(b) The calculation of the basic scaling functions which describe behavior in the
vicinity of a critical point subjected to various perturbations which change the nature of the
critical singularities. This encompasses: (I) renormaiization group calculations of crossover
scaling functions for multicritical points; (ii) calculations by series expansion and extrapolation
techniques of these scaling functions; (iii) exact mathematical calculations for crossover in finite
ising models, Including boundary condition effects.
Cc) Studies , by exact analytic methods , o f the i nf l u e n c e of spatially regular inhornogeneities (such as frozen-in vacancies , or impurities )on specific heat singularities ;
(d) Rigorous statistica l mechanical formulation of the existence and basic properties of
the free energy of a system , especially as regards surface and boundary free energies.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.

HIGHLIGHTS

-

(

A significant study completed during the year , In collaboration with Au-Yang , was the
exact calcu la tion of the critica l temperature shift induced In a two—dimensional Ising ferroma gnet
by a finite c oncentration of point impurities distributed on a regu lar mxn grid. Various types
of impurities including missing spins , mi ssing bonds , and missing bond pairs have been handled
exactly. The results depend nonanalytically on the concentration , x , In the form

...

T (c )/T (O)
l—Q 1x+Q 2 x 2 lnx— Q 3 (n/m)x 2 —Q 4 x 4 ln2x+
~
~
It is especially noteworthy In relation to the theory of randomly distri buted point defects, that
the coefficients Q Q 2, and
are “ universal’ to the extent that they are independent of the ratio
n/rn. (Only Q 3 dep nds on this “shape ratio ” .) In addition , Au-Yang found how the amplitude A(x)
~
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V
of the logarithmic specific heat singularity varies nonanalytically wi th x. This result and the
Ta -shift can be understood in terms of a more general scaling theory that should be applicable
also in three-dimensions and to more complex systems.
The previous years technical breakthrough by Nelson , allowing the calculation of cro ssover scaling functions for mmilticritica l phenomena by c-expansion renormalization group methods ,
has been exploited for a variety of problems . Foremost amongst these applications has been a
study, still continuing, of the crossover scaling functions for bicritica l points , such as typified
by the spin flop point in antiferromagnets . The first calculations were restricted to the high
temperature or disordered half of the phase diagram (in the temperature-anisotropy plane). The
results, to leading order in € =4-d (where d is the spatial dimensionality), where very informative
and in most encouraging numerical agreement with the direct three—dimensional calculations of
Gerber based on series expansions for the classical Heisenberg-XY- Ising models. Further renormalization group work by Oomany and Nelson has yielded the scaling functions in the fi rst region below
the critical line (away from the “flop” phase boundary ) which is a domain so far completely inaccessible to series expansion techniques . Experiments underway on MnF 2, GdA 1O 3, and other antiferromagnets should yield data for comparison wi th these theoretical results.
An important feature of the renormalization group calculational techniques is the ability
to study in detail ~he effects of various small symmetry breaking terms which are always present
in rea l magnetic materials arising e.g., from lattice potentials. In many regions of the phase
diagra m such terms have negligible effects: technicall y they are “irrelevant” . However, in
studies with Nelson and Mukamel it has been sho. .i how these interaction terms can become “dangerous”
in certain regions , in particular , near the ordered phase transitions : the nature of the equation
of state changes significant ly. This phenomena is being studied in detail for perturbations of
cubic symmetry both in the context of the spin flop transition and in systems which are otherwise
isotropic in spin space.
A relatively simple but informative application of scaling theory , with Z. Rácz of Budapest ,
has been made to the theory of the critical behavior of the nonlinear relaxation time of a system .
It had been believed that the linear (response to an infinitesima l displacement) and nonlinear
relaxation çimpes wou)d ~iverge in the same way as T approaches I~ I.e. , with equal critiçal~
e;pqnents ~~~ and ~~~~~~
However , this Is incorrect; instead the general relation is ~~~
Experiments on alloys (using neutron
A~~~~~ -6, where B is the exponent for the order parameter.
diffraction )and numerical studies of model systems bear Out this conclusion.
.

Studies have also been underway, wi th Springgate, of a novel method of approximating
functions of two variables on the basis of their power series expansions. The method , distinct
from the Canterbury and related two-v ariable Padé approximants , holds promise of being especially
fruitful near singularities of multicritical type; but this must be tested in practical t r i a l s
now underway.
Distinct progress has been made , with Caginalp, in defining and proving the existence
of surface or boundary free energies in Ising spin systems wi th ferromagnetic interactions. The
proofs constructed are the fi rst rigorous general results of this type.
R E PORTS AND PUBL IC A T I O N S

~‘Universa 1ity of Magnetic Tricritical Points ” , H. E. Fisher and 0. R. Nelson ,
263-266 (1975).
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Rev. Bl2 ,

“Critical Temperatures of Continuous Spin Models and the Free Energy of a Polymer” , P. R. Gerber
and H. E. Fisher , .1. Chem. Phys. 63, 4941-4946 (1975).
“Scaling Axes and the Spin-Flop Bicritical Phase Boundaries ” , N . C. Fisher , Phys. Rev . Lett 34,
1634-1638 (1975).
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“Scif-Inter acting Walks, Random Sp~n Systems , and the Zero-Component Limit ” , D. Jasnow and H. E.
Fisher , Phy.~ Rev. Bl3 , 11 12-1118 (1975).

“Bounded and Inhomogeneous Ising Models. III. Regularly Spaced Point Defects” , H. Au—Yang , 14. C.
Fisher and A. E. Ferdinand , Phys. Rev . B13 , 1238-1265 (1976).

“Bounded and Inhomogeneous Ising Models. IV.
Au-Yang, Phys. Rev .~~j~~ 1266-1271 (1976).

Specific-Heat Amplitude for Regular Defects” , H.

“Equations of State for Bicritical Points . I. Calculations In the Disordered Phase” , 0. R. Nelson ,
and C. Domany , Phys. Rev . 813, 236-250 (1976).
“Susceptibility Scaling Functions for Ferromagnetic Ising Films ” , T. W . Capehart and N . E. Fisher ,
Phys. Rev.~~j~~ 5021-5038 (1976).
“Scaling Theory of Nonlinear Critical Relaxation ” , M. E. Fisher and 2. RIcz , Phys. Rev . 813, 50395041 (1976).
“Crossover Behavior of the Specific Heat and the Nonordering Susceptibility of the A n i s o t rop i c
Heisenberg Ferroma c’ iet ” , P. R. Gerber and N. C. Fisher ,
Rev. 813 , 5042-5052 (1976).
~~~~~~~~~~

“Equations of State for Bicritica l Points . II.
Nelson and N . E. Fisher , to be published.

Ising—Like Ordered Phases” , E. Domany, D. R.

-

“Magnetization of Cubic Ferromagnets and the Three-component Potts Model” , D. Mukamel , N. E. Fisher
and E. Domany , submi tted for publication .

“Tetracritical Points in Antiferromagnetic Systems” , D. M ukamel , subm i t ted for pu b l i cat i on.
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R. W. Glannetta
W. J. Gull y
Research on the properties of superfluid 3He has cont inued during the past year. The
nuclear magnetic properties of both the A and B phase of this superfluid have been investigated
by continuous wave (CW) and pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques . Millidegree
temperatures have been achieved by Pomeranchuk cooling wi th the 3He sample either contained
directly in the compression cell or in an auxiliary cell thermally connected to the conipression
cell. This latter method (indirect Pomeranchuk cooling) has the advantage of permitting study
over a wide pressure range below melting pressure in arbitrary magnetic fields.
CW NMR Measurements
Satellite NMR lines in the A phase have been observed by CW techniques in both the
longitudinal and transverse resonance configuration s in a compression cell. The longitudinal
satellite fr.~uency nsat was related to the main longitudinal frequency ma i n by the ratio
~
w here R 1(T) was found to be a weak function of temperature
varying between
.67 and .74 over the whole temperature range corresponding to ~He A a’ong t e me’ting curve. The
~
transv erse satellite frequency wt s. was found to obey the relation w
(T) where
-w ~ a
~~~
i s the Larmor frequency and n
(
1)
is
a
function
of
temperature
only.
The ~~~~
ratio R1 of
~
~
(1) to the main longitudinal freqi eñcy
c ain(T) wa s found to be constant over the A phase wi th a
value R( T)
(T) / main (T) = ~.835. ~
t.s.
~
~
The behavior of these satellite lines was investigated for vari ous geometri es , radio—
frequency power levels , applied magnetic fields and compression rates . It was concluded that the
satellite lines were probably produced by texture effects which could be greatly enhanced by
superfiow . Structures such as solitons have been proposed as a possible explanation of the satel1 i tes.
_

~~

~~~~~~~~~

*

Puls

—

e NMR

Pulsed NMR measurgnents have been performed in a parallel plate geometry in both the A
and B phases of superfluid ~He at pressures of 18.7 and 27 bar. The sample cell was cooled by
a separate Pomeranchuk cell using the technique of indirect Pomeranchuk cooling. The frequency
of the free induction decay signal following tipping pulses of varying angle e was determined in
both superfluid phases. The results In the A phase were in agreement wi th the theory of Brinkman
and Smith . In the B phase , the frequency began shifting away from the Larmor frequency at ~~ 1 040
as predicted by Brinkma n and Smith but the frequency shift vs. 0 curve fell well below that
computed by Brinkman and Smi th . The above resul ts are similar to those found by Osheroff and
Corruccini at melting pressure . After a large tipping pulse , the frequency tended to recover
smoothly to the Larinor frequency in a time of about 1 msec . Preliminary measurements of other
interesting transient effects have been made by pulsed NMR techniques during the 1975—1976 perIod .
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.

R EPORT S A~D PU BLICAT IO IIS
“Ind irect Cooling of 3He Using the Pomeranchuk Effect,” E. N. Smith , H. N. Bozier , W . S. Truscott ,
R. C. R ichardson , and 0. N. Lee, Proc. 14th tnt. Conf, on Low Temperature Physics ~~ L ~ (1975).
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“Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Effects in Low Fields ,” W. J. Gully, C. 14. Gould , R . C. Richardson
and 0. 14. Lee , Proc. of 14th t nt. Conf. on Low Temperature Physics j 92 (1975).
~
‘ New Pulsed NMR Effects in Superfluid He ,” H. N . Boz i er , E. N. Smith , R. W. Giannetta , R. C.
Richardson and D. 14. Lee , Proc. of 14th~ Int. Conferonce on Low Temperature Physics
.L 425 (1975).
~

“An Investigation of Longitudinal and Transverse Resonance in Superfluid 3He A in Low Magnetic
Fields ,” W. J. Gully, C. N. Gould , R. C. Richardson and 0. N . Lee , 3. of Low Temperature Physics
~
563 (1976).

~~~~~~~

“Ani sotropy and Sound Propagation in Superfluid 3He ,” D. T. Lawson , H. N. Bozler , and 0. H. Lee,
Proc. of 14th tnt . Conference on Low Temperature Physics j 509 (197 5).
~
“Attenuation of Collisionless Sound in the Low Temperature Phases of Liquid 3He,” S. Goldstein ,
Ph.D. Thesis, MSC Report 2491 (1975).

‘ Sound Propagation and Anisotropy in Liquid 3He A ,” 0. T. Lawson , H. N. Bozler and 0. N . Lee ,
~
MSC Report 2622 (1976).

“Electric Field Experiments on Superfluid 3He-A ’ ti. 3. Gully, C. N, Goul d , R. C. Ric hardson and
0. M . Lee , H. Report 2522 (1975). See;
Le tt.~~~~ 27 (1975).
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Superfluid Liquid Helium -3
After concluding the ana l ysis of f-wa ve models of the A 1 phase , attent ion was shifted
to the problem of constructing a proper hydrodynamic description of the A-phase. Attempts at
such a hydrodynamics in the literature start with the assumption that the vector
specifying
the orbital synanetry axis of the Cooper pair is spatially uniform . When this is the case it
is possible to define a phase variable , whose gradient is the superfluid velocity
i n close
analogy to the procedure followed in theories of superfluid helium-4. When !
is not spatially
uniform , however, a p hase cannot be defined. It is important to consider this case both because
the boundary condition developed earlier by Ambegaokar , de Gennes , and Ralner virt~~lly ins ures
that can never be uniform , and because a uniform I obscures one of the essential distinguishing
features of the A-phase: the intricate relation between pair angular momentum and superfluid flow .
~~~~~ ,

We developed a generalization of the suoerfluid velocity valid for general configurations of !
The peculiar nature of 3He-A emerges in an equation (the analogue of the London
equation in~ a superconductor) which specified the (non-zero ) value of the curl of
as a linear
combination of gradients of .1. This relation has a simple geometrical interpretation nqar
surfaces , and should form the foundation of subsequent discussions of fl ow patterns in ~He—A.
A first application led to the remarkable concluson that the equilibrium configuration of 3He-A
in various geometries of cylindrical syninetry , is very likel y to have a non-vanishing orbital
angular momentum .
Efforts were also begun to develop a proper non-linear hydrodynamics incorporating
the cont1tion on curl
~~~~~ .

Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materia ls Science Center .
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“ f-Wave Pairing of Parallel Spins Near the Transition Temperature ,” N. D. liermin , t ISC Report
2498 (1975). See ;
fl, 112 (1976).
~~~ ~~~ ~
“Circulation and Angular Momentum in the A Phase of Superfluid Hellum -3,” N. 0. Ilermln , MSC Report
2578 (1975). See; Phys. Lett. 36, 594 (1976).
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Introduction
The main interest of the group lies In the area of phase transitions and superfluidity .
During the past year a technique has been developed whIch permits the measurement of the superfluid
density both for superfluid 3He and for thin films of ‘~He adsorbed on a suitable substrate.
Superfluid and Phase Transition Studies wlt. 4He

I
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I n the 4He superfluid work the emphasis has been on the study of the properties of thin
adsorbed fi l ms and helium contained in narrow (60A) channels. At present a fairly :lear picture has
emerged on the question of the infl uence of these restricted geometries on the excitations of the
helium system. It has been shown in this laboratory and elsewhere that the dominate phonons at low
temperature reflect the nature of the restricted geometry. That is we find one-dimensional phonons
dominating for helium contained in narrow channels such as t.~e p ores o f Vycor glass wh i le a dsor bed
helium films display a two-dimensiona l aspect for films plated on a flat surface .

J

j

Our main interest has now turned to the nature of the superfluid transition in such restri cted
geometry systems . Fourth sound measurements , published last year (Kiewiet, Hall and Reppy PRL 35, 1286
(1975)), had shown the surprising result that the 4He-Vycor system exhibits a sharp superf1i~T~ transition despite the highly confined geometry of the Vyc r pores. Furthermore , the superfluid density
aoproaches zero at the transition with the same “two~thirds ” power—law as seen in unconfined bulk
hell urn.
It is known that the channels in porous Vycor glass form a highly interconnected three
dimensiona l net. It may be that this essentially three dimensiona l or bulk behavior for the super—
fluid density near the transition is a consequence of the topology of the channels. If this is the
case , then we are dealing with a very promising system for investigating the infl uence of geometry on
the nature of phase transitions since it would be feasible to change the geometry in a known fashion.
We have now started on a program to investigate this possibility .

t

I
I
I
I

-

A simple prediction that one can make on the basis of the full pore fourth sound measurements and the idea that the topology control s the critical behavior of the superfluid is that a helium
film would be expected to display the same two thirds power-law dependence near the transition since
the basic topology of the substrate is the same for the film as for the ful ,1_pore case. Using an
adaptation of An dronlkashv illi’s torsional oscillator method for measuring He superfluid density ,
we have been able to c~.4fi rm this prediction . Except for a renormallzed transition temperature , depending on film thickness , the superfluid density in the film displays the same power-law as bulk
helium . We expect to publish these results In the near future.

-

The next step In this investigation Is clear , one should change the topology . The plan
then is to look at the temperature dependence of the superfluid density In a two dimensional system.
The oscillators which we have developed for these measurements permi t a resolution of the superfluid
density with a precision of? better than 10- -i even for the projected design for the two dimensional
measurement. In addition , we also plan to investigate the lnfl uece of va rious noble gas preplatlngs
on the low temperature excitation s of the helium system . One graduate student, David Bishop , a nd a
post doc , Joseph Berthold are mainly engaged In this work.
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Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
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3He Experimental Program

The 3H e re s earch effort is carried on in close collaboration with the two other faculty
members of the Cornell Low Temperature Group, 0. M. Lee and R. C. Richardson and their students and
postdocs. In an attempt to make my contributions not onl y collaborative but complementary , the
efforts of my group have concentrated on hydrodynamic measurements in the super~ 1uid phases of liquid
3i-ie. In this work we have been using somewhat similar techniques for both the He and 3He work.

Recently we have completed a measurement of the superfluid density of liquid 3He for both
the anisotropic A phase and the isotropic B phase. By controlling the texture of the anisotropic phase
through the use of an externally applied magnetic field ,we have been able to make the first measurements
which definitely demonstrate the tensor nature of 3He—A. The experimental technique is based on the
Andron i kashvil li method using a small but high Q (about lO s) torsional oscillator similar in concept to
those used for the ‘~He superfluid density measurements . A letter has been submitted to PRL on these
measurements.
In addition to the superfluid results mentioned above which are in accord with theoretical
expectation , we have also obtained information on the temperature dependence of the viscosity for the
s~iperflu id phases. These measurements are of considerably hi gher precision than earlier work but in
contrast to the supei fluid density results are at variance with the present theoret ical est im ates for
the temperature dependence near the transition temperature . We wish to check these measurements with
a different apparatus before submitting them for publication.

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Excitation Observed In Th4 n 4He Films ,” 0. 3. Bishop and J. M. Parpia , Proceedings of 14th Conference
on Low Temperature Physics, Hels inki , F i nlan d , yoL k 380 (1975).
“Superfluid Density i n Po rou s Vy co r Glass ,” C. W. Kiewiet and H. E. Hall , Phys. Rev. Lett.
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Studies of Superfluid 3He

Since the discovery of the superfluid phase of liquid 3He in our laboratory in 1972
our research program has been directed toward investigating some of the unique properties of
this unusual fluid. Although there are several distinct superfluid phases , the microscopic
tructure of each modification is similar to that of superconductors with BCS pairing of the
~
3He atoms . In 3He however , the pairs form with their spins in a triplet magnetic state and have
a net odd angular momentum. As a consequence of the odd angular momentum the superfluid has
spatial anisotrop ies. Moreover , since He atom have no charge , there is no Meissner effect
shielding the fluid from magnetic fields. Thus , various magnetic probes may be used for making
a microscopic observation of the arrangement of the fluid. Our present directio n of research
is the examination of the singularities , textures , and superfluid anisotropies that arise as
a consequence of the odd -~ngular momentum of the pairing.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Mater ials Science Center.
-

H IGHLIGHTS

-

During the past year a major part of our effort has been devoted to updating our cryogenic facilities in order to be able to perform the superfluid 3He studies in a well controlled
environment. The cryostat in our shielded room has been converted from a comoressional cooling
apparatus to a nuclear demagnetization cryostat. The compressiona l method is quite effective
or ma ny studies of the fluid at the melting pressure but the coexistence of the solid in varying
uncontrolled fractions makes the preparation of homogeneous superfluid states difficult. Our
first step in improving the mil lidegree facil ity was to recondition our dilution refrigerator
tha t provides the critical first cooling stage . The refrigerator is now capable of running continuously at 8mK rather than the previous minimum of l 4mK. This represents a significant improvement of the initial conditions of t~e ma gne ti c cool in g c y cle. T h e en tir e n uclea r cool i ng s tage
nas been completed and is under test. Initial studies with the new cool ing facility will include
measurements of the mobility of i o ns , measurements of tne superfluid viscosity, and magnetic
studies of the superfluid domains.
In collaboration with David Lee and his students we have also measured the spectroscopic
details of the transverse and longitudinal magnetic spectra of the superfluid A phase. A surprising recent feature of these studies has been the appearance of unpredicted satellite lines , currently
thought to be magnetic ‘singular ities ’ of the superfluid phase.

REPORTS A N D PUBLICATIONS

“Specific Heat of Normal and Superfluid 311e on the Melting Curve ,” W. P. Halper ln , C. N. Arc hie,
F. B. Rasmussen , 1. A. Al vesalo and R. C. Richardson , MSC Report 2472 (1976). See; Phys. Rev.
2124 (1975).
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“The Magnetic Properties of Superfluid 3He,” R. C. Richardson , MSC Report 2497 (1975). See;
Proc. of Low Temperature Physics , 14 , Vol . 5 , 69 (1975)

“An Investigati on of Longitudinal and Transverse Resonance in Superfluid 3He-A in Low Magnetic
Fields ,” W. 3. Gully, C. H. Gould, R. C. Richardson and 0. M . Lee , Jour . of Low Temp. Phy,~~ ~~~
563 (1976).

‘Electric Field Orientation of Superfluid Textures ,” W. 3. Gully, C. H. Goul d , R. C. R i char d son
an d 0. M. Lee , Phys. Lett.
27 (1975).

~~

“Electric Field Experiments on Superfluid 314e-A ,” W. 3. Gully, C. M . Gould , R. C. R i c har d son ,
IISC Report 2522 (1975). Submitted for publication.
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Critical and Cooperative Phenomena
Understanding the behavior of interfaces between fluid phases in near critical condition
continued to attract our attention as the problem continued to unfold cases of new physica l interest.
Studies of itterfacial waves on ~he near-critical interface between the normal fluid and superfluid
in isotopic mixtures of 3He and He were finally initiated near the end of this period using the
special apparatus that we had developed for this experiment and most recently used for quasi-elastic
light scattering measurements of critical slowing down near the tricritical point in this system as
reported last year.
A preliminary analysis of possible methods for detecting the concentration profile in the
interfaces that develop between three coexisting fluid phases in quaternary , near critical mixture s
was carried out to assess feasibility . It was determined that ellipsometric techniques have a high
probability of working and plans were developed in response to a proposal by P ro fesso r Be n W i dom
to collaborate on these experiments in quaternary liquid mixtures.

I
-

j
I

-

-

.

I

Biophysics
In continuing collaboration with Professor E. L. Elson we are applying fluctuation correlation analysis to biophysical problems . Measurements of diffusion in lipid bilayers and smectic liquid
crystals composed of materials of biological Interest have revealed the need for fundamental physical
studies in these systems
i ndependent of the biophysical problems . However , exploratory experiments
n
the
mobility
of
membrane
components in mamaal -ian cells In culture under situations of particular
~
biological interest has received most of our attention during this period. Our techniques , providing
a unique capability for this program , have evolved from methods we originally developed for physical
studies of fluctuations in condensed matter. Experiments on the cooperative kinetics of CO binding to
hemoglobin continue .
—

-

I

Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.

-

Research supported by the National Institute of Health and the National Science Foundation .
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Appli cations of Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy ,” W. W. Webb , MSC Report 2507 (1975). SubmItted
for publication .
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‘Applications of Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy ,” W. W. Webb , Quart. Rev. Blophys.
~~
49-68 (1976).
‘Mo bility Measurements by Analysis of Fluorescence Photobleaching Recovery KinetIcs, ” 0. Axeirod ,
0. D. Koppel , J. Sc hi ess i nger , E. L. Elso n and 4. W. Webb , Biophys. J . J J 1055—1069 (1976).
~
‘Light Scattering Heterodyne Interferometer for Vibration Measurements in Auditory Organs ,” P.
Dragsten , W. W. Webb, J. A. Paton and R. R. Capranica , J. Acous t. Soc . Am. &Q 665 (1976).

~

‘Dynamics of Fluorescence Marker Concentration as a Probe of Mobi lity ,” 0. E. Koppel , 0. Axeirod ,
J. Schiessinger , E. L. Elson and W. W. Webb , Biophys. • i
1315 (1976).

~ ~

“Experimental Studies of Superconducting Weak Links ,” L. 0. Jackel , Ph.D. Thesis, MSC Report 2554
(1976).
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Phase Transiti ons and Critical Phenomena
The goal of this research is to determine and to understand the quantitative aspects
of phase transitions and of the critica l points of phase equilibria. Currently, the emphasis is
on a three-phase equilibria and their tricr itica l points in multicomponent liquids , and on the
propert ies of the interfaces in such phase equilibria. The research is both theoretical and
experimenta l.
Models of Chemical Reaction Kinetics

1:
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The goals of the research are to determine the range of validity of the linear and nonlinear phenomenological equations of chemical reaction kinetics , and to study the .onnection
~
between the rate constants that appear in the phenomenological equations, and the cross
sections
and transition probabilities of the microscopic processes that underlie the chemical reaction .
These research projects supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials
Science Center.

HIGHLIGHTS
The three interfacial tensions a~~~ , o , and
in the three-liquid-phase ( ,s,y)
~
quaternary system benrene-ethanol-water-ammonium~~sulfate , we re measu red a t 21° . The condition
of
spreading, C a c~~~ +a~~~~, was found to hol d to wi thin the precision of the measurements (±4%) through
the whole of the three-phase region from one critical end point to the other. This verified the
earlier theoretical prediction that sufficientl y close to a tricritical point (21° is only 9% below
the tricritical -point temperature on a scale of absolute temperatures), where the phase transitions
are known to be describable wi th a single order parameter, the highest of three interfacial tensions
will be the sum of the two lower. The variation of o~~~ with o through the three-phase region at
fixed temperature was calculated from the van der Waals , Cahn-H~~
ill iard theory, using Griffiths ’ form
of the free energy . The measured values at 21° were found to be in good qualitative accord wi th that
theoretica l result , too.
On the chemical-reaction kinetics project, a simple one—dimensional model of a dissociation
recombination reaction N + A~~M+2A was found , In wh ich the collision dynamics could be treated by
exact analytical calculation and the statistical aspects could be determined by highly accurate
numerical solution of the associated non-linear master equation . The results make doubtful the
popular ascription of a “negative activation energy” for recombinatlon to a failure of an equilibriu ni

approximation .

REPORTS AND PUBLICAT IONS
“Critical Phenomena ,” B. Widom , Fundamental Problems in Statistical Mechanics
Editor , North Holland , 1-45 (1975).
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(E. G. D. Cohen ,

“ interf acial Tensions in a System of Three Liquid Phases ,” J. C. Lang , Jr. , P. K. u r n , and B. W i dom ,
Report 2576 (1975). See; 1L Phys. Chern.
No. 15 (1976).
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X-Ray Syn’hrotron Radiation and Electronic Exc i tations in Metals
The last year has mostly been spent developing equipment and expertise for using 2-100
key x-rays from the Cornell 12GeV Electron Synchrotron in experiments on condensed systems .
(See B. Batterman ’s report for details on this aspect.) In addition it has been possible to
complete one experiment: a measurement of systematic structure in the K-edge absorption spectra
of the 4d transition metals (V . Zr , Nb , Mo , Ru, Rh , Pd , and Ag). There is considerable structure
on or abou t the edge (up to 1 50eV). Systematics in the feature closest to the edge are attributed
to structure in the “local -band—structu re ’ density of states. If this interpretation is correct,
then work in two different directions is appropriate . On the experimental side L-absorption
sp~ctr~ l should reveal enhanced structure owing to both the narrower core-hold width and the
increased transition rate (atom p . instead of s, to d bard). Preparations for such experiments
are underway . Theoretically the first task is to extend band-structure calculations to higher
energy (at least 50-100 eV above the Fermi level ) and to produce density of states separated
into different angular momentum final states. A start has been made on this project using the
fast band-structure-calculation procedures of O.K. Andersen. Eventually It should be possible
botn to calculate matrix elements and to extend the scheme to calculate the extended absorption
(and fluorescence) fine structure.
Work on electronic excitations has also continued along more conventional directions .
In particular the work on 4f excitation energies in the rare earth metals has been extended to
inc l ude relativistic effects within a crude self-consistent scheme. Within the assumption of a
compeletely screened final state , inw hl ch the atomic site having the 4f hole ise lectric al l y neutral ,
4f binding energies are estimated whi ch are in even better agreement with experiment than our
previous non-relativistic calculation. Further if we require the atomic site after 4f photoejection to be charged, then the 4f binding energies are increased by 4-6ev , thus strongly suggesting that the 4f photoemisslon event corresponds closely to one where the 4f hole is completely
screened (within the atomic cell). Another continuing concern Is the relative placement of the
Fermi level wi th respect to the electrostatic potential at the edge of the Wlgner-Seitz sphere,
In Ni we have the IWF for two quite different potentials:
I.e. , the interna l work function (IWF)
one where the exchange-correlation hole~ is localized at the center of the atomic cell and the
other where the hole roughly follows the electron . The first potential , more attractive than
the second , has an IWF nearly 5eV lower. When combined with the measured work function , the two
calculations imply a surface dipole energy of - .4eV and 4.5eV , respectively. Both results are
ridiculous and suggest, along wi th similar evidence in other metals, that we are a long way from
understanding the relative placement of energy levels in metals. This problem becomes even more
severe when we consider the spectroscopy of absorbed or implanted atoms , a subject that we are
continuing to study .
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center .
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The numerical renorma lization-group techniques due to Wilson have been extended to
consider the Anderson model for the formation of local moments in a metal. For the syninetric
Anderson model the temperature—dependent susceptibility can be calculated with an accuracy of a
few per cent over the full, physica l ly relevant range of the parameters of that mode). The low temperature susceptibility maps precisel y into that for the spin-l/2 Kondo Hami l tonian . For the
asyninetric Anderson model the mapping is onto the Kondo model
potential scattering. Finally
~~~. In particular we can see how
some progress has been made in calculating the transport problems
the approximate Hami l tonian describing the low-temperature behavior , where the local moment is
being compensated by the conduction electrons , can be used to calculate the electron relaxation
time . Connection can be made wi th the heuristic approach of Noziéries for calculating properties
at low temperatures . We are attempting to develop a scheme to calculate the electrical resistance
over the full temperature range .

I
I
I

Research supported by the National Science Foundation.

Four-Particle Exchange in Solid 3He

I

Work has continued on understanding the low temperature properties of bcc solid 3He nea r
the phase transition . We have already demonstrated that the delocalization of the 3He a toms ca n
lea d , in addition to the well— known Heisenberg two-spin interaction , to a significant four-spin
term in the Hami l tonian. A variational treatm~~t of the free energy leads to a description of the
entropy in term of the properties of a Heisenberg system with a temperature-dependent exchange
interaction . The temperature dependence is driven by the four-spin term and yields , for reasona b le
values of the parameters , entropy curves which are similar to experiment. The extension of the
approach to finite magnetic fields is considerably more di fficult and is hindered by the poverty
of experimental data.

•
P

Research supported by the National Science Foundation.
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HIG HLIGHTS

F

I. Systematic structure on the K—edge absorption spectra of the 4d transition metals
has been identified using synchrotron radiation from the Cornel l 1 2GeV Electron Sychrotron.

I

II. Relativistic calculations of the 4f excitation energies in the rare earth metals are
in striking agreement with the XPS measurements .
III. Considerable progress has been made in extending the Wilson renormalization group
techniques to calculate properties of the Anderson model for dilute magnetic impurities .

I
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NEW SOLID STATE MATERIALS STUDY GROUP
This is one of the most rapidly developing of the Study Groups. The emphasis throughout is on materials which have not been previously prepared , and which are anticipated to have
novel and perhaps useful properties; or upon known materials which have been “rediscovered”
because of evolving technological interest, or because they exhibit interesting thermal or
electric properties when examined in new regimes of temperature , m icrostructure , type of measurement, impurity control , etc. Novel and very careful preparation and characterization techniques
are evident throughout.
Two program areas , one-dimensional materials and composite materials for photothermal
se lective surfaces , are the foci for highly i nteractive and cooperative efforts involving several
faculty each. Other program areas include cooperative phenomena in anisotropic conducting compounds ,
electronic properties in intermetallic compounds , and lattice excitation spectra of amorphous
materials.

New

Solid

IV

State Materials Study Group Membership
D. G. Ast , Materi als Science and Engineering
J. N . Burlitch , Department of Chemistry
R. A. Buh rman , Ap plied and Engineering Physics
I.. C. DeJonghe , Materials Science and Enaineering
D. B. Fitchen , Department of Physics
(for report see Optical Phenomena Study Group)
D. F. Holcomb, Department of Physics
J. A. Krumhansl , Department of Physics
R. 0. Pohl , Department of Physics
J. C. Scott, Department of Physics
N. J. Sienko , Department of Chemistry
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Postdoctoral Associates :
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A. Schwartz
Research Assistants :
0. Henderson
0. Krenitsky
W. Yetter
Multi layered Superconductors
We have prepared multilayered superconductors , consisting of alternating l ayers of Ge
and Al and we have studied the superconducting properties of this system as a function of l ayer
thickness. Briefly, the results are as follows : Thinly l ayered specimens (dAl %dGez3O.. .300A)
have superconducting properties reminiscent of naturall y l ayered superconductors intercalated
with organic molecules in that H~ vs. I plots show a positive curvature. H~ follows the standard
prediction fL.~ thin films since both theory and experiment indicate that the l ayers are decoupled
by the applied parallel field. Closer examination shows that the superconducting parameters vary
somewhat discontinuously with layer thickness and exhibit jumps for d~80A and d~2OO~ . Elec tri cal
resistivity measurements in the normal state indicate that the 80A discontinuity is due to a break
up of the Al film (island formation).
In addition to the above system we have studied multi l ayered superconductors consisting of
alternating l ayers of Al and Pb x Ifl l_ x . Investigation of the superconducting properties of these
fi l ms show the presence of strong surface pinning. Presently we are investigating methods to
eliminate surface pinning in order to study bulk pinning by the l ayered structure per Se. Preliminary experiments are carried out to enhance bulk pinning through the use of thin (ca 50~ ) Fe
layers interspaced between x separated Pb x Ifll x l ayers.
Structure of Amorphous As Se1 .. .
~
~

This project has progressed slowly because the stLdent was a full time Teaching Assistant
during both terms . The intention of the investi gation is to determine structural parameters of
doped and undoped As -Sel_ throuuh careful viscosity measurements and the application of theories
~
developed originally ~ for organic
polymers. The viscosity of both doped (As ) and undoped As Sel
has been measured between 160 and 300°C. ~ is found that the viscosity of doped As Sei ~li es~~
~~
of
below that of undoped As Sej.. . In addition , there is evidence that the preparation ~ condition
~ the
~ viscosity . Samples quenched from high temperature show a slightly
undoped As x Sel..x influence
lower viscosity than those quenched from lower temperatures. Both effects can be understood in
terms of decreasing chain (or sheet) dimensions . Presently, we are investigating the viscosity of
evaporated thin films of As xSel .x. It Is expected that such films have lower viscosities than
bulk quenched samp l es, but that anneals above T9 increase the viscos i ty close to that measured in
bulk samples.
Fracture Toughness of Metallic Glasses
The fracture toughness and yield strength of Fe-Ni base metallic glasses have been studied
as a function of the annealing treatment. It was found that the fracture toughness decreases much
faster with Increas lig annealing than the yield strength. Electron rnicroprobe analysis shows that
the decrease in fracture toughness occurs at temperatures at which P becomes mobile. Phenomenologicall y, the embrittlement process in metallic glasses Is similar to P grain boundary embrittlement In
steels.

I~
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In cooperation with Professor Krame r , double exposure holography Is being used to measure
the strain energy release rate of growing crazes in PS and PMMA .
Other Area s

I

In cooperation with Dr. Krakow at Xerox Research Laboratories , transmission electron
microscopy is used to resol ve the atomic Structure of Au surfaces , specifically the 100 surface .
The method is based on the fact that a thin film diffracts into forbidden reflections when the film
thickness is a non-integral number of unit cells. It Is expected that the method contributes to
surface science , since it samples (unlike LEED) the first layer only and yields a direct image of
the sur face .

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
f

These research projects are supported by the National Science Foundation , the A ir Force
Office of Scientific Research , the Army Research Office and the Materials Science Center.
HIGHLIGHTS

V

a) For the first time , a man made multilayered material has been produced that exhibits
superconducting features characteristic of naturall y layered systems . If it can be confirmed that
the mechanisms are similar in both cases , a much wider variety of layered material - than the present
few naturall y layered materials can be produced.
b) For the first time , transmission electron microscopy has been used to resolve the atomic
structure of single surface layers . The method samples the first l ayer only and yields a direct image
of atomic resolution of the surface.
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“Crack Growth , Fracture Toughness and Fracture Strength of an Fe—Ni Base Metallic Glass ” , 0. G. Ast
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Materials (1CM II), ASM , p. 1 394 (1976).
“Frac ture Toughness and Yield Strength Of Annealed NI-Fe Base Metallic Gl asses” , D. 6. Ast, Mat.
Sci. and L 23, 241 (1976).
“Preparation of All oy Films of Constant Composition by Diffusion.Llmited Evaporation from the Liquid
State ” , 0. 6. Ast and D. J. Krenitsk y, MSC Report 2509 (1975). See; J. Va c . Science and Technoloqy
13 , 969 (1976).
“Surface Structure and Surface Lattice Constant of (001) Vapor Deposited Au Films Using High Resolution Transmission Electron Microscopy ” , W. Krakow and 0. 6. Ast. To be Published in Surface Science.
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Metallic Microcrystal Research
A major effort in this area has been the Study of the growth mechanisms and size distribution s of ultra -fine metal particles. To account for the characteristic skewed size distribution
tnat is consistentl y obtained wi th meta l partic ies produced by inert gas evaporation a simple model
for parti cle growth by coalescence has been developed. This model predicts a log-norma l distribution function which closely fits the observed distribution functions both as obtained In our
laboratory and as found in the literature for inert gas evaporation . The model has also been
applied to other particL. growth situations where coalescence is likely to occur . In general it
has been found that where coalescence is probably the dominant growth mechanism a log ~‘~ mal distributi on function (LNDF) occurs. It is postulated that a LNDF is a necessary , a l t hough not
definitely sufficient, proof of coalescence growth. This viewpoint has been applied to supported
metal cata lysts where a L~’!0F is often found , it appears that coalescence may be a m ore cormnon cause
of catalyst ripening than is usually thought.
The width of size distribution s of particles produced by various techni ques has also been
examined . In general the width of the distribution is found not to be a strong function of exact
producti on conditions but to depend only on the type of process emp l oyed . In particular twodimensional growth processes, such as occur in discontinuous film growth , consistently yield narrower
distributions than do three—d imensional processes .
Research into quantum size effects of ultrafine metal particles has been continued.
Infrared absorption measurements have been extended to alum inum particles with mean diameters l OO$,.
The experiments yield an infrared absorptivity whose frequency dependence isas expected but whose
amplitude is severa l orders of magi~i tude greater than either the ciorkov-Eliashberg quantum theory
or the classical theory. The si:e dependence of the absorptivity Is also not as predicted. Experiments to account for this anomalous result are continuing .
Researc h supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
Superconducting Sensors
The goals of this program are the development of a fundamental understanding of the
sensitivity limi ts of superconducting quantum sensors and the development of improved , practical
superconducting magnetometers and radiation devices .
During the past year considerab1t effort has been given to the continuation of our direct
measurements of current-phase relations in ~superconduc ting weak links. The results of these measurements have now been correlated with both superconducting magnetometer response and wi th weak link I-V

I
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characteristics. The experiments clearly indicate that the dc current-phase relation is a
major determinant of device response. However relaxation phenomena also play an important
role at high frequencies and voltages.
The analysis of rf magnetometer (SQUID) performance and noise limits has been extended
to the case of the low critical current or so-called inductive mode of operation . The results
show that for minimum intrinsic device noise the critica l current of the SQUID weak link should
be sufficiently small that the device is just inside the inductive regime . However until si gnificant improvement in rf amplifiers is achieved the practical advantages that are obta i ned by
operating in this regime are slight. The upper frequency limi ts of rf SQUID operation have also
been explored. Not too surprisingly, the anal ysis reveals that for maximum performance a bias
frequency equa l to a slightly greater than the natura l response frequency of the SQUID ring is
most appropriate .
Finally a program to fabricate variable thickness microbridge s of sub—micron dimensions
using electron beam lithography has been initiated. Ilicrobridges with all dimensions O .3u have
~
been fabricated between thick lb electrodes with sputter etching techniques. Both Nb bridges
and norma l metal bridges have been produced. The performance of the Nb -cl-Nb bridges look particularly promis ’ng at present.
Research supported by the Office of Nava l Research and the Ilaterials Science Center.
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~
~ 47 2220 (1976).
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~‘Axir~rphous States and Lattice Order Transformations in Vapour Quenched Superconducting Compounds ,”
Granqvist , MSC Report 2517 ((1975). Submitted for publication.

C.

~~

.

“Simple Low-Noise UHF Squid Magnetometer ,” T. D. Clark and L. D. Jackel
See ; Rev. Sci . instrum , ,46, No. 9 (1975).

,

fISC Report 2537 (1975).

“A Simple Two-Layer Model for Ultrat hin Superconducting Films ,” C. 6. Granqvi st , MSC Report 2574 ,
(1975). See ; Conference Proceedings on Low Lying Lattice Vibrational Modes and Their Relationships
to Superconductivity and Ferroelectricity ,’ San Juan , Puerto Rico , December (1975).
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Research Assi stants :

J. Bur k

R. Winterton

Polymeric Phosphinates of Group VI Metals
As a prel ude to the synthesis of a series of pol ymeri c phosphinate derivatives of trivalent
chromium , some of the divalent chromium analogs having the general formula tCr(R 2P02 )2 L x)n were prepared in which L is a solvent mo lecule (tetrahydrofuran), x is either 0.5 or 0.0 and R is an organic
group. Compounds of similar character were obta i ned from metathetical reactions of chromium (II)
chloride and the potassium salts of diphenyi phosphinic acid and methy lpheny lphosphinic acid. The
magnetic properties of the air -sensitive , light -co lored, polymeric solids were examined by Professor
3. C. Scott. The effective magnetic moment s at room temperature of 4.6 8.M. are consistent with
high -spin octahedral Cr (II). From this and the stoichiometry it was concluded that some nf the
phosphinate oxygens occupy in edge bridgin g or face bridging positions. No evidence of crystallin ity
was obtained but the solubi lity of the methy lpheny lphospinin ate complex in comon polar solvents
augurs wel l for planned synthetic applicati ons.
The Mo(fI) analogs were prepared from the appropriate phosphinic acid and either hexacarbony ’
mol ybdenum or molybdenum( II) acetate in dig lyme . The former method gave the previousl y described
insoluble , salmon-colored polymer [Mo(Ph2PO 2) 2] . This product contained a small amount of an unidentfied, air -sensitive met,al carbonyl impurity and~was shown by Scott to have an effective magnet moment
~~
of 2.0 B .M. at room temperature . The acetate route gave a m ixed- li gand polymeri c species of the
type
[f4o(O 2PPH ?) x (CH 3CO 2)2,x]n (where x was approximatel y 1.75) indicative of incomplete substitution.
Complete substitution was obtained when a dithiodi(organo)phosphinic acid was employed in
reaction s with either the aceta te or the chloride of divalent molybdenum. The resulting, diamagnetic
complexes with the general formula [R 2PS 2) 2Mo] ~ (where R is either pheny l or ethyl ) represent the firs
examples of thi s type of complex. A singl e crystal structure determination is in progress (J. Lemley ,
MSC).
Research supported by the Materials Science Center.
Solid Phase Synthesis
The presence of significant quantities of by-products di-n-buty ltin chloride and tri-n-butyl
chloride in the attempted solid phase synthesis of the pentametallic oligomer , CClS nBu2 Os(C O) 4] 2SnCu
(where Bu is n—buty l) prompted a detailed study of the ini tial phases of substitut ion of the polymer
support. Macroreticular copolymers of styrene and diviny l benzene were functiona lized with resin-bound
analogs of pheny lmercuric chlori de , ph enyllithium , and phenyld i-n-butylt in chloride at levels l ower
than 0.05 meq per gram of resin. Resino -phenylmercuric chloride was formed by the reaction of mercuric
trifluoroacetate with the resin followed by trifluoroacetate- -chloride exchange . Res ino-pheny llithium
was formed by the action of n-but ylllthium on resinophenyl niercuric chloride and also by direct lithiation using the tetramethylethy l ene-diamine complex of n-buty llith ium. Resin-phenyl lithium reacted
w i t h di -n -but y lt in dichlor ide to form res ino-pheny ldl-n-buty ltin chloride.
In this case, relatively
large quantities of resino-pheny ltri -n-bu tyltin were also produced as a result of adsorbed n-buty llit hi
present on the reacting polymer. Upon cleavage with hydrogen chloride this and any doubly terminated
organot in moieties produced by the by-products ment ioned above. Degradation of the high resolut ion ge
permeation chromnotographic columns caused by the by-products has thus far severely limited the quantity
of the pentametal lic oligomer which can be separa ted .
Resea rch supported by the Materials Science Center.
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The Crystal and Molecular Structure of u-Carbony 1-Bis ,-(Te tra~

In collaboration with Professor R . E. Hughes , M. E. Leonow icz and Dr. J. T. Lemley, the
crysta l and molecular structure of a novel mixed meta l cluster compound , Zn2 Co 4(C 0) , was deter1~
mined by single crystal x-ray diffraction methods. The compound , prepared in an earTier
study by
S. E. Hayes , was shown to crystallize as discrete molecules whi ch consist of two tricarb onylcobalt
groups linked by a Co 1-Co , bond 2.673(2)A and bridqed by a carbony l group and two mi rror-related
zinc atoms . The Co~ Zn bonds of 2.478(1) A produce a Co 1-Z n-Co1 angle of 65.27° and the dihedra l
angle of 117.5 between the Co 1-Zn-Co, bridges separates the zinc atoms by 3,568 A . Each zinc bears
a tetracarbonylcoba lt group of approximatel y C3 symmetry with an average C(axial)-Co -C (equatorial )
angle of 98.2° and a Zn-Co t distance of 2.352(l A. The three cobalt atoms bonded to~each zinc
~
are nearly coplanar wi th Co~-Zn-Co 1 angles of 147.16°
and 146.75°. This is the first example of
zinc i ncorporated in a transition metal cluster.
Research supported by the Materials Science Center.
Synthetic Intermediate for Metal—Meta l Bond Formation
Part of our program in the synthesis and characterization of new solid state materials
with interactions between directly-bonded metals involved the development of a versatile and convenient reagent for the synthesis of polymet ll i c complexes wi th metal -to-iron cowmlent bonds .
~
The new reagent, bis(chloromercury) tetracarbonyliron
and zinc metal in diglym e . li~i1ike the
insoluble , air-sensitive alkali meta l salt , Na2 Fe(CO )4, commonly used as a synthetic
intermediate ,
(ZnC 1 ) 2 Fe(CO) 4 is soluble in ethereal solvents and exhibits substantial stability in air. Thus
far it has been used to prepare severa l metal -metal bonded deri vatives of the type (RR’ 2Sn )2 Fe (CO) 4
where R is n-butyl and P is n-butyl , phenyl or benzyl .
Research supported by the Materials Science Center.
H IG HLIGHTS
A single crystal x-ray diffracti on study of the complex , Zn 2Co4 (CO)15 revealed the first
case of zinc i ncorporated in a transition metal cluster. Another zinc complex (C1Zn)9 Fe(CO) ~ (diglyme )
was preoared and shown to be a useful synthetic intermediate for metal -to—meta l bond ‘ormnatiOn .
~
Phosphinate complexes of diva lent chromi um and molybdenum showed a wide variety of magnetic
moments
ranging from the high spin complex [Cr(O 2PPh 2),
(4.6 B.M.) to the diamagnetic [Mo(S 2PPH2)23~ .
]
~
The last named compound is the first example o a dithiophosphinate complex of a divalent Group VI
~
metal.
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
‘Low Level Substitution of Macroreticular Copolymers of Styrene and Dlvinylben zene : Resin-Bound
Analogs of Phenylmercuric Chloride , Phenyllithiumn and Phenyldi—n-buty ltin Chloride ” , J. N . Burl itch
and R. C. Winterton , submitted for publication.
“Preparation , Characterization and Some Reactions of Bis(chlorozinc)tetracarbonyl-iron ” , J. N.
Burlit ch and P. C. Winterton , submitted for publ i cation.
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Post doc to ral Assoc i ate :
M. V. Hsleh
Research Assistants:
J. Al lender
A. Buechele

J. D. Pan

M. Rey
B. Va n Rees
Structure and Properties of Sodium Beta Alumi na
The properties of sodium beta alumina solid electrolyte have been studied as affected
by impurities . The effects of Ca, Si and Zr on the ionic conductivity have been quantitatively
determined. Zr and Si form partially blocking intergranular phases . Si is also partially taken
up in the crystal lattice. rhe effect of Ca is more complex , and varies significantly wi th the
hea t treatment of the sintering operation. Ca is more deleterious than Si , and W u S shown to
concentrate at grain boundaries , leading to intergranu lar rather than transgr anular fracture.
The mi crostructure of the a alumina was examined in detail by means of transm.mi ssion and scanning
electron mi croscopy. Possible ionic current concentrations at low angle tilt boundaries have
been di scusse d .
-

Center.

Research supported by the Electric Power Research Insti tute and the Materials Science
Reduction of Mixed Spinel Oxides
Cobalt and nickel ferrites have been alloyed with aluminum or magnesium ions , and their

reaction rates with hydrogen have been studied . Thermogravimetrical analysis showed that the

reactirmn kinetics are complex . Init ially there Is a rapid transient , after which the kinetics
follow a tn dependence where 1/2< n< l. Optical studies show that the poros i ty in the reaction
layer is significantly affected by the alloying elements .
Research supported by the Energy Resrarch and Development Admin istration .

REPORTS A N D PUBLICATIO N S
“Auger Spectroscopy of Grain Boundaries In Calcium Doped Sodium Beta Alum ina ,” W. Unertl , L. C.
De Jonghe and V. V. Tu , submitted to J. Mat . S d .
“Low Angle Tilt Boundaries and Inhomnogeneous Current Densities In Sodium Beta Alumina ,” 1. C.
De Jonghe , MSC Report 2490 (1975). See; J. Mat. Sd . 11 , 206 (1976).
‘Complex Faults in Sodium Beta Alumina ,” L. C. Dc Jonghe , 3. Mat. S d . 10, 2173 (1975).
“Planar (00.1) Disorder in Sodium Beta Alum ina ,” L. C. Dc Jonghe , MSC Report 2648 (1976). Subm itted to J. Mat. Sd .
“Ion Current Concentrations In Grain Boundaries of Sodium Beta Alumina ,” L. C. Dc Jonyhe , MSC
Report 2433 (1975). See; Scripta Met. 10, 285 (1976).
“I mproving the Sintering Behavior of Sodium Beta Alumina ,” L. C. Dc Jonghe dnd H. Chandan , Bull.
Amer . Ceram . Soc . May 1976, and U.S. Patent, May 25, 1976 (3,959,022).
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LC ~ 1B , Pro~~sso ~ _Department
Postdoctora l Associate :
6.
Research Assistants :

B. We i nbe rger
D. Ackerman
Na WO 3
~
The work on this i~~ erial has been carried out by B. R. Weinberger through a Study of
the N!4R properties of the W’°
to x~O.85. He
~ spin system over the range of x-values from
has obtained a full set of values of relaxation times at 4.2K and 1.3K , and a set 0f line
shapes
at 1.3K . The most significant new information comes through the resonance line shapes. These
show very clearl y that the tungsten nuclei in the material experience a broad and essentially
random distribution of local values of the Knight shift , and give strong evidence that the
picture of condensation of Na atoms into a Na-rich condensate , recently put forward by Webman ,
Jortner and Cohen, is almost surely wrong.
~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Al kali-Gold Intermn etal lic Compounds
In the past ye.r, we have been able to prepare and study powders of the two materials,
CsAu and RbAu . Measurements to date have included x- ray studies of crystal s çucture of the
~
powders and NMR experiments Studying the Cs 133 spin system in CsAu and the Rb°’
spin system in
RbAu . The most interesting NMR results to date support previous interpretations that CsAu is a
semiconductor , and provide that RbAu is a m etallic system. The NMR for RbAu shows a Knight
shift of about O.l8~ at room temperature , a value which changes only slightly as the sample is
cooled to helium temperature . This number is appropriate to a metallic state for RbAu . The
x- ray patterns for the RbAu powders show a clean CsCl structure , and we bel i eve that the
stoichiomnetric RbAu is , indeed , metallic
or perhaps more properly, semi -metallic. If,i ndeed ,
the metallic transition in the series LCsAu , R bAu , KAu occurs between the first two members of
the series , we expect to have some success in pursuing our study of this phenomenon , since both
of these materials should be substantiall y easier to handle than KAu . Just at the end of the
1975-1976 year , we began work to prepare thin films of crystalline RbAu , an d we ex p ec t to move
to transport property measurements as well as more extensive NMR measurements during the 19761977 year.
—

Research supported by th~ National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
RE PORTS AND PUBLICATIONS

f

‘ Soclimjr Tungsten Bronzes: A Pulsed PIMP Study of the W 183 Resonance ,” B. R. Weinberger , Bull.
Am . ~~~~~~~~ Soc . II , 21 , 230 (1976).
“PIMP Stud i es of Electronic Properties of CsAu and RbAu ,” 6. A. Tin elli and D. F. Holcomb , Bull.
Am. ~~~~~~~~ Soc. 1 1 2 1 , 441 (1976).
“Transport Properties of Cubic Na W0,Near the Insulator-Metal Transition ,” P. A. Lightsey ,
D. A. Lilenfeld and D. F . Holcoinb~, MSC Report 2638 (1976).
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Pos tdoctora l Assoc i ates :
A. B ishop
J. Gubernatis
S. Trullinger

Researc h Ass i s tan ts :
J. Currie
E. Domany
H. Fogel
Nonlinearity in Physical Systems
Structural Phase Transitions
Nondestructive Evaluation
Theoretical studies of structural ph~ .e transitions leads to new insights on how
‘ solitary structures ’ or “solitons ” may manifest
themselves in both the structure and dynamics
of condensed matter . This topic, begun in 1973-1974, continues to be a most active subject in
many disciplines. Manifestations are being found simultaneously inma’my otherfields : in structural
phase transitions , metal !urgy, nonlinear quantum field theory , plasma physics, quantum electronics ,
and chemical reactions
indeed the ubiquitous nature of the viewpoint has led Haken to organize
these as a subject called “Synergetics ’ . It is planned to continue studies in this area for some
ti me.
—

In another quite distinct applied area we have taken ideas bu ilt upon several years of
basic theoretical research which would not have qualified as a thrust topic at the time , and which
indeed ARPA chose not to support , and under support from Rockwell International have made several
direct applications in support of their non—destructive materials evaluation program.
We developed and programed an integral equation formulation of the ultrasonic scattering
problem . We have compared the results of the Born approximation wi th exact results for spherical
scatterers . From that Study we learned much about the regions of applicability and validity of the
~orn Approximation .
Recen tl y we have completed the formal theoretical work , and have placed special emphasis
In atter.ipts to make contact with the experimental situation for laboratory prepared flaws in determi ned geometries
(a step closer to the “real world”). In particular we identify sonie general features
or indices that might be useful in eva l uation of scattering data for MDI.
—

This program continues.
Research supported by the Energy Research Development Administration , Rockwell In ternationa l ,
the Nationa l Aeronautical and Space Administration and the Materials Science Center.
REPOR TS AND PUBLICATIONS
‘The Fundamental Theory of Elastic Wave Scattering by Defects in Elastic Materials
Integral Equation1-lethods for Application to Ultrasonic Flaw Detection ,” J. E. Gubernatis, E. Domany , J. A. Kr umhansl
and H. Huberman , MSC Report 2654 (1976).
—
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J. A. Krumhansl

“Dynamics of Sine-Gorden Solitions in the Presence of Perturbations ,” M. B.- Fogel , S. E. T ru ll i nger ,
A. R. Bishop and J. A. Krumhansl , MSC Report 2668 (1976).
‘Adaptation of Semiempirical Molecular Orbital Methods for Dynamic Calculations in Ionic Molecules and
Non -Metallic Solids ,” K. B. Hathaway , Ph.D. Thesis , MSC Re por t 2 672 (1 976).
V

“i~onlinear Excitations in Anisotropic X-Y Models,’ A. P. Bishop and J. F. Currie , MSC Report 2599 (1976).
“M roscopic Derivation of Domain Walls ,” E. Domany , A. R. Bishop and J. A. Krumhansl , MSC Report 2504
(1975).
“Macrosc opic Engineering Properties of Polycrystal line Materials:
and J. E. Gubernatis, ).
Phys.
1 875 (1 975).
~~~~~~~~~

Elastic Properties ,” J. A. Krunthansl

~~•

“Dynamics and Statistical Mechanics of a One-Dimensiona l Model Hami l tonian for Structural Phase Transitions, ’ 3. A. Krumhansl and J. P. Schrieffer , Phys. Rev.
~]j~ 3535 (1975).
“Stochastic Theory of Spin-Phonon Relaxation ,” J. A. Krumhansl and R. Pirc , Phys. Rev . ]J 4470 (1 975).

1.

~~

“Potential Energy and Force Constants of a Potassium Chloride Mol ecule from Extended Hückel Calcula—
tions ,” 3. A. Krumhansl and Kristl B. Hathaway , 3. of Chem. Phys,
~~~ No. 10 (1 976).

-

‘
~

“LA tended Hü~Kel Calc ulation of Repulsive Interactions in Nobel Gases ,” 3. A. Krumhansl and K. B.
Hathaway , 3. of Chem. Phys.
No. 1 0 (1976).

~~

V

“The Elasticity of Polycrystals and Rocks ,” J. A. Krumnhansl , E. Domany , and J. .E. Gubernatis , J. of
Geophysica l Research
No. 10 (1976).

~~

•

“Weakly Pinned Fröhlich Charge-Density-Wave Condensates : A New , Nonlinear , Current-Carrying Elementary
Excitation ,” 3. A. Krmanhansl , N . 3. Rice , A. R. Bishop and S. E. Trullinger , Phys. Rev. Letts.
~~
2 , 432-.435 (1976).
‘Classical Particle Like Behavior of Sine—Gordon Solitions in Scattering Potentials and Appl i ed Fields ,.”
3. A. Krumhansl M. B. Fogel , S. E. Trull inger , and A. R. Bishop , MSC Report 2604 (1976). See; Phys.
Rev. Letts ., 36, 24, 1411 (1976).
“Quantum Corrections to Domain Walls in A. Model (One-Dimensional )Ferroelectric ,” J. A. Krumhansl ,
A. R. Bishop and E . Domany , MSC Report 2630 (1976). see; Phys. Rev . , Jj 1
2966-2971 (1976).
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Postdoctora l Associates :
L. F. Lou
S. Gre gory
Research Assistants :

B. Rathan
P. Sanda

A. Raychau d huri
Thermal Properties of Highly Disordered Solids
It has been claimed in the literature that mixed crysta l KBr-KI (50:50) crystallizes
in a bromin e-rich , and iodine -rich , and in a 50:50 mixed phase. The crystallites are of -.1000A
diameter. Because of the large differences in the speeds of sound in the three phases , this
material should exhibit a very low thermal conductivity, comparable to that of glasses . The
experimental result, however , is that conductivity is simi lar to that expected for a
uniform ly mi A,~d crystal or of a crystal consisting of large crysta llites , of more than lQ,000A
diameters . X-ray fluorescence experiments so far have failed to show such large crystallites .
This work is continuing.
We have also searched for a low temperature specific heat anomaly in plastically
deformed lead , in an attempt to study the influence of dislocations. So far , the result has
been negative. The specific heat of cold-worked lead agrees with that obtained in high purity
single crystals.
Research supported by the Materials Science Center.
Search for Amorphous Oxygen
We have assembled a sensitive magnetic susceptibility bridge and have found hysteresis
effects near the solidification temperature , as well as near the temperatures of magnetic phase
transitions. Some of the evidence points towards the existance of an amorphous phase , but the
evidence is inconclusive. Work in an applied d.c . magnetic field is presently underway.
Resea rch supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency.
Amorphous Solids
High energy neutron I rradiation raises the thermal conductivity of vitreous silica.
This effect , whose origin is unknown , and which represents the first instance in which we have
been able to Influence the therma l conductivity of an amorphous solid , has been found to be
closely related to the neutron-induced densif ication of the silica. The specific heat of
I rradiated silica is practically unchanged . This Indicates that the relation between anama l ous
specific heat and the scattering of the phonons Is not as close as previously assumed .
We have measured the therma l conductivity of MnO .A 1 203’S102 , magnetic glass , with a
very large specific heat anomaly at low temperatures. The conductivity is indistinguishable
from that of any non-magnetic sili ca based glass; the magnetic excitations appear to have a
negligib le influence on heat transport .
Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration .
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HIG HLIGHTS
The insensitivity of the conductivity of amorphous solids to the chemical composition
or to the presence of other excitations continues to remain the most surpri sing puzzle.

RE PORTS AND PUBLI CAT IONS

V

“Glass y” Low Thermal Properties in Cry stalline Solids ,” B. C. Nathan , H. S. Thesis , I4SC Report
2653 (1976).
“Intrin sic Low-Temperature Thermal Properties of Glasses ,” B. D. Nathan , Phys. Rev .

~~

852 (197 6).

“Polari zability of the Low-Energy Excitation s in Di sordered Solids ,” P. 8. Stephens , MSC Report
2555 (1975). See; Phys. Rev . JjJ 754 (1 976).
~
“Phonon Scattering in Amorphous Solids ,” R. 0. Pohl , MSC Report 2677 (1976). See; Phonon
Scattering in Solids, L. 3. Challis , V. W. Rampton and A. G. S. Wyatt , Editors , Plen um P ub. ,
New York (1~76), p. 107.
“Therma l Conductivity of Antiferromagnetic RbMnF 31 ” 3. B. Hartman , MSC Report 2620 (1976).

“Glassy”Low-Temperature Thermal Properties in Crystalline Superconducting Zr-Nb Alloys ,” 1. F.
Lou , Sol id State Comm . 19, 335 (1976).
“Low Temperature Thermal Properties in Mixed Crystal KBr-KI ,” B. D. Nathan , L. F . Lou and P. H.
Tait, MSC Report 2606 (1976). See; Solid State Corn. ]
615 (1976).

~

I

“Low Temperature Therma l Conductivity of MnO .A1 203.S i 02 Glass, ” A. K. Raychaudhuri and R. 0. Pohl ,
MSC Re port 2 712 (1 976).
“NaF :OH and KC1:OH agnetic Field Independent Capacitance Thermometers ,” 3. B. Hartman and T. F.
McNe lly, MSC Re p ort~2727 (1 976).
“A Simple UnDamped Electromagnet Oscillator ,” C. L. Moffat and R. 0. Pohl , MSC Report 2642 (1976).
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Research Assistants:
3 . D. Kul i ck
R. E. Stahl bush
The Properties of New Mat erials Includ ing One Dimensional Systems
The past year , my first at Cornel l , has been concerned mainly with the setting up~of
a new laboratory . The building of the first pieces of apparatus is nearing completion as we
enter the phase of testing the performance of the equipment. Two main experiments have been
set up to measure magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature and to investigate paramagnetic relaxation rates.
The principa l development of new materials will be in the area of organometallic
polymers , spec i fically poly (metal phosphinates) , in a collaboration begun with 3. H. Burlitch.
The focus is the understanding of the solid-state interactions in Such materials with a view to
developing polymers with des i rable electric and magnetic properties. As linear polymeric systems ,
these materials bear many properties pe culiar to one dimension , hence our continuing interest in
this area of solid state physics .
One experiment, done in collaboration with H. Temkin , has been completed . We attempted
to observe light scattering from solitons in TTF-TCNQ at low temperature . Our results, though
negative , put limits on some properties of these excitations, which have been the subject of
extensive theoretical research in non -linear field theories.

Resea rc h su pp or ted by the Ma t er i als Sc i ence Cente r .
REPORTS A N D PUBLICATIONS
“Poly (Metal Phosphinates): Antiferromagnetism in Disordered Linear Polymers ,” 3. C. Scott ,
T. S. Wei , A. F. Gar ito , A. 3. Heeqer , H. C. Gilir nan and P. Nannel li , Proc. Conf. Magnetism
and Magnetic Materials, Phi ladelphia (1975) p. 506.
“EPR Pair Spectra in a Dimeric Chromium Phosphinate ,” P. 0. Krasicky , A. L. Ritter , 3. C. Scott
and R. H. Silsbee , B u ll Am . ~ ys. Soc . LLL 254 (197 6).
“The Magnetic Susceptibility of Tetraselenofulva lene Tetracyanoquitnodimethane (TSeF-TCNQ), ”
E. N . Engler , S. Etemad and 3. C. Scott , risc Report 2681 (1976).
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j r o ~~~~ r Dqp~~~~~t~~f Chemi st~~
Postdoctoral Associates :

P. 0. Edwa rds

3. K. Petersen
Research Assistants :

A. Chang
W. Fisher

C. Hodul
L. Schneemeyer

Superconductivity in Nonstoichiometri c Compunds , Layers and Chalcogen Ternari es
Phase Relations and Compound Formation in Metal-Ammonia Systems
Cooperative Electron Phenomena in Two-Dimensional Materials
This Is an experimental program to sLdy the chemi cal manipulation of electron transport
and magnetic interaction at the metal -nonmetal transition. One part of the program is devoted
to the synthesis, structure characterization , and electrical property measurement of layer , tunnelstructure , and cluster compounds; the other , to magnetic and magnetic resonance study of “expanded
metal” systems . Ultrahi~ h-purity materials are produced by vapor phase transport , flash rf induction , and electrochemical deposi tion. Electrica l conductivity, Hall vol tage , thermal etnf , magnetic
susceptibility, and ESR are investigated over the range l.5—300°K. Special attention is given to
the effect of nonstoichiometry , cation-for -cation and anion—for-anion substitution , and additive
intercala tion on the superconducting transition .
Resea rch supported ty the Air Force Office of Scientific Research , the National Science
Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
H IGHLIGHTS
(1) The electrical conductivity , static magnetic susceptibi lity , and Hall vo ltage have
been measured from room temperature to liquid helium on a series of carefully characterized vanadiumsubstituted niobiu m diselenides (Nbi.. V Se2, O<x<O .30). Relatively large temperature-dependent Pauli
~ ~of resistivity at low temperatures suggest a strongly correparamagr~etism and quadratic dependence
lated electron gas. Anomalies in ;he Hall voltage and resistivity are consistent with a charge—
density-wave transition . The effect 0f vanadium substitution is mainly to change the nature of the
coordination from trigonal prismatic to octahedra l and , thereby , the component layers of the polytype structure . The superconducting criti cal temperature was observed to drop strongly In the 2H
phase and then flatten out as progressive vanadium substitution is accommodated in layers with
octahedral coordination.

L

I

(2) Powder samples of ultrapure stoichiometric V5e2 have been made by di rect synthesis.
Single crysta l specimens have been made by vapor phase transport in the presence of iodine . X-ray
characterization indicated only the lT polytype. Behavior was metallic over the range 1.5 to 300°K,
but there were discontinu ities at about 100°K in resistivity , magnetic susceptibility , and Hall
voltage . These are apparentl y due to the onset of charge density waves.
Below 50°K, there was
a clear quadratic dependence on temperature which combined with relatively high Pauli paramagnetism
to indicate Baber-type-electron-electron scattering . No superconductivity was observed down to
1.5°K .

r

(3) ESR studies on the semiconductor V 307 over a range of temperature reveal the existence
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of paramagnetic V
ions with resolved hyperfine splitting in the interval 1O-12°K . The observed
hyperfine structure can be interpreted in terms of an induced Fermi contact Interaction whereby a
single d-electron produces an inba lance in the pa i red , inner -shell , s-electron states. Computer
siniulations indicated that the unpa i red electron wavefunction encompasses some 13-14 lattice sites.
(4) A series of dysprosium hexaborides in which dysprosium was progressively replaced
by ytterbium have been prepared. Magneti c susce ptibilities in the interval 63-300°K follow CurieWeiss l aws with progressively decrea sing Weiss constant as ytterbium contact increases . Below
60°K , the materials are antiferromagnetic. Interpretation of the results via statistical analysis
of two , three , and greater-than-three clusters indicates that when isolated magnetic ions are
corrected for , the residual magnetism corresponds to a constant exchange energy 3, independent
of conduction electron concentration . There is no direct evidence that indirect exchange plays a
role in the magnetic interaction.
(5) A new l ayered compound HfTeI has been synthesized. The iodine atom apparently substitutes at random for tellurium in the chalcogen layer , and its extra electron goes into the empty
conduction band to give a lB-like metal. Detailed electrica l and structura l studies are in progress.
(6) The conditions of niobium disulfide synthesis have been investigated over a wide
range of starting ctoichiometry and temperature conditions. All the preparations i~,ave yielded nonstoichiometric products , even up to 7.5 atm excess sulfur pressure . It is believed that all literature results on NbS 2 need to be questioned and that excess niobium is thermodynamicall y needed to
counter electrostatic instabilities . Highly unusua l mechanical properties have been noted . A new
polytype of rhombehedra l symmetry has been discovered.
(7) The full series of selenium-substituted molybdenum disulfides has been prepared .
Although the end members are nonmeta ls a.. expected , the middle numbers appear to be metall ic.
X-ray studies have been ,,ompleted ; they indi cate full range solid solubi lity with an unusual
maximum in the interlayer: intralayer spacing ratio. The effect on magnetic doping and intercalation -induced superconductivity is being examined.
(8) Tunnel-structure arnonium tungsten bronzes have been prepared over a wide range of
conditions (temperature , time , crystallinity , composition of a vapor phase). None of the previously
reported structure and superconductivity findings can be reproduced. It is believed that the
material as reported in the literature does not exist and the reported properties pertain to an
undefined mixture of l ower oxides of tungsten.

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“A Neutron Diffraction Study and Phase Diagram Investigation of the Solid Lithium-A mm onia Compound ,”
P. Ch i eux , M. J. Sienko and F. DeBaecker , J. Phys. Chem. Z2 2996 (1975).

~

“Antiferromagnetic Coupling in Ytterbium- Diluted Dyspros i um Hexaborides ,” 3. L. Krause and H. 3.
Sienko , 3. Chem. Phys.
~~ 4265 (1976).

“Synthesis and Structural Aspects of the Vanadium-Substituted Niobium Diselenides ,” 14. Bayard ,
B. F. Mentzen and H. 3. Sienko , MSC Report 2597 (1976). To be published by Inoi’g. Chem . j~~ No. 8.
“Preparation and X-Ray Study of Mixed-Anion Dichalcogenides ,’ B. F. 9entzen and H. J. Sienko , MSC
Report 2598 (1976). To be published by Inorg . Chem. 15, No. 9.

“Electrical and Magnetic Properties of Vanadium—Subs~ 1tuted Niobium Diselenides ,” 14. Bayard and
N . J. Sienko, Journal de Physique (in press).
‘Anomalous Electrical and Magnetic Properties of Vanadiu m Diselenide ,” M. Bayard and 14. 3. Sienko.
To be published by 3. Solid State Chem. j
j
,~ No. 3.
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V isiting Professor:
A. Every
Postdoctora l Associates :
R . Au rbach
B. Bosch
Research Assistants :
Y,
A.
A.
C.
E.

Chin
Chrap lyvy
Pramanik
Schiff

Infrared Properties of Metals , Semimetals and Semiconductors
E ,ctromagnetic surface waves have been launched on metal surfaces using CO2 laser
radiation together with a prism coupler . We are now developing the capability to use an
infrared interferorneter in this configuration for spectroscopic measurements of surface states.

V

The far infrared spectra of small (b OA ) metallic particles are observed to have the
same frequency dependence i ndependent of m e t a l l i c e) ement or particle size. The absorption
does increase wi th increasing filling factor and this dependence is now under investigation.
We have continued our study of the far infrared properties of thick slabs of bismuth
by means of the Faraday transmission technique . High resolution studies of the differen t
electronic excitation of the holes has been made both with Fourier transform interferometry and
also far Infrared laser radiation.
We have also studied cyclotron resonance in InSb and an InSb:NiSb eutectic using
lOuCO 2 laser radiation and a 500 k gauss pulse magnet.

•
I

I

I

Research supported by the Energy Research Development Administration and tne l~aterials
Science Center.
Experimenta l Phonon Physics
We have continued our study of the temperature dependence of the far infrared spectra
of a variety of glasses in order to identi fy the specific energy level schemes of the anomalous
low frequency modes. This year ’ s studies on AsS 3, AsSe3 and Se provide experimental data wh i ch
is similar to that previously obta~ned for Si02, 6e02 and P114.14.
Researc h supported by the Energy Resea rch Development Administration .
Solar Energy
In order to develop a solar energy transformer , the optical properties of composite
structures are being Investigated.
Research supported by RANN and the Materials Science Center.
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Absorption in Highly Transparent Media
The absorption processes in ultrap ure KBr are being identified by combining calorimetric
and infrared Fourier transform techniques.
Research supported by AFCRL .
Infrared Techniques
A mult iuser fast Fourier transform computer system is being developed for simultaneous
use wi th the near and far infrared spectrometers.
Research supported by Energy Research Development Administration , RANN , AFCRL a nd the
Materials Science Center.
H IGHL IGHTS
surfaces.
meters .

I. E and N surface waves in the 10 micron wavelength region propagate a few cia cn metal
In the far infrared spectral region the waves propagate for distances on the order of

II. Cyclotron resonances have been ot’-erved at 10 microns in a InSb:NiSb eutectic. The
‘liSb rod-like structure l owers the crysta l symetry but many of the transitions previously observed
in pure InSb also appear in this two phase structure .
III. Surface absorption states have been observed at 9.5 micron wavelength in ultrapure
(Br single crystals. Tota l interna l reflection spectroscopy is being used to study these centers.
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
‘Temperature Dependence of the Far-Infrared Absorption Spectrum in Amorphous Dielectrics ,” K. K.
Man , V . 3. Chaba l and A. J. Sievers , MSC Report 2510 (1975) (Supersedes MSC Report 2374). See ;
1352 (1975).
j . Rev. Letters
~~~~
~~~~~~

“A High Responsivity , Low Noise Germanium Bolometer for the Far Infrared ,” B. T. Dra in e an d A. 3 .
Sie vers , MSC Report 2550 (1975). See; p Jcs Communication 16 , 425 (1976).
~~
“Some One and Two Dimensional Experiments in Three Dimensional Solids ,” A. J. Sievers , MSC Report
2643 (1976), Submitted for publication .
“Polarization Fl i pper for Infrared Laser Beams ,” A. R. Chraplyvy , MSC Report 2646 (1976).
“Piezn Electric Polaron and Polaron Pinning in n-CDS ,” K. Nagasaka , MSC Report 2662 (1976).
“Far Infrared Properties of Lattice Resonant Modes VI. Hydrostatic Pressure Effects ,: A. 14. Kahan ,
H. Patterson and A. 3. Sievers , MSC Report 2674 (1976).
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Explora ..ory and Cont inuing Programs
N. W. Ashcroft, Depa rtmen t of Physics
R. Bowers , Department of Physics
R. K. Clayton , Applied and Engineering Physics and
Section of Genetics
3. H. Freed . Depa rtment of Chemistry
N. S. Nelki ri , Applied and Engineering Physics
3 . Si lcox , Applied and Eng ineering Physics
R. H. Silsbee , Department of Physics
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N. W . Ashcroft

Postdoctoral Associates:
3. Dobson
W. Lam b

Resea rch Ass i stants :
B. F i rey

C. Friedli
D. Straus
D. Wood
Investigations into Theories of Metals and Alloy s
My materials oriented research during the past year has been centered on (a) calculations
of equations of state and elastic properties of simple metals , (b) a study of the phonon structure
factor and its application to x-ray scattering from metals, (c) a study of compound formation in
~ercain liquid alloys of simple metals , and (d) the th~..ry of the transport properties of small
particle composites.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials

‘.
~

ience Center .

HIGHLIGHTS
1. We have completed calculations of pressure versus lattice constant for the simple
metal Al: this equation of state may vie with the sodium chloride scale , particularly in the
megabar region .
2. We are able , with a non-expansion technique to calculate the density—density correlation function for a simple metal disturbed by phonons. An application to x-ray scattering shows that
the measured cross-section may contain signi ficant information on effective electron-ion interactions.
3. The stability of liquid alloy s against phase-separation , fusion , and compound formation
can be expressed in terms of the behavior of the partial structure factors S a (k) as functions of the
relevant thermodynamic variables. We have made progress in calculating the ~S tk) in terms of the
~~
fundamental (self-consistently screened ) electron-ion interactions.
4. In the area of composites , we have i nvestigated the optica l response of metal-insulator
mixtures using effective medium theory . For correlated 3-component systems in which the meta l part 1cle~
are coated w ith ox id es , substantial effects in the optical conductivity are predicted. We have also
been examining certain formal questions connected wi th the effective medium approach.

L

REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Perturbation Theory of Structure In Mixtures Near Phase Separation ” , R. L. Henderson and N. W.
As hcrof t, Phys. Rev. Jj 1 859 (1976).

•

~ ~

“Stability and Structure In Binary Alloys ” , N. W. Ashcroft , MSC Report 2682 (1976). SubmItted for
Publication.
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“Alum i num Under High Pressure I, Equation of State” , C. Friedl i and N. W. Ashcroft , MSC Report 2623
(1 976). See; Phys. Rev. J J 5552 (1975).
~~
“Comments on the Thermodynamics of a Classical One-Component Plasma ” , 0. Straus and N. W. Ashcroft,
PPiys. Rev.~~j~~ 1660 (1976).
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“Thermal Diffuse X-Ray Scattering in Simple Metals ” , 0. Straus and N. W. Ashcroft , MSC Repo rt 2559
(1975). Submitted for publication.
‘On the Origin of Tunneling Modes in Amorphous Systems” , K. K. Mon and N. W. Ashcroft , MSC Report
2676 (1976). Submitted for publication.
“Effective Medium Theory of Optica l Properties of Small Particle Composites” , 0. M. Wood and
W. ,Ashcroft, MSC Report 2679 (1976). Submitted for Publication.
~~~

“Solid State Physics ” , N. W. Ashcroft and N. D. Mermin , Hol t , Rinehart and Winstc,n (1976).
“Band Structure of Highly Compressed Hydrogen” , C. Friedli , Ph.D. Thesis , MSC Report 2520 (1975).

I
1

“Thermodynamics of a Classical One-Component Plasma , D. Straus and N. W. Ashcroft, MSC Report 2525
(1975).
“A Combined Representation Method for Use in Band Structure Calculations: I. Method” , C. Friedli
and U . W. Ashcroft , MSC Report 2634 (1976).
“On the Lattice Dynamics of Metallic Hydrogen and Other Coulomb Systems” , H. Beck , and 0. Straus ,
MSC Report 2539 (1976). Helvetica Physica Acta . 48 (1975).
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R. Bowers

Sen i or Pos tdoc toral Assoc i ate:
B. I4axf ie ld
Pos tdocto ral Assoc iates :

D. Wagner
J. Hu lbert
Research Assistants:
Christensen
W . McConna ug hey
H.

Magnetic Phenomena and the Transport Properties of Metals
Part of this program involves the study of the propagation and generation characteristics
of plasma and acoustic waves in solids and the use of these phenomena as a probe to study the
electronic properties of metals. The rema i nder of the program uses a variety of mutual impedance ,
radio-frequency size effect , and electrical and thermal conductivity measurements to elucidate
various scattering mechanisms in metals. Helicon and acoustic wave measurements are made using
pulse and c.w. techniques . Most measurements can be carried out in any desired temperature range
from 1.5 to 300K in magneti c fields up to 100 kG.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation , the Energy Research Development
Administration , Rockwell International and the Materials Science Center.
H IGHLIGHTS
A study of various radio-frequency size effect (RFSE) measurement techniques has been
completed to determine the effect of the mode of excitation on the electron-phonon scattering
rate determined from the measurements . In particular , the marginal oscillator technique , i nvolving bilateral excitation of the specimen , was compared to the transmission technique , i nvolv i n g
unilatera l excitation. No observable difference was found In the scattering rates me~sured by
the two methods, indicating that either technique can be used when most suitable.
An extended temperature range (2K 13K) cryostat has been constructed to allow RFSE
measurements of the electron-phonon scattering rate in aluminum . Techniques for cutting and
pol ishing the spec imens have been aeveboped , and measurements are now underway. The aim of this
research Is to determine the magnitude and anisOtrOpy of the electron-phonon scatteri ng rate over
the Fermi surface , and to understand both in fundamental terms.
-

The use of electromagnetic acoustic-wave transducers (EMATs) as a noncontact method of
producing ultrasound has suffered from Insufficient detailed knowledge C :’ the acoustic field
resulting from coils of varying geometries. In particu lar , it is known that the Insertion loss
varies according to the coi l geometry employed . In order to more fully exploit the many unique
characteristics of EMATs , we are study ing the displacement field or acoustic mode patterns generated
by various coi l geometries. These patterns are sensitive to many of the parameters that must be
optimized In order to obtain an efficient and useful electromechanical transducer. The simplest
pra ctical geometry for which exact calculations are possible is a planar spira l coil. We have
utilized an EMAT as a detector in an experimental scanning system to measure the mode patterns
of coils. For the planar spira l coi l , there Is good agreement with exact calculations.
To da te, all work on bulkwave EMATs has utilized barge permanent magnets or electromagnets. This places rather severe restrictions on the uses of EMATs. The development of high
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energy product rare earth-cobalt permanent magnets has made possible the design of compact
(250 gram) yet sensitive EMATs. We have designed and tested a number of units and compared
their performance with a simple yet practical model which we developed. All the main performance
characteristics can be explained.
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Observation s on the Determination of Electron Mean Free Paths from RF Size Effect Measurements” ,
0. K. Wagner and R. Cochran , Phys. Cond. Matter i 351 (1975).

~

“The Electron-Phonon Mean Free Path in Potassium : A Comparative Study of Radio-Frequency Size
Effect Measurement Techniques ” , M . D. Rosenthal and D. K. Wagner , 3. Phys. F: Metals Physics
~~
—
—
413 (1976).

I
I
I
I
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I
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“A Study of Acousti c Mode Patterns from Electromagnetic Acoustic—Wave Transducers ” , 3. K. Hulbert
and S. W. Maxfield , MSC Report 2529 (1975). See; Proc. 1975 IEEE Ultrasonics Symposium p. 608.
“Tilted Field Radio-Frequency Size Effect in Tungsten ” , D. R. Baer , MSC Report 2588 (1976).
Ph,ys. Rev. B 12, No. 8 (1975).

See;

“Comments on RFSE in Cylinders ” , 0. R. Bauer , MSC Report 2625 (1976). See; 3. Phys. F: Metal Phys.

~~ No. 1 (1976).

“The Electron-Phonon Mean Free Path in Potassium: A Comparative Study of Radio Frequency Size
Effect Measurement Techniques ” , N. 0. Rosenthal and D. K. Wagner , MSC 2632 (1976). See; Metal

Phys. No. 36 (1976).
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ysics and Di vi si ~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ led and~En~ i n~~ jn,~,,~~
Biolo gica l Sciences
-

Postdoc toral Assoc i a tes:
P . Heathcote
A . Vermeglio
1. Yamamoto
Research Assistants :
V. Barouch
Photochemical Studies of Photosynthetic Reaction Centers
The photochemistry of photosynthesis occurs in reaction centers (RC ’s) th at can be i solated
from photosynthetic bacteria as specific pigment-protein complexes. Each RC particle contains four
molecules of bacteriochiorophyll (Bchl), two of bacteriopheophyt in (Bph), and two ubiquinune (UQ).
In the past three years we have discovered that when the Bchl is driven into its l owest excited
singlet state , this state is converted wi thin 10 psec into a biradical state (termed p ) in which an
electron has been displaced from Bchl to Bph. This process involves two of the four Bchl and one of
the two Bphs , generating a radical — pair of the type (Bchl)2 ~ ...(B ph) . The elect ron mov es on from
Bph to one of the UQ mo l ecules wi th half time about 200 psec , giving (Bchl)2 ”~. and UQ~ as photochemical products that are stable for 20—100 msec against back-reaction . In the living cell the
electron moves on through “secondary ” UQ and cytochromes , eventually returning to (Bchl)2 + . and
restoring it to its neutra l state. The energy released in this cycle of electron flow is used for
all the energy-requiring processes of the cell. Collection of light energy is aided by an “antenna ”
of Bchl , about 20 molecules for each RC , that absorbs light and transfers the quanta of singlet
excitation energy to the RC. The Bchl of the antenna is bound to a protein distinct from that of
the RC.
We are exploring details of the structure and photochem ical mechanism in these RC’s.
We have shown that the quantum efficiency of Bchl oxidation in RC’ s Is O.9 at temperatures
down to 4K. The quantum yield of Bchl fl uorescence in RC’ s, about 10-3 , is also ~independent of
temperature (±10 per cent) down to 40K. ThIs shows that either the fluorescence comes exclusive l
from the primary excited singlet state of Bchl , and not at all through a back reaction from the p
state to excited singlet , or else the energies of excited singlet and ~F are equal within lO ~~ cv .

We have studied the reconstitution of excitation energy transfer from antenna pigment-protein
to RC’s when these purified components are mi xed . Transfer efficiencies close to 100 per cent are
easil y achieved , judging from the quantum efficiency of RC photochemistry driven by light absorbed by
antenna Bchl . Yie lds of fluorescence from antenna Bchl In these mi xtures are comparable to those
In the native tissue : about 1 per cent when the RC’s are photochmnlcally active and 3 per cent when
the RC’s have been rendered Inactive and are therefore less effective In quenching excitation energy
from the antenna Bchl . These values are consistent wi th estimates of the lifetime of the excited
si nglet state of Bchl in Isolated RC’ s ’, 7 psec in the active state and 20 psec at redox potentials
low enough to reduce the UQ that acts as electron acceptor. The measurements wi th antenna + RC
indicate that the rate of quenching of excited singlet energy by photochemicall y inactive RC’ s Is
the same whether the RC ’s have been Inactivated by reducing the UQ-electron acceptor or by oxidizing
the Bchl that serves as electron donor.
We have measured optical linear dlchrosim (polarized absorption) In oriented samples of
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photosynthetic membrane fraqments , prepared by dry ing these fragments onto glass slides . These
measurements give information about the orientations of optical transition moments for the chromophores of the antenna pigment and of the RC. The results indicate that the tetrapyrrole planes
of both the electron-donor Bchl and the Bph in the RC are approximately perpendicular to the plane
of the membrane . These measurements have also hel ped us to detect the dime ric absorption band
structure of the “special pair ” of Bchl molecules that share the electron donating ‘
unct i on , and
the nonomer band of this pair in the singly oxidized state (Bchl )24’..

Measurements of light-induced changes in the optical absorption spectrum of RC ’s reveal
the reduction of the UQ that serves as primary electron acceptor. We have studied subsequent d cctroro transfer , from “prima ry” to ‘ secondary” UQ, by the same means. RC’s were mixed with an exc’iss
of secondary electron donor such as tetramethyl phenylene diami ne , which serves to reduce the
(Bch1 )2’~. rapidly after It has been formed photochemica lly. The other photochemi cal product , U Q ,
could be allowed to interact with added UQ. We exposed this system to a sequence of brief laser
flashes separated by severa l seconds. UQ was formed after flashes 1 , 3, 5,
and was stable
in tne dark for many seconds. This UQ- ~
was made to disappear by flas hed 2 , 4, 6, ” A new mole~
cule of the fully reduced UQH 2 was formed after every even-number flash. If no UQ was added , so
that the RC’ s con ta i ned on l y th e twc na ti ve molecules of UQ , an oscillation (formation and disappearance of UQ~~) was observed on onl y the first two flashes. After that a flash generated UQ that
relaxed to UQ rapidly in the dark. We interpret these results through the fol lowi ng reaction
sequence, which indicates how the “one—electron ” photochemi stry is translated into a “two—electron”
reduction of secondary UQ. The Bchl special pair is represented by B , and two UQ’s by Ql and Q 2.
‘
~~~~

,

-

B

1

V

I
F
I
I
i

I.

Q

~‘irst flash)
electron from donor/~~’
B’~’....Q 1 . .. .Q
2
~ ark)
B
Q
(second flash)
’
electron from donor -’ B ~.. . . Q(.. . .Q 2
(dark)
Z
B
Q
Q
2
This Is fo1lo~~d by a reaction wi th added , or “secondary pooi ” UQ:
1’
+ 2H
UQ Q 2 + UQH2
restoring the RC to its starting confi guration . These have been the first definitive experiments
about the “qu in one cycle” in photosynthetic bacteria.
S

Q

In collaboration with Professor Aaron Lewi s and his associates we have measured the
quantum efficiency of fluorescence from bacteriorhodopsin at temperatures down to 40K. At
temperatures below 1 50K the fluorescence Increases strongly with decreasing temperature. These
new data can be correlated with data on the fl uorescence lifetime so as to predict the intrinsic
lifetime of the excited state, and thus to give information about the nature of this excited state

Research supported by the Energy Research and Development Administration , the National

Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
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REPORTS A N D PUBLICATIONS
“Some Experiments on the Prima ry Electron Acceptor in Reaction Centers from Rhodopseudomonas
Sphaeroides,” C. A. Wraight and R. 3. Cogdell and R. K. Clayton , B iochem. Blophys. Acta
~~~~
“Photochemical Quantum Efficiency and Absorption Spectra of Reaction Centers from Rhodopseudomonas
Sphaerofdes at Low Temperature,” R. K. Clayton and T Yaman~oto , Photochem. Photobiol 24, 67-70 (1976).
“Orientation of Chromophores in Reaction Centers of Rhodopseudomonas Sphaeroides” Evidence for
Two Absorption Bands of the Dimeric Primary Electron Donor ,” A. Vermegl io and R. K. Clayton ,
to be published by Biochem. Biophys.
(1976).

“Reconstituted Energy Transfer from Antenna Pi gment-ProteIn to Reaction Centers Isolated from
Rhodopseudomonas Sphaeroides ,” P. Heathcote and R. K. Clayton , Blochem . Biophys. Acta , i n p ress
(1976).
“Secondary Electron Transfer in Reaction Centers of Rhodopseudomonas Sphaeroides. ” A. Vermegli o.
~iochem. Bio2hys. Acta., i n pr ess (1976).
“Photosynthesis and Solar Energy Conversion ,” R. K. Clayton , Brookhaven Symposia In Biol . No. 28,
in press (1976).
-

“Fluorescence of Bacteriochlorophy ll in Reaction Centers of Rhodopseudomonas Sphaero i des at Low
Tempertures ,’ R. K. Clay ton , to be published in Plant and Cell Physiul , Japan (1976).
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Postdoctoral Associates:
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Research Assistants:
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Spin Resonance and Dynamical Structure Studies
This program is a combined experimental and theoretical study o spin resonance provid~
ing insight into a wide variety of relaxation phenomena . Specific projects
include: 1) Studies
of Dynamical Structure of Liquids and Frozen Media and Mol ecular Diffusion Processes by ESR;
2) Studies of Dynamical Structure of Liquid Crystals and Molecular Dynamics at Order-Di sorder Phase
Transitions; 3) Pressure-Dependent Studies of Dynamical Structures of Liquids and Liquid-Crystals ;
4) Studies of Radical Dynamics on Surfaces and ..,rface Catalysis by ESR; 5) Studies of Pol ymer
Structure and Dynamics by ESR; 6) Studies of Reactive Molecular Energy Transfer in Liquids by
Chemicall y-Induced Dynamic Electron-Spin Polarization ,

Resea rch su pp or~ed by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.

I
I
I
I

H IG HLIGHTS
We have , in our recent pressure-dependent studies on PD-Tempone in a nematic liqui d crystal
solvent, shown that such studies are very useful for obtaining thermodynamic data associated with the
ordering of the spin probe , which may be utili zed to test equations of state for the liquid crystalline phase as well as the nature of the orienting potential. Thus, for example, we were ab le to
show that the orienting potential of PD-Tempone in a nema ic solvent is essentiall y independent of
molar vol ume V , although recent PVT work indicates a V 3 ~ dependence for the liquid crystalline
~~
molecules. Our result is consistent with our model of the
p obe in a “cavity ” in the liqui d—
crystall i ne structu re.
We were also able to show in our pressure-dependent work , that the notional narrowing
relaxation results as well as the ‘ pressure-induced ” slow—tumbling results yield the virtuall y
Identica l anomalies seen in previous studies as a function only of temperature . The close relationship between our observed anomalies and the ‘rR—values, independent of whether these IR-values are
achieved by reduced temperature or increased pressure , appear to confirm our theory that they are
due to fl uctuating intermolecular interactions which relax on a slow time-scale: i.e., the slowlyrelaxing local-structure mechanism. This mechanism of a probe or solute molecule reorienting
relative to a persistent potentia l , which then relaxes on a slower time scale , is expected to be
a very general one in liquid crystals and plastic crystals, structured liquids, and biological
systems.

I

In our recent experiments at the isotropic-nematic phase transition utilizing careful
temperature control , we have found that the tSR linewidth parameters behave anomalously as the
phase transition at temperature T Is approached from either side . In fact the width parameters
~
appear to diverge . We have successfully
anal yzed the anomalous contributions in terms of Landau—dc
Gennes mean -field theory for the weak first order transition , as applied to ESR relaxation. That
Is, both the magnitude of the effect, and the critical exponent, are in close agreement wi th
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the theory . Most importantly, these observations display a synlnetry about T fpr spin-relaxation
due to critical fluctuations , which is expected from simple theory , but has ~not previously been
demonstrated experimentally.
We have recently adapted our three dimensional theory of CIDEP and CIONP to two dimensions .
These results are expected to be of importance in magnetic resonance studies of reaction dynamics
on surfaces and interfaces . Our predictions are that in two dimensions , because radical -pair time —
integrated re-encounter probabilities are unity , the dynamic nature of the spin-polarizing mechanism
is vastl .’ different from that for three dimensions. We have developed approximate analytic expressions
for such -effects, which show that the spin polarizations approach their maximum possible values
asymptotically essentially with lnt (t=time) , unless interfered with by other processes.
R E PO RTS A N D PUBLICATIONS
“Theory of Slow Tumbling ESR Spectra for Nitroxides ,” 3. H. Freed , Cha pter 3 In “Spin Labeling Theory
and Applications ,” L. 3. Berliner , Editor , Academic Press, New Yo rk , p. 53—1 32 (1976).
“The Theory of Chemically-Induced Dynamic Spin Polarization ,” 3. H. Freed and 3. B. Pedersen , A d v.
1. Res. 8, 1 -84 (1976).
!
~
“Dynamic Effects of Pair Correlation Function s on Spin Relaxation by Translationa l Diffusion in
63, 4017-4025
Liquids, ’ L. P . Hwan g an d 3 . H. Freed , uSC Repo:t 2560 (1975). See; 3. Chem .
~~~
(1975).
“An ESR Study of the Pressure Dependence of Ordering and Spin Relaxation in a Liquid Crystalline
Solvent, ” 3. S. Hwang , K. V. S. Rao and J. H. Freed , 3. Phys. Chem. 80, 1790-1801 (1976).
‘Syniue try of Orientational Order Fluctuations About the Nematic-Isotropic Phase Transition: An
ESR Study,” K. V. S. Rao , 3. 5. Hwang and 3. II. Freed , MSC Report 2659 (1976). See; ~~~~~~~~ Rev .
Letts. 37 , 515-5 18 (1976).
“A Pressure-Dependent tSR Study of Ordering and Spin-Relaxation in a Liquid Crystalline Solvent ,”
3. S. Hwang, K. V. S. Rao and J. H. Freed , MSC Report 2578 (1975). Submi tted for publication.
“An Elec tron Spin Resonance Study of Rotational Reorientation and Spin Relaxation in Liquid
Crystal Media ,” C. F. Polnaszek , Ph.D. Thesis, MSC Report 2601 (1976).
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rostdoctoral Associate :
T. L. Bell (On Leave 1975—76)
Resea rch Ass i stant :

Statistical Physics of Disordered Systems
This program is directed towards a theoretical understanding of fl uctuations in systems
where randomness and coherence are subtl y mixed. The emphasis is on systems far from thermal
equilib ruim . During the past year work has continued on the anomalous thermal properties of
glasses at low temperatures , on the theory of fully developed hydrodynamic turbulence , and work
r~ s begun on the theory of superfluid turbulence. In all cases the emphasis has been on phenornenological theory with explicit suggestions for experimental tests of the theoretical ideas.
Research supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
H IG HLIGHTS
I. The anomalous thermal properties of glasses have been reviewed , and a quasimacroscopic origin for the tunneling modes has been suggested . Originally this was phrased in
terms of a possibl e array of dislocations in the glassy state , and the ultra -small angle scattering of x-rays was suggested as an experimental test. Experiment does not support the idea in its
naive form, but a structura l origin of the tunnel i ng modes remains plausible.
II. A dynamical non-linear cascade model for fully developed turbulence has been developed
which could plausibly play the role of a mean field theory for a true dynamical theory . The model
contains a free parameter which could in principle be calculated from the Navier-Stokes equations.
The scaling form of the solutions is expli citl y demonstrated , and an interesting cross-over phenomenon
between forward and backward cascades in k-space is observed.
III. A theoretical investigation has begun attempting to extend the Vinen theory of superfluid turbulence in helium counterflow . Recent experiments by Tough and collaborators at Ohio State
show an unexplained extra pressure drop in the turbulent regime , and a second threshold associated
wi th the onset of norma l fluid fluctuations. A crude prediction of the channel diameter dependence
of the second threshold has been given , but there is as yet no experimenta l information . This is
the beginning of an extended investigati on of superfluid turbulence as a basic tool for the understanding of turbul ent fluid flow . This must be considered as exploratory fo- the present.
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Models for Therma l and Vibration Properties of Glasses at Low Temperatures ,” H-S Lu, Ph.D. Thesis ,
uSC Report 2501 (1975).
“Non-Linear Cascade Models for Fully Developed Turbulence ,” 7. L. Bell and N. Nelkin , submi tted for
publication .
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3. SILCOX , Professor , School of Applied and Engineering Physics
Postdoctoral Associate:
C. II. Chen
Research Assistants:

P. E. Ba tson

H. A. Col ijn
High Energy Electron Spectroscopy and Velocity Analy zing Electron Microscopy
of Al umi num
Mr. Batson ’s Ph.D. thesis work was completed during this year. A partial report
was given last year detailing our efforts to measure (q,w ) into the region where plasmon
excitations change to single particle excitations . We~ were successfu l in this tas~ ~roduci ng c (q,w)0over a range O<hw<lOOeV with a resolution -1eV and over a range Q<q.c3.J
with
a ~q O.lA-’. New experimenta l techniques developed during the year include the use of
high brightness LaB 6 electron fi l aments. In addition , to make precise cross-section
rieasuremi ,ts, we found it necessary to use computer controlled scans to focus the condenser
lens system of the electron microscope . During the year , our computer programs designed
to rid the spectrum of multiple scattering were refined to the point at which considerable
confidence emerged. Essentially two main procedures were used. One used an image-loss profile
to provide an integrated energy—loss spectrum for use in deconvoluting wide—a ngle quasi-e1a~tic
scattering . Once this was accomplished , conditions were favorable for the use ~f Fourier transform techniques In deconvoluting the single scattering function from the multiple scattering.
The results show nicely the onset of Landau damping as the plasmon enters the single particle
region and shows the eventual emergence of single particle excitations as the dominant aspect.
Our results are qualitatively consistent with RPA concepts although detailed comparisons call
for more extensive theoretical computations than are at our coninand . It appears evident ,
however , that previous experimental work has overlooked small but significant multiple scattering corrections.
~~~~~~’

V

An isotropic Materials

-

-

Exploration of anisotroplc effecte and mate als has proceeded apace. Magnes i um
proved to be isotropic , graphite and polyn,eric (SN )X proved to be highly anisotropic.
Interband Transition s

During the year studies were begun of the q-dependence of an interband transition in
Al . These studies are still under way.
Research supported by the Materials Science Center.
V

REPORTS AND PUBLICAT IONS
“Plasmon Dispersion and Anisotropy In Polymeric Sulfur Nitride , (SN)x,” C. H. Chen , 3. SIlcox ,
A. F. Garito , A. 3. Heeger and A. G. MacDiannid, Phys. Rev . Letters ~~~ 525 (1976).
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“Film Structure and Enhanced Superconductivity in Evaporated Aluminum Films ,” R. B. Pettit and
3. Silcox , MSC Report 2651 (1975). See; Phy s. Rev. j,~~ 2865 (1976).

“Plasmon Dispersion in Single Crystal Magnesium ,” C. H. Chan , MSC Report 2659 (1976). See; 3.
Phys. C: Solid State Physics , June (1976).

“An Experiment al Determination of the Dynamical Form Factor S(q,w) for the Valence Electrons In
Al ,” P. E. Batson , Ph.D. Thesis , MSC Re por t 2673 (1976).
“Electron Energy Losses in Silicon : Bulk and Surface Plasmons and Cerenkov Radiation ,” C. H.
Chen , 3. Silcox and R. Vincent, Phys. Rev . 812 , 64 (1975),
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R. H. SILSBEE. Professor .~~g_artment of Physics .

-

Postdoctoral Associates :
A. Ritter
R. Tilton

Research Ass i stan ts :
G. Graham
P. Kras i cky
ESR Studi es of Metals
Our principal effort in metals now focusses on studying the transmission electron
spin resonance (TESR) of metal bi layer samples . Our aims are to assure that the phenomenology
of these experiments is understood , to obtain information about spin relaxation in metals in
which ESR cannot be directly observed , and to obtain information about the transport of spin
magnetization across the interfacial boundary .
One experiment in progress involves the study of the weak ferromagnet, ~d:Fe , evaporated onto a copper foil. Control of the Curie temperature via the Fe concentration allows
measurements both above and below T , and will help confirm or deny existing models for the theory
~
of these experiments. A second experiment
i nvolving a Nb film on copper is interpreted tentatively
as demonstrating that the development in the Nb of the superconducting energy gap at low temperature prevents the diffusion of magnetization across the interface.
We have also spent considerable effort in the search for ESR in small (50A ) aluminum
particles prepared by the group of Professor Buhrman. In view of our quite adequate sensitivity
and the carefully characterized aluminum particles our negative results must be considered as
throwing considerable doubt on the interpretation of the experiments of other groups purporting
to have seen ESR in small particles .
Research Supported by the National Science Foundation and the Materials Science Center.
ESR in Insulators
We have completed a preliminary study of the Cr~~ pair spectrum In a chromi um phosphinate diner closely related to the magnetic polymers under investigation by Professor Scott and
Burlitch. The Interpretation of these results have yielded both the intrapair exchange energy
and va l ues for the crysta l field splitting.
REPORTS AND PUBLICATIONS
“Transmission Electron Spin Resonance Measurements of Spin-Flip Scattering and Crystal Field
Parameters in Dilute Al: Rare Earth Al l oys ,” S. A. Dodd s , Ph.D. Thesis, MSC Report 2436 (1975).
“TransmIssion Electron Spin Resonance In Dilute Rare-Earth Aluminum Al l oys ,” J. F. Slebert , S. A.
Dodds, and R. H. Silsbee. To be published in Phys. Rev. B.
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II.

CENTRA L FACILITIES
1975-76

The creation and operation of a vi goroL’s and modern centra l research facility system is
an essential MSC function . A significant fraction of the Center ’ s resources have over the years
been allocated to these comunal laboratories. The central facility system allows individual
research groups access on an organized basis to a full spectrum of modern research equipment. Among
the further advantages of the system are , 1) Major capital equip ~ent , increasingly expensive and
difficult to obtain , can be scienti fically justified and more easil y financed on a general use basis.
2) A high quality technical staff can be recruited, for the maintenance of complex equipment, and
the development and transmission of accummulated experimental wi sdom , and 3) Graduate student
education is facilitated by exposure to a wide range of modern research equipment and techniques .
The cost rf operating the central facility system is partially offset by ‘inco me ” each
facility obtain s by charging for its labor and services . No attempt is made to recover all costs.
However , in addition to acquiring some income , ~he charging system does provide one index of the
relative usefulness of each facility to the Center membership. Charges are levied for routine
services , major equipment use , and materials consumed , but are only nominal for development work
which extends the facilities ’ capabilities . Income for 1975-76 was $198,000, with 32 per cent from
Center budgets and 68 per cent from other grants and contracts.
Continued development and utilization of the MSC Computing Facility was a major activity
in 1975-76 . Its primary purpose is to facilitate experimental programs by providing efficient
computing facilities for on-line and off-line data acquisition and analysis. The heart of the
system is a Prime 300 multi —use r computer , with a 60 mi llion byte disc and tape drive , which was
acquired in the fall of 1975 and became operational in December. Experience wi th the system has
been most satisfactory, with very little downtime and a use level well beyond expectations.
The reports of the individual facilities follow .
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REPORT FOR TilE MSC ANALYTICAL FACILITY for the period 7/1/75 to 6/30/76.

I

1.

Clients Served .
The Analytical Facility has continued its progress thi~s year . Total
business has increased by 150% over last year and four times over 1973—1974.
More than 400 samples were analyzed this year for 31 investigators ; of these
14 were MSC and 12 were non—MSC scientists. Also , samples for five non—
Cornell groups were analyzed . Practically all the elements in the periodic
table o ther than transu ranic , artificial or inert gas elements were deter—
mined by the techn iq ues of wet chem ical an alys is , at om ic absorp tion and
flame emiss ion spec tromet ry, optical emission spectrography , spectrophotom—
etry , spark source mass spectrometry and neutron activation analysis , both
instrumental and radiochemical. The types of samples analyzed include high
purity metals , alloys , inorgan ic comp ound s , geological and biological materials , and environmental samples such as water and sediments. A list of the
actual analyses carried out is given below .

I

1

I

I
I
I

Dept.

B. F. Addts

M .S.E.

Agway, Ithaca

J. Bass

1
i
I

Chea.

Safety Div.

M .S.E.

Methods Used

Ni , Mo in wires (4)
Imp urities in Fe and Cu (2)

WC

Anal . of Fertilizers (3)

Ak

Bi in Pb .Bi alloy (1)

ES

Ak + WC

Impurities in W rods (
5
)
Anal . of Duluth Complex

rocks (24)

Cl ,Br ,Al ,Sn ,Hg,Os in
Polystyrenes (44)
Ni. in solu tions (10)

SSMS
Ak

+

RNAA

INAA
Ak

NaCl Solutions (2)

Ak

Na A.l,Si,Zr in Na—B—
alumina
(27)
Ca in solution (1)
Impurities in Mo &
Na—B—alumina (3)

INAA + AL

+ Color .
WC
ES

C. W. Feigenson

Biochem.

Tb in solutions (2)

J. Galloway

Ecology

Anal. of sediments (
4
)

INAA + RNAA

Space Sci.

Analysis of glass (1)

Ak

Cu ,Mn in solutions (7)

LA

T. Gold
3. Henderson

i

Univ. Michigan
Lansing,

3. M . Burlitch

C. C. Hammes
-.

M.S.E.

Geology

L. DeJonghe

--

—

B. Bonnichsen

B. Cooper

j

Analysis
(No , of Samples)

Investigator

D. C. Ast

-

137

—

Chem.
Anthrop.

Anal. of pottery
obsidians ’ (
4
)

Ak

(
1)

ES + INAA

&
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Investigator

‘

Dept.

C. P. Hess

Biochem .

D. Holcomb

LASSP

I. Iwasak i

U. of Minnesota

3. Lemley

LASSP

Analysis (No. of Samples)

Methods Used

Tb in proteins (44)
I in protein (
1)

IN/tA
IN/tA

W ,Li ,Na in bronzes (24)
Impurities in bronzes (J)
Au & Cs in alloy (
1)

Ak

Noble metals in rocks (
5
)
Impurities in KBr

INAA
ES
Ak

+

RNAA

(5)

ES

Monarch Machine Tools , Cortland , N.Y .

Analysis of steel (
1
)

E. L. Muetterties

Chem .

Al,Ci ,Cr ,I,Ni,Br ,Na ,Hg Zn ,Fe
in inorganic complexes (12)

INAA

11. Purchase

DEA

Al in cellophane—clay

INAA

R. Raj

M.S.E.

Ca in Si3Nt

T. Rhodin

AEP

Analysis of Steels

A. L. Ruoff

M .S.E.

F. R. Scholer

Chea.

Ph ,B ,Ni. in compounds

D. N. Seidman

M.S.E .

Ni,Mo in wires
(2)
Au in Pt wire
(
1)
Analysis of W.Re wires (
8
)

M. F. Seu~ e1hack

Chem .

Br in polystyrene

N. 3. Sienko

Chem.

V in Nb .V .Se coads . (16)
NH~ + & W in a .
tungstates
(18)
TI. in T1—tungstate
(2)
Anal . of La.Yb & La.Eu

-

Ak

(47)

(
8
)

Impurities in TaC

Al in AlP

compounds

LA
(2)

Ak

(3)

ES + LA

(
1)

INAA

(6,)

LASSP

R. Sundelin

Nw.

C. L. Tang

. Studies
E.E.

~J1

WC + LA
INAA
ES

(1)

INAA
AL

INAL
WC

+

AL
ES

(6)

(
1)
Impuri ties in W03
Heavy metals in au~~.
tungstates
(5)
Impurities in Ta
(1)
Anal. of W.Se ,Nb.Se,Ta.Se
R. Silsbee

+

f
l IJ
J
,
,

SSMS
Ak
SSNS
ES

alloys

(
8
)

Fe in Cu .Fe alloys

(15)

AL

Impurities in NbC

(1)

ES

Anal. of Yb glass

(
1)

ES

-

(
1)
Ak + Color.
3. R. Visalli, Tompkins County Health Dept. Anal. of water
Optical Cats—
Spectrophotometry; ES
Atomic Absorption Spectromeery ; Color .
LA
Radio—
Instrumental. Neutron Activation Analysis ; RNAA
sion Spec trography ; IN/tA
Spark Source Mass Spectrometry ;
chemical Neutron Activation Analysis ; SSMS
WC
wet chemistry.
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2. New Problems Undertaken.

I.

I
I
I
J
I
I

-

A large number of intermetallic compounds (67) were analyzed for Prof . Sienko
by techniques of INAA , SSMS , ES and Wet chemical methods .
Prof. Purchase continued her analysis for Al in clay soiled cellophane samples
(47) by INAA . Protein samples (44) tagged with traces of Tb were analyzed by
IN/tA for Prof. Hess. Modified polystyrenes (44 samples) were analyzed for
Sn , Hg, Os, Al , Cl and Br by INAA for Prof . Burlitch . INAL used in all these
cases is particularly well—suited for the .e specific analyses . The same
analyses by standard methods are either almost impossible to perform, or too
time consuming.
-

-

Analysis of Na—B—a lumina s (27 samples) continued from last year for Prof .
DeJonghe as part of his project for development of better batteries . Analysis
of a large number of W—bronze samples (24) for Prof . Holcomb also continued .
A few examples of unusual analysis include analysis of
Cornell Safety Division . These materials were used in
vending machines on the campus by some students . Some
were analyzed for Prof. Henderson with a view to trace

NaCl solutions for
breaking open the
obsidian samp les (4)
the trading patterns
in pre—Columbian Mesoanierica. Lastly , a few yellow—green water ;amp les
f~.om the vicinity of N.Y.S .E.C . Milliken Power Station were analyzed for
Tompkins County Health Department . This water was found to have several
hundred times excess over maximum allowable concentrations of Cr (VI). A
field test was devised for the use of Tompkins County Health Department for
checking Cr (VI)concentration in water wells of Lansing residents.

3. New Equipment Installed.
A new atomic absorption spectrophotometer , AA— 6 by Varian , was purchased at
the beginning of this progress report t ime period
Coupled with our 14—63
Carbon Rod Atomiser, this instrument is proving very useful in obtaining
precise data on metal concentrations in solutions .

I

I
I-

A vidicon flame spectrometer , developed by Prof . Morrison ’s research group ,
is being used for multialement atomic flame emission analysis of solutions
difficult to analyze by standard atomic absorption spectrometry.
R. A. Nadkarni
Research Manager.
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MSC Com pu ting Fac i l i ty
Annua l Re por t
Jul y 1 , 1976-June 30, 1976

V

~~~~~~~

—
-

During the year the Computing Facility became more and more focused on
the multi-user system , although the hardware arrays which comprised the Facility
in the past continued in operation . This report will review each of the three
elements which make up this Facility .
(1) Mul ti-User System As the year began , we had received delivery of
the hardware of the ModComp IV Computer System which was to be the central unit
in a new multi -user system to serve the MSC community and some non-MSC chemistry
and Appl i ed Physics faculty . During the fi rst quarter of the year, it became
clear that ModComp would not be able to meet its commi tments for operating
system software, and we reluc tan tl y decided to terminate the order and re-open
the search for a satisfactory system . A Prime 300 was chosen and ordered , and
system operations began in January . Rapid development of on-line connections to
individual laboratories followed , as did the equipping of two “public ” term i nal
rooms for the user community in Clark Hall and Baker Laboratory . By the end
o f June , the system had become a well-established , integral part of the laboratory computing operations of about 25 research groups .
A system of charges forconnect time , terminal time , an d CPU an d di sk use was
established by the operating committee and resulted in the following i ncome :

Januar y

February

March
Apri l
May

June

$ 480
1049
1393

1666

1583
1 62 4

In addition , this unit of the Facility is the source for charges for interface
development and construction and materials costs which amounted to about $1500
per month during the last half of the year.
(2) PDP-ll /20 and GT-40 The PDP 11/20 computer system and GT-40
graphics terminal l ocated in E-8 Clark Hall continued to be very actively used
during the year, mostly by Clark Hall experimental groups . The GT-40 Is mobile
and can be wheeled to an experimental site in Clark during a run , or used in E-8.
This unit of the Facility is also the clearing—house for billable time for system
repairs by Jim Harman and applications programming by Rick Cochran. A summary
of month-by-month hourly usage of the POP ll/20~GT-40, and repa ir/programmi ng
service as billed Is as follows :
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I

PDP-ll/20
Jul y 1975
Augus t
September
October
November
December
January 1976
February

1

I
I
1
I
I

-

V

I

Tn Hni r
~~

March
April
May

June

Year To tal

GT-40

393.5

70

251

88

Repa 1 r/~ ro grammln g
—

89

154
147
208
169
242
61
1 35
118
139
94.5

120
175
144
102
157
117
201
221.5
23
112.5

100.5
52
160
40.5
158.5
61
179.5
42
31.5

2 ,112. 0

1 ,531 .0

941.5

—

It is probable that some of the work done in the past on the PDP-ll/20
has switched and ~i11 switch to the Prime 300, and that the former wi ll become
dedicated to l onger applications by single users , particularly the electron
microscopy/energy analysis program of Professor Silcox.

I
I
I

(3) PDP-12 This computer system in Bard Hall serves research groups
there , and has the advantage of an extensive although now somewhat obsolete,
program library. Plans are underway to review the status of laboratory computing in the MSC groups in Bard and Thurston wi th the thought of possible MSC
assistance in whatever the next step there might be.
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Non—Metal Crystal Growing Fac i lity
Annual Re p ort for Year Ending June 30 , 1976

~~
-

-

Report O u t l i n e and Summary

I. Czochralskt Growth

II.

III.

Vl

a.

Customers

b.

Special materials

c.

Special techniques

Other Projects

a.

Tungsten bronzes

b.

Arsenic chalcog enide glasses

c.

( SN) X . a ~uast one-dimensional superc onducting
polymer

d.

Vapor phase epi taxy of GaAs

e.

Deformation of calc ite and ol iv ine

f.

X—ray studies

g.

Cry’ita l grinding and polishing

The Future
I

During the year 128 c ry s t a l l i n e boules of alkali halides
or d1v~ilent metal-contalninw halides were pulled from melts

using the Czochralski technique.

This corresponds to roughly

twice the volume produced in recent years . Largely responsible
for the increase was the demand from Professor Stevers group
for crystals relating to the KBr laser window project.

Twenty

crystals were grown in response to orders from sources away
from Cornell inc luding K ernforschu ngsanlage J~.tltch, Atomic
Energy o f Cana d a , Limited (Chalk River), Naval Research Labora-

—

-

-

V.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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tory , Naval Surface Weapons Laboratory , University of Washing-

ton and Atomergic Chemetals Corporati on . Most of the orders

I

were for routine materials ; however , irk a continuation of a

I

of K (Zn i_ Mn )F ,with x
~ ~

i

I

I
I
I
I
I

project begun last year for Atomic Energy of Canada , cr y s tals

‘-

~

• I
I

V

0.1, 0.25, and 0.5 were successfully

pulled .

At Cornell bou].es of RbCoF 3, K (Co 0 9 Zn 0 1 )F ,, and

K(C00 9 N10,1)F3 were grown for Professor Fitchen and several
alkali halide cry stals were oulled for Professors !4axfield and
Approximately a third of the Facility ’s annual prod uc ti on
was re ’.ated to the ARPA laser wind ow project underway in the
research groups of Professors Pohl and Sievers . A number of
techniques were employed in efforts to examine and elucidate
factors contributing to absorpti on of 10.6 micron radiation by
KBr crystals .

I
I

=

t
~

seri es of attempts were made to purify further

the starting salt by exposing it to bromine or carbon tetra—
chloride at temperatures in the vicinity of the melting point .
Initial measurements obtained on crystals grown from bromine

treated salt see!ned oromisinz , thit have not proved reproducible ,

and therm od ynamic analysts shows thit bromine should not be

expec ted to rem ove hydroxide from T r. Similar analysts of
~~
treatment with CCl~ indicates tha t hydroxide removal is enera’e-

tically favored , however experimental difficulties leading to
accumulation of carbon as pyrolysis of CCl~ proceeds has thus
far prevented systematic evaluation of the technique.
We have also attempted to examine the optical properti es

Crystals grown from

of KBr as a function of growth technique.

melts derived from previ ously pulled crystals are apparently
indistinguishable from those grown straight away . Recently
—

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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obtained data does show that the rate of growth may be critical
•

to optical perfection . Slowly pulled crystals (approximately
5mm/hr )appear to be superior to those grown at the usual rates
( 15 m m/ h r ) .

These preliminary results r emain to be s u bs t a n t i a t e d .

Careful attempts to obtain highly polished damage f r e e surfaces
w i t h o u t cleaving has failed to provide crystals with significantly im proved absorption properties .

In a separate projec t the researc h grou p of Professor
Sievers has undertaken a spec trographic analysts of certain
vibrational modes in 32 al~alt halide boules eontatninw comolex
anion dotants such as ReO~~ , CrO Cl , SO 3P . ClO~~ . 9rO~~ . and
3
OCR 3~ .
II
A number of other projects were undertaken or continued, in
the Facility . Prof essor Holcomb’s group continued to produce

tungsten bronzes by electrolysis of tungstate melts in simple
tube type furnaces . A postdoctoral fellow in Professor Stevers

group is attempting to produce arsenic chalcogenide glasses of
high optical perfection by heating the materials in evacuated
—

V

quartz vessels . Presence of bubles within the glassy mass and
fracturing of the quartz sample vessel durtn~ cooling are ro blems
~
with which we are dealing .

Pro fessor P it c h en ’s grou~ has been stu dytn ~ the far infrared ,
infrared , and Raman characteristics of (SN) , a quasi one-dimen~
sional superconduetinv polymer . Thin layers (0.1—1.0 microns )
of the material are deposited from the vapor on substrates such
as mylar , teflon, germanium , or XI which are mounted on and
cooled by a water-cooled cold finger . *t 150°C a source of

-ii--—

—

—

~~
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(SN )

vaporizes ; polymer molecules are deposited In a one~
d i m e n s i o n a l l y oriented layer . Only substrates having suitably

p

I
I

matched l a t t i c e d im e n s i o n s are possibilities a~ d ev en then the
deposited layer often adheres only poorly .

Nevertheless . (SN)
~

has been successfully deposited on each of the abov e named

substrates .

I

The relatively sophisticated vapor phase epitaxy system
Professor ~allan tyne ’s
group is attempting to wrow thin GaAs layers e itaxiaily on
~
has reached the experimental stage.

I

crystalline substrates . Early runs have occasionally resulted
in desirable layers but more frequently no layer or an oxide
layer has formed . According ly , it has been necessary t alter
~
the detailed geometry of the system as well as the growth
parameters and to search for leaks or defects in the purifica-

I

tion system upstream from the reaction site.

Experiments are

continuing.
The Centorr high temperature resistance furnac e is being

use d by members of Professor Kohlst edt ’ s

group to study the

F

deformation and ultimately the dislocation d ensity in calcite

Il

Iron Ions m igrate to the dislocation centers and are oxidized

and olivine as a function of load in the vicinity of 1500°C.
at p00°C. The resultt’w concentrations of color are dtsttnrutsh-

I

able optically . The research is motivated by interest in
geo logic interpretations of natural spec imens . Unfortunately
persistent difficulties with Centorr hardware necessitated

-

development of a substitute furnace with separate power supply .

I

Only the water cooled “can ” of the original furnace is now

I-I
—

be ing used .

V~
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During the year t h e F a c i l i ty ~ianager has involved h im s el f
in th e X-ray elucidation of materials produced by Professor
Su r li t c h’ s students .

The structure of Co~ Zn~~(C0 ) 15 was success—

fully completed . It is distinguished by Zn atoms bridging a
Co—Co bond and also bonded to additional. Co atoms . It is the
only known example of Zn atoms bonded to as many as three other
metal (Co) atoms . The molecular structure proved to be different
in very significant ways from that predicted from spectroscopic
and analytical data .
In a separate X-ray study of a chromium ~hosphinato-acetyl
acetonate co!nPlex of interest to Professor Scott , it was shown
tha t the ma t e r i a l was not t h a t exp ected .

tTheth er or not ; t h e

material is a d i s t i n c t polvmor~ h or s t r u c t u r e of the sam e

molecule , or something completely different remains to he determined .
The y ea r ’s major a d d i t i o n to F a c i l i t y equipment and capab i l i t y is a Model £1.50 South Say Technology crystal facing and

lathing instrument . The instrument achieves highly smooth
damage—free surfac es by allowing appli cation of extremely light
pressures between a polishing cloth mounted on a vertically
rotating wheel and the rotating sample which is mounted on a
delicate flexure or pendulum—like mechanism. The polishing is
accomolished chemically, electrochernicallv. or by simtle dissol.u—
tton rather than

a ~rindtn~ action . A variety of materials
including bismuth , alum inum , etl i con , tin , (M ) ,
~~ ~ PO11, and
by

alkali halides have so far been polished usth~ a vari ety of etch—
ants . The machine has been u~ ed by the groups of Professors
Stevers , Maxfield , Ballu ffi . aallantyne , and Batterman , as well

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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-
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Ias by Facility personnel.

Interest in the instrument and satis-

faction with results seem to be spreadin

I
I
I

ment has seen almost daily us~~ e.

~ and recently the instru —

III
In the next year we will be striving to expand the grind ing
and polishIng capabilities of the Facility In accordance with
the needs of MSC members . We will soon be ordering a power
supply for electropolishing applications in conjunction with the

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
F

undated so as to more satisfactorily meet Its ori ~~Ina l specifica—
tions . An o f f e r from Centorr to rework the furnace proper withou t

I

It has ~ o1d films inside an outer oy rex jacket ; these
are transparent and allow raøld equilibration of the zones at u p

Model ~1.50 facing and lathing instrument . Other grinding and

polishing e’~uipment presently available for use in the Facility
Include a South Bay Technology Model 850 slicing and dicing
ins trumen t , an acid saw , a horizontal polishing wheel and a

variety of accoutrements .

-

Because of the history of ~rohlem s assoc iated with the
Cen torr furnac e , it is honed that It can be refurbIshed and

charge has been received ; Centorr will also modify at nominal

charge the chamber in a desired fashion so as to permit effective
separation of the heatIng element from the sample chamber ; and
several. components including the vacuum instrumentation should
probably be replaced as weill.

Wh en this is accomplished the

furnace should be far more versatile and dependable.
A Trans-Temp Corporation two zone tube furnace has been
ord ered ,

t

to 1 000°C and also facil itate fiat temperature ~roft1es over

J

I
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

-

_
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of eac h zone ’s length. We hope to use it for growth of crystals
by the Bridginan technique.

J. P. Lemley
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MSC Electron Microscope Ce~tral. Facility
Annu al

I
1

July 1, 1975

II
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I1
•
~~~

I

i
-

Bard Hall

Report

June 30 , 1976

Director of Facility :

S. L. Sass

Facility Manager :

R. Coles

Lab Technician :

G. Ross

I.

V

-

—

Clients Served
A. Transmission Electron Microscopy (
T~ .1)
1. LW . Balluffi
8 users
Structure of grain boundaries
—

2. S.L. Sass
5 users
(a) Structure of grain boundaries
(b) Phase transformations in Ti and Zr alloys
—

3. L. Dc Jonghe

users

—

(a) Phase transformations in ceramics
(b) Defect structure of oxides

6 users
Radiation damage
(b) Shape of field—ion microscope spec imen tips

h. D.?. Seidman

—

5. LB .

—

(a)

Johnson

2 users

Deformation structure of iron and steel

Ii users
6. E.J. Kram er
(a) Microstructure of polymer films

V

-

(b) Epit.. i.l films
~

7. D. Ast
3 users
Amorphous materials
—

8. A.L . Ruoff

—

2 users

Ultra—fine grain carbide .

9. D.L. Kohlstedt

—

users

Structure of carbide.

10. B. Baj 2 users
Structure of silicon carbide
—

11. C.Y. Li

—

1

user

Deformation structure of metals

~~

V

V

-
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B. Scanning Electron Microscopy (S 4)
~

-

The projects are too many and varied to be easily summarized . Listed
is the user and his department .

MS&E Use rs

Othe r Use rs

1. Yetter
2. Krenitsky
3. Goodhew

27. Sundelin
28. Berenz
29. Yang

14 .
5.
6.
T.
8.

Mancuso

30. Sand.a
31. Gupta
32. Parthasarathy
33. Warlaumont
314. Tingey

Krenz

Schwartz
Quick
Chan

9. Putz

35. Uhi

36. Kratzer

10.
11.
12.
13.

Wachob
DeJo nghe
Herman
Urierti
114. Allerider
15. Yohe
16. Shih

37. Carson
38. Sinclair
39. Eickvort
140. Boyce
141. Ryan
142. Basu

17. Schultz

143. Bird
1414 . Hoch

18. Kohlsted.t

19. Huang
2 0. Hs ieh
21. Guan

22. Cleinans

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Nuclear Stud .
EE
EE
Physics
EE
GD&P
AP
Bot. & Ent .
Botany

EE

Eng.
Plant Path.
Entamology
M&AP Eng .
EE

M&AP

EE
Geology

Plant Path. (Geneva )

-

23. Nelson
214. J. OLeary

—

V

25. Natan
26. Lou

New Projects Started This Year

II.

:~~

A. TEM
1. R .W. BalluffI
(a ) High resol ution st udy of the st ruct ure of high angle grain
boundaries
(
b) Structure of near coincidence boundaries

2. S.L. Sass

(a) High resolution study of defects in Zr—Nb b .c.c. alloys

(b) Diffraction study of segregation to grain boundaries
3. D.L. Kohlatedt

J

High resolution study of the structure of vanadium carbide

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

R . Raj

I

Structure of silicon carbide

_

_

_

_

_

-

—

-
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-
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B. SEM
1. N.H . Johnson
Hydrogen attack in low and hi gh carbon stt~-~1s

I
I

2. C .Y . Li
Grain boundary cavitation and hydrogen attack in Ni
3. J. Blakely

Topography of Zn cleavage surfaces

III. New Equipment

I

Thin film sputtering device.

IV. Summary of Microscope Use

I
I
I
I
I

I
J
(
-

-

F

Month

—F

TEM

July
August
September

208 hrs.
2148

November

300

363
3145

Oc tober

December
Janu%ry

160
216
196
232
160
197
269

February
March

April

-

May

June
1975

-

2,8914 hrs.

1976

Monthly Income
(Machine time , labor ,
photographic ates )
~~

SEM

66.5 hrs.
51.75
52.25
88
149

714.75
82.75
72
108
76
68.5
88.25
877.75 hrs.

$ 17814
17714
1708
14307
3026
1389
1969
2191
2763
1855
2055
296].
$27,782

In order to demonstrate how much the microscope lab use had increased over
the past few years the appropriate information for the last two years is summarized

below:

97
~ [I~1973~

—I ~

Microscope Use

V

—

-

1975

1,537 hrs .

19714

1,181 hrs.

893

661

hrs.

hrs.

$21 ,507

$16,1403

.

-

-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-

-
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It is seen that the TEM use has increased by more than 85% in one year , while
the SEM use has remained approximately constant. Even more impressive , it is
seen that the TEM use has increased by more than 150% over two years ago .
V.

Future Directions and Needs of the Lab
A. Space

There is an urgent need for additional space for the MSC EM lab . It is
worthwhile reviewing the past development of the lab in order to gain perspective on its present and future needs .
Follo wi n g the esta b l ishment of the MSC microscopy f ac il i ty in Bard Hall
in 1967—68, extensive renovations were carried out in the sub—basement in order
to provide a home for the lab . In 1968 the new laboratory was quite spacious ,
since room was provided for 14 microscopes and at the time , there were only two
microscopes. Since then the facility has purchased three new microscopes (
two
transmission and one scanning ) and traded in one old microscope . Thus , the
facility is mow filled to capacity. As seen in Section IV the TEM use has increased by 85% in ~ne year . It is worthwhile to note that the facility has ‘seen
obtaining microscopes at the rate of one every 2 years since its establishment
in 67—68. In 1972 a sm all area in SB6O was partitioned off for a high precision
lathe and other necessary machine tools. Before the purchase of the Siemens 102,
the research rna~ ager and lab technician could find office space in a roots containing a “retired ” m icrosco pe. As well , storage space was available in this room .
In our current s ituat in n there i s no o f f i c e sp ace ava ilab le , and temporary
quarters have been squeezed into one corner of the central lab room of the
facility. We are also forced to store supplies in cabinets in the corridor
outside of the lab . There are currently plans to request at least one new
m i crosco pe for the fac ility. Clearly it i s t ime to ad d additional lab space to
the facility . The best solution would be to add one microscope room (16 ’ x 12’)
and one large room (20 ’ x 16’) which would serve now as (1) an office for the

manager and the technician , (2) an additional area for analysis of results , ( 3 )
storage space and (14) space for a small high precision machine shop . Temporary
wooden partitions would be put up to separate the machine shop from the rest of
the large room. If in the future a sixth microscope was added , the large room
can be split into 2 rooms (16 ’ x 10’), one of which would house the microscope ,
and the other would serve as cramped office space.

r

B. Equipment

During the past year a survey of the MSC membership was carried out to
determine whether there was any interest in electron—optical instruments with
uiicrochemical capabilities . The results of this survey showed that there is a
very strong interest in an electron microprobe, which is computerized and can
do quantitative chemical analyses. A strong second preference was expressed for
a high re ol’ition electron microscope with scanning transmission capability which
~
could give qualitative chemical analyses of thin foil specimens. This instrument
wo uld serve two purposes since it could take some of the load off the Siemens 102,
the only high resolution instrument in the Facility, which is currently being
used very heavily by 14 different research groups doing high resolution studies.
A request has been submitted to the MSC for a computerized electron microprobe .

--

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Report of the
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Electronics Facility

1975—76
Supervisor ; D. R. Knettlea

Summary of the Facility Program

The Electronics Facility supports MSC research basically through three
modes of activity: repair, service and maintenance , and construction of
electronics equipment . Over 1975—76 as in recent years , there was more
emphasis on repair and service than on construction .
Repair work consists of trouble—shooting faulty equipment , finding the
fault; and repairing I c . Service work consists of routine maintenance, cleaning,
lubricating and tuning or calibrating equipment as well as providing information
to research workers on electronics resources such as sources of supply , known
reliability of components , etc . Construction of new equipment is done from
the c l i e n t ’s curcuit drawing .

I
II

I

I

During 1975—76 a new time mark generator was purchased .

I n addition to servicing research electronics equipment the technician
continues two regular service commitments in Clark Hall. These are (1) main—

tenance of projection and public address systems on the seventh floor meeting

rooms and (2) repaI’~ and service of instructional laboratory eq ui pment on an
emergency basis for the Department of Physics .
The technician keeps open channels of communication with the Computing
Facility which has done a number of servicing jobs on computers and related
circuitry in a number of MSC research groups .

During 1975—76 , the following research groups , listed by faculty member,
and f acilities had work done by the Electronics Facil4ty : (Number jobs in
parentheses )
..

I

I
I
~

I.

I
FT

This model

TO 501 (Tek t rot.ix ) unit has been integrated into our test console of Tektronix
series 500 units for trouble shooting a wide variety of electronics equi pment .

M.S.C. Members and Faciliti.a

I.,&ssp

Chemistry
A.C. Albrecht (5)

R. Bowers—B . Maxfield (16)
Cotta
(2)

S.H. Bauer
(
9
)
J.M. Burlitch (
1
)

G .H . Morrison (3)

M.J. Sienko

(2)

R.M.

-

Applied and Eng . Physics
B.W. Batterman (2)

R.A. Buh rman
R . K . Clayt on
RhOd th

B.M. Siegel
W.W . Webb

________

—

~~~~~ — V—

(3)

(
1)

~~~

D.B. Fitchen
D.F. Holcomb
H. Mahr
R.0. Pohi
A.J. Sievars
R . H . Si].sb..
D. Lee—J. Reppy ,
R. Richardson

(
2
)
(
6)
(3)
(10)

R. McFsrlene
C. Tang
0. Wolga
W. Sache e

(3)

Other Engineering

(8)
(20)

—

—~~ —-—~~~~

—

(16)
(1)

(28)
(
1)
(
9
)
(2)

V

j
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Materials Science and Engineering

,

D.G. Ast

(1)

R. Raj

(3)

J .M. Blakely
H.H. Johnson

A. Ruoff

(24)

(10)
(3)

MSC Facilities

Mech . Testi ng
Materials Prep
T .O.L.
Crystal Growin g
Laser

(3)

(12)

(13)
(4)
(3)

II. Non—MSC Groups

LASSP Stockroom Loan Equipment
LASSP PA System
Physics Instructional

(3)
(2)
(6)

Applied and Engineering Physics
(8)

A. Kuckes

V

Plasma Studies

Humphries
Sudan

(13)
(1)

Chemistry

Elson (1)
ifenion (1)
Biochemistry

Dunnan

(4)

Ma ch. &

Acre Engineering

Roberts ( 1)

DeBoer

(1)

Gouddan ‘(1 )

Mahajan

(
1)

Skaukat ullah (3)
Ag Engineering
Hashimoto

L.N.S.
Tigner

(
1)

(1)

Pesticide Residue
Bache

I

(1)

-

‘I ~

V
-
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Low Temperature Facil ity
Jul y 1 , 1975-June 30, 1976
1. Cl ients served
a. L iquid Helium

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i

-

Total liters sold

-

Total clients served

23,100.25 liters
-

69 plus

Low Temperature Labs., C l ark Hall:
Professor

Cl i ents

Lee

Reppy
Richardson
We bb
S i evers
Po h l
Wolga
Silcox
Cods

8

5
5
2

2
3

Professor

Cl ients

Bowers

4

Hartman
Ma h r
S i enko

2
4

Fitchen
Siegel

Holcomb
Silsbee
Cool

2
2
4

2
3
2

Baker Laboratory:

Porter
S i enko
Bauer

1
2

2

Bard and Thurston Halls:

S i edman
Krame r

Moon

4
2

2

Phillips Hall:

Wolga

I

Rockefeller Hall:

I

Pl ant Science

Some l iquid helium used to acquaint new people wi th
liquid helium
1

-

I
1--I.

3

[V

—V

~-~~ - -~~~~ “

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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b. Helium Gas
V

-

Hel i um Gas sold

-

50,360 cubic feet

-

21 9 tanks

Low Temperature Lab., Clark Hall:

Helium Gas Consumption by Cyl inders

Professor

Professor

Tanks Used

Lee

Reppy
Richardson
Webb & Buhrman
S i evers

26

Wolga

- 14

Bower
Co tts

6

Pohl

McFarlane

12
8

2

Tanks Used

S i egel

10

Seidman
Bauer
Morrison

Cool
Har tman

-

Holcomb
S i enko
Silsbee

8
1

2
15
4

8
2

V

3

7

1

Kramer
Mahr

2
2

Porter

V

2

Rhod i n

1

Fitchen
Scott-

1
1

Facilities :

Tec hn i c~ 1 Operation Laboratory

Low Temperature Facility
Cr ystal Grow i ng
Anal ytical Laboratory
Mac hi ne Shop

8 Tanks Used
45

1

2

1

Rockefel l er Hal !
Space Sc i ence
Ne nan Laborato
~~
~

1
3
24

2. New Problems Undertaken : No problem at this time
3. New equ i pment or processes installed , or new services begun :
a. Our new hel ium gas recovery line is installed and finished and working very
well and so far have had very little problems with the line. We thought we
might have trouble with large amounts of air getting into the line when
our cl ients make their liquid helium transfer but so far very little air is
getting In.
4. Some statistical measure of routine work performed :
a. The ma -I n function of the Low Temperature Facility
and adequate supply of liquid helium at all times
many clients here at Cornell and Ithaca Col l ege.
our l iqu id helium which Is put Out for bid a~d on
and also by mak ing It wi th our cryostats when the

is to always maintain
to take care of our
This is done by buying
a three year contract
need arises .

V

IL_ ~

I1 J V
-

T~~~~~~~~~~~~~V J

_
_
_

_
_

V
V

-

_

_

_

_

_
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b. We have a secondary function and that is col l ecting hel i um gases , cleaning
and return i ng the gases back to our clients .
In addition to the above work the following is done :
1. Ma intain day to day
Maintain day to day
and also on our low
A lso make all major

repa i rs on all liquid helium dewars used at Cornell .
repa i rs on our high pressure hel i um gas compressor
pressure compressor which runs our two cryostats.
repairs on above equipment.

2. Ma intain repairs on our sixty seven (67) helium gas cyl inders .

I
I
I

I
I

3. Design and layout all hel i um gas recovery line and help install and
order all pi pes , va l ves , gauges , and etc.
4. Design and l ayout all high pressure helium gas lines and help to install.
5. Give assistance to our clients in designing their liquid hel ium transfer
tube and give instruction on the proper and safe way to use our liqui d
hel i um dewars and how to use the transfer line the first time .
6. Give assistance to our new clients on their first liquid helium transfer
and also help out our regular clients when ever they need assistance .

7.

L iqu id helium sold for fiscal year

23,100 75 J,
8. 50 lIter liquid helium dewars received and returned
-

9. 100 l i ter liquid helium dewars received and returned

-

72

10. 500 liter li qu id helium dewars received and returned

-

5

ll.

Liqu id helium transfers

-

12. Liqu id nitrogen transfers

1 ,522
-

-

3, 358

13. LIqu id nitrogen used in liquid helium dewars

~1

~I

421

-

14. Liquid nitrogen used In helium gas repurifier
15.

a. Hel ium
b. Hel ium
C . Hel ium
d. Hel ium

gas
gas
gas
gas

-

34,273 liters
-

3,048 li ters

col l ected by the Low Temperature Facility
sold by the Low Temperature Facility
used by the Low Temperature Facility
in subbasement storage

Tanks
77,310 Cu .Ft.B336
39,990
~l74
10,320
* 45
26,950
SI

16. Record day to day use of liquid helium from log books and helium gas.
17. Compile the monthly billing of liquid helium and helium gas for MSC.
18. Clean the weekly collected supply of helium gas each Thursday through our
repurifier.
19.

4 ’

Everyday check all liquid helium dewars for ice blockage and fill liquid
nitrogen jacket.

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_

_
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-

Materials Preparation Facility-

—

The laboratory functions as a facility for the growth and preparation of
metallic single crystals and purification of materials.

—

Preparation of alloys

their heat treatment and fabrication are also done in this laboratory .

Serv ice

Cl ients Served by Name and

NAME

PROJECT

Prof. D. Ast

i)
ii)

HOURS

-

Machine and heat treatment of

lassy

metals

8

Zone refine iron spec imens

iii) Vacuum melt and cast Pb-.Bi alloys
iv)

Prof. R. W. Balluffi

25

Vacuum melt Cu changes for ‘B’
beam gun

i) Sputter etch silver specimens

10
2

10

ii) Set-up system for hydrogen annealing
of NaC1 bicrystals
ii i) Design and build horizontal zone refiner
and crystal growth unit

iv ) Preparation of a 10% InAu alloy , roll into
sheet
Preparation of a 5% InAu alloy,
roll into sheet

8
140
14

-

*

-~~~

—

Prof. J. M . J3lskely
V

1) Preparation of Ni single crystals for LEEDS

experiments Oriented crystals (110), (ill )
and (100) were used , these crystals were
cut , polished and slopped with carbon

ii)

Zone refine Mo rods

160

20

Zone refine Ta rods

Zone refine U rods
for use as LEEDS crystal holders

iii) Growth of Pt single crystals , orient , cut ,
polish into LEED type specimens.
iv)

v)

V

V

--

V

20

Purificat ioi of nickel by reactive gas
and Zone rerining .

IsO

growth or YnO sin~ 1e crystals .

-

-

20

Growt h and preparation of high purity- Zn
single crystals. Set-up apparatus for

.

-

—

~~~~~~~

~~~~~~

t 4~

~~~~~~~~

-

11
~

-

-

~~~~
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-
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I
I
I
I
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-

wouns

PROJECT

Prof. I.. DeJonp h.e

1) Build cas inlet manifold

3

ii ) Set-up hot press unit to be used in
conjunction with Radio Frequency

2

induction systems .

iii )
iv )

Prof. H. H. Johnson

I
I

Design and build furnace system for
thermo balance

214

Is

v)

Calibration of optical pyrometers

i)

Sputter Pd—Fe and Nb on to different
substrates

60

Heat treatment of Powder metallurgy

140

Zone refine Ferrova.c ‘E’ bars

25

Carburize F-rrovac “E” spec imens

10

v ) Zone refine Nb rods , roll into sheet
form and degas by heat treating in
ultra high vacuum of 2x10~~ ° izn Hg

12

11)

-

14

Sinter powders

iii)
iv)

samples

vi ) Spark machine thin specimen for examination
in the electron microscope .

v ii) Design and build two high pressure (2200 psi) 80
high temperature (
800°C) pressure bombs

-

v i i i)

I

-

20

-

Growth of Fe single crystals by thermal
cyclic ing techniques

ix) Make Fe 2.9 w% Si alloys

r

5

x ) beat treatment of iron and steel alloys in

I

vacuum , hyrogen Oxygen etc .

[

20

180

xi) Design and build special apparatus to use
R.P.. unit and residual gass analysiser
Prof.

C1.Y. Li

i)

The growth of Al singl e crystals oriented
(iii), cut , and machine into tensile
specimen .

200

-

.

IT

ii) Beat treatment of 270 Grade Ni both in

170

high prçssure hydrogen and vacuum.

lii)

Develop system for the r.
rovth of stainless
ateel

n~ I~ crystals.

—

-

-

- -~~~~~

-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

,
-~~

70

160

V

V

HOURS

PROJECT

NAME

_

_

Prof. Li (con ’t)

iv)

Prof. A. L. Ruoff

_

_

Heat treatment of Iron samples
growth of Iron crystals by the strain
anneal method .
—

25

V

1) Sputter SiC thin films
ii)

20.

Heat treatment of steel rings of 143140
st eel and ma ragin g steel

iii) Wafer lava stone sheets with diamond
wafering unit

140
125

iv) Vacuum Degas TiC specimen at high temperatures (1000°C) in 2x10 6 mm Hg vacuum
v)

15

Spark machine tun gsten car b ide pistons

20

vi) Micro polish Silicon surfaces

10

vii) Heat treatment (normalize, soak, quench
and temper )1080, 143140 steels.

Prof. D. Kohlstedt

20

viii ) Preparation of thin samples of TaC

10

ix) Growth of silver single crystals

8

x)

Arc melt and cast cerium— zone refine
cerium metal.

i) Machine Mo rods and tungsten inserts

press fit inserts.

35
5

—

ii) Cast and Machine and set of lead wei ghts.

8

iii) Spark machine carbide crystals .

14

iv) Spark machine tungsten crucibles with lids.
v) Vacuum anneal carbide crysta1s~ (VC .814)
1100°C in vacuum spark machine thin discs.
Prof. R. RaJ

i) Arc Cast and R-~l1 Copper 0.15~ Si alloys.
Heat treatment of above alloy under
oxidizing conditions .
ii)

- -

L

i i i)

—-

-

-

Preparation of a series of Cu—Si alloys and
draw into wire .
A distallation of a 5KVA lapel radio fre—
quency Induction heatinj~ unit—complete trial
runs , build table for same .

V
-

V

14
.

12
114

ho
8

-—
V

I

- .

I

NAM E

PROJECT

-

i)

HOURS

Vucuum and thermal treatment of
plastic specimens .

200

ii) Collagen project
iii)

Prof. S. L. Sass

100

14

TiC welding of A].

iv) Design and build freeze drying unit

30

v)

Ultra hi h vacuum degas of 10
~
~

Mo—Nb alloy

20

1)

Arc cast Zr—20% Nb alloy , grow of a single

9

torr at 1800°c.

at 1x10
crystal

-

x—ray orient and spark cut a

(iii) oriented disc .

used as standards for the S.E.M.

iii ) Silver solder x—ray jig.
iv ) Sputter etch gold films
v) Preparation of Zr-13% Nb

Prof. D. Seidman

-

—

10
14

i) Preparation of MoNi14 wire, heat treatm ent

25

ii) Wire drawing of FIM alloys into .005 wire

60

iii) Spark machine MoTi wire for FIM specimens

20

of same

Zone refine Mo rods and grow oriented (110)
single crystals from same .

v) Heat treatment of NiMg wires

Prof. B. Batteriuan

vi)

Preparation of high purity Iron wires.

10

vii)

Preparation of 0.1% AuPt and 0.6% Au—Pt
wire of .008” diameter .

10

1) Leak check high voltage x-ray machine ,
condition vacuum system .

Is

1
V

1
_

Prof. D. Lee

_

1

Ultra high vacuum annealing of Nb foil at
i8oo °c for 8 hrs at lxlO’~ torr .

Prof. Mahr

_

8
14

ii ) Spark machine Nb alloys
Prof. Cotta

1

Zr—114% Nb foil

iv)

I

L

6

ii) Arc cast a series of Al—Cu alloys to be

II

[

161

V

Prof. E. J. Kramer

I
I
I
I
1
I
.
I

.

.

20

Micro polishin g of CdSe , CdS and lithium
iodate single crystals .

8

Arc cast PrNi 5, heat treat under high pressure
h ydrogen , grind ~~~ p~~~~r

8

_
_

_
_

_

_

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

_

~~~~~~~~~~~

_
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NAME

PROJECT

Mr. B. Maxfield

HOURS

i) Growth of oriented tungsten single crystals
ii) Growth of 2” diameter
8” long Al single
crystals (110) orientation along the
—

6
10

growth axis.

Prof. J. Silcox

Preparation of Al single crystals

2

Prof. Silsbee

1) Set—up arb ion system for pro duction of
th in f ilms

8

i i) -

Prof. T. Rhodin

Preparation of Fe—Pd alloys

2

iii) Preparation of Ni— Fe alloys

2

i) Growth of Fe single crystals by the strain
anneal technique . Preparation of LEED
crystals of (110) and (100) orientat ions .
ii)

Preparation of Ni LEED crystals.

ho
10

Mr. Padamsee

Sputter Nb thir~ films sputter Nb—TiN , NbN films

Prof. Ho].comb

Drill .010” holes through carbide single crystals 2

Prof. Sienko

Fabricate molybdenum crucible and lid , designed
to be electron beam welded

2

Mr. H. Aderhold

Fabricate of Indium and Cadmium sheet for use
in Ward reactor.

6

Prof. Morrison

Preparation of Ti-Cu , Al-Fe , Ni-Ti and Cu—W
alloys

8

Prof . Sachse

Fabrication of Al powder samples and heat
treatment of same.

6

Prof. Wolga

Cast lead rediation sheilds

8

Prof. McFarlane

Micro polish ceramic crystals.

14

on to R.F. cavities .

-

V

140

I1-~
-

V

~

I.

iii —‘-~~~

-

—_
-

_

_

_

_

V
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MECHANICAL TESTING FACILITY

V

This laboratory provides tensile , c~ mpressive , and cyclic loading machines

for uni— axjai testing and bi—axial testing . Some cryogenic and elevated temper—
ature apparatus is available as well as many room temperature fixtures .

i)

Clients Served ~~ Name and Service

Prof. Ast

Cyclic loading of annealed iron based metallic
glasses to study their fatigue behavior .

Prof. Balluffi

Controlled bending of NaC]. crystals in solution to

given radii of curvature

Prof. DeJonghe

a) Provided calibration weights for load cell

Prof. Johnson

a) Strain annealing of Fe crystals

Prof. Koblstedt

Design help and loan of calibration equipment and
LVDT ’ s for strain measurement.

Prof. Kramer

a) Experiments to determine mechanical properties of
reconstituted collagen hollow fibers .

b) Compressive testing of Sodium B alumina

b) Designed pressure vessel for use with hydrogen
c) Cryogenic fracture of Fe and design and construction
of grips for this.

b) Experiments to grow n—heptane crazes in polystyrene
at cryogenic temperatures .

c) Room temperature fracture mechanics testing of
crazes grown at low temperatures .
Prof. Li

a) Fractur e experiments on notched Ni specimens .
b) Load calibration of stress relaxation apparatus.
c) Mechanical design help with new high temperature
stress relaxation apparatus .

Prof. Raj

a) Modified and assembled torsion pendulum apparatus
for measuring grain boundary sliding viscosity .

r

b) Provided Instron for high temperature testing of
Cu , Al , and stainless steel and aid with design
and construction of these fixtures .

c ) Provided Instron and design help for construction

ii

of environmental chamber for crack propagation in
adhesive layers .

d) Preliminary design work on high vacuum high temper—
ature furnace for MTS.

e) Designed and supervised construction of die set and
grips for use with 5Oklb MTS and RF heating system
to be used for creep/fat igue experiments on stainless
st el .
-

.

_

_

_

_

_

_

-

_

_

-

-

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

~

-

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

~~~ ?f

_

_

-~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~

_
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.

Prof. Ruoff

a) Measured electrical resistance changes with

carbide anvils.

b) Measu red deformation of silicon and of tungsten
carb ide w ith d iamond anv il.

Prof. Sachse
(TAM )

Provide Instron for ultrasonic pulse sepctroscopy
measurements .

Prof. Scott
(Agr. Eng.)

Provide load cell and grips for tensile testing .

Prof. Taylor

Multi—filament load carrying study .

Mr. La. Londe
(MAIC )

Strength analysis of different end terminations for
non—metallic cable .

Prof. McGuire

Strength testing for concrete reinforcing wire.

(Op. Res.)

(cEE)

V

Prof. Wang

Strength tests on ultra— sonically welded ABS plastic

(Mach. & Aero.)

of

-

and force measurement on welding apparatus during
welding process.

In addition to research activities very limited educational uses were made
fac il
ity equipment and personnel.

Materials Science and Engineering
Technical aid has been given for the design
and construct ion of new apparatus for the undergra duate la bs. Two lec tures
were given to a mini—course on mechanical testing and the design of equipment
—

for research.

Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
In ~ tron #3 has been used as part of an
undergraduate lab to determine atrength , modulus , and hardening properties
of steel.
—

2.

Routine Work Performed
A.

?4TS Usage
Prof.
Pro f .
Prof.
Prof.
Prof.

B. Instron Usage

Ast
~‘a mer
Johnson
Raj
Li

141%
39%
18%
1%
1%

Prof. Ast
Prof. Kramer
Prof. Ruoff
Prof. Johnson
Prof. Wang
Prof. Saehse
Prof. Rsj
Other

32%
22%
16%
114%
7%
3%
1%

~Oo~

~I
H
-

~ ~
- —

-.

—

-

_ _ _ _ _
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Report Preparation Facility
V

Annua l Repor t

Jul y 1 , 1 975-June 30, 1 976

I
I
I
I
I
F

One hundred

reports

theses issued
as MSC reports were processed through the Facility during the year and
their abstracts published in the four issues of the MSC “Quarterly Report”
w hi c h i s sen t to about 300 addressee s. The use of an ou ts i de dra ft i ng
service continued , with the Facility acting as the collection and billing
poin t for drafting work — over 2000 fugures were drafted during the
year through this system. Dupuicat ~ng by the Facility continues to be
done on the Xerox 7000 copier which has capabilities to reduce oversize
figures or computer printouts to standa rd page size.
ninety journal-type

and twenty

I

.1
I
I
I
I

_

.

_

_

_

V
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Annua l Report
Technical Operations Laboratory (TOL)
Jul y 1 , 1975-June 30, 1976
Jobs were performed during the year for nearly every active MSC
experimental group and for some non-MSC Cornell clients and a few outside
groups . A l ist of the sorts of jobs done is as follows :
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Sn0 2 Coa tings
Vacuum Furnaces

-

-

V

V

Grinding of Glass
Annea l ing of Metals , etc.
Sintering of Cu
Silvering Dewars
Bake—outs
Pla ti ng
Evaporations
R. F. Brazing
Electron Beam Brazing
Baking of Lava Parts
Rejuvination of Photomultipliers
Clean ing and Repairing of Vaccum Pumps
Building Finnegan Solid Probe
Machine Parts
H2 Furnace Runs

I

-

-

-

.1V

The lab continued its “open door” philosophy , allow ing experimentalists
access to TOL tools and equipment in the shop , along with advice when needed ,
and continued to loan Out certain equipment on a sign-out basis.
j V

I
I
H-

_____
-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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ANNUAL REPORT

July 1, 1975

—

J une 30 , 1976

X—Ray Diffraction and M etallography Facilitie s
Professor B. V. Batterman
Research Manager
Don Bilderback
Research Specialist
Margaret Rich

Facility Director

I
I
I
I
I
I

—

—

—

X—Ray Facility

—

315 Bard Hall

Clients Served:
50% from the Department of Materials Science and Engineering, 50% from

other departments including Chemistry , Phy sics , Electrical Engineering,

Theoretical and Applied Mechanics , Design and Environmental Analysis, Chemical
Engineering, Applied Physics, Veterinary Anatomy and Geology.
Number of Individual Users: 50
)ISC Accounts:

22

Other Accounts:
(ERDA, NASA , NSF , AF , GE, etc.): 28
Service
Diffraction Tube Hours

I

Diffractometer , single crystal

I

Transmission and back reflection
Laue , Berg Barrett & Debye
Scherrer

orientation

-

Small Angle Scattering

I

Fluorescence

V

TOTAL

Rigaku Rotating Anode

-

V

MSC
Accounts

Other
Accounts

Total

131.1

100.0

231.1

336.8

112.6

449.4

462.5

1655.3

2117.8

1057.5

1942.9

3000.4

127.1

75.0

2 users (7/75—6/76)

202.1

5386.0

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

:. ~~~~~~~~
~

~~
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X—Ray Facility

—

G12 Clark Hall

Clients Served:

Chemistry , Applied Physics , LASSP, EE, SAEP
Numbe r of

Individual Users:

MSC Accounts:

20

5

Othe r Accounts:
(
ERDA , NASA , NSF , AP , GE , e t c . ) :
V

Service
Diffraction Tube Hours

15

V

MSC
Accounts

Diffractoineter , Transmission &
Back Reflect s on Laue, single
crystal orienter

Other
Accounts

Total
-

60.4

V

212.0

272.4

!I
Metallography Facility

347 Bard Hall

—

Clients Served:

V

Materials Science and Engineering (50%) , 50% from other departments

including Chemistry, Physic s, Electrical Engineering, Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics , Geology , Mechanical Engineering.
Number of Individual Users:
MSC Accounts:

158

59

Other Accounts
(ERDA , NASA , NSF , AF , GE , etc.):
V

V

99

-

Service
(Hours)

Total

Specimen Preparation

(cut off wheels , rough grinding
equipment , polishing wheels,
specimen mounting, etc.)

694.8

Darkroom
(enlargers (Omega , Log E , Beseler)
dryer , chemical processing, etc.)

1048.0

Microsco p es

(Leits , Reichert , B&L , Zeiss)

-

- _

.
~

—

ft

625.6

Photog rapic Equipment
TOTAL
_________________________________
—

V

—~~~

~~—

V_

t __

438.2
V

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

~

~~~~~~~

.~
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I
I
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Facility personnel time , in terms of percent working time is as follows:

i

I

75%

—

15%

—

10%

-

Instruction of individual users in diffraction , metallographic and
photographic techniques , guidance in equipment operation and
specimen preparation , consult ation rega rding projects to be undertaken utilizing facility equipment and accessories.
Service work performed strictly by facility personnel.

and maintenance, ordering supplies, facility

Instrumentation

r ecords and work orders.

-

New E qu ipmen t a nd Services

1. The facility purchased a Kodak Ektainatic Processor which allows the
researcher to take measurements , etc. from a stabilized print 15 sees.
from negative exposure. The print can then be discarded or may be fixed ,
washed and dried in the usual manner for permanence. The processor has
made it possible to schedule darkroom time more efficiently .

j

V

-

V

V

V- -

V

2. A new lithium drifted silicon x—r-y detector has been purchased for use
in qualitative fluorescence analysis. When coupled to our vacuum spectrometer , the detector can detect the presence of any element in the periodic
chart from sodium ~~ll) down thru the heavier elements. The detector has
a resolution of 155eV and 5.9keV and can clearly distinguish adjacent
elements in the periodic chart. Samples with a composition of just several
elements can be analyzed in a matter of minutes.
Clark Rail

V

V

-. I
V

V

1

The X- r ay and Metallography (Don Bilderback) and the Crystal Growth
Facility (John Lemley) have arranged equpment for the cutting dnd polishing of
crystals. A single crystal may be x—ray oriented and then simply transferred
to a saw for cutting. Grinding and polishing equipment is also available to
complete the specimen preparation. The following is ready for use:
a.

Equipment

Location

Laue cameras for x-ray orienting , both Polaroid and
wet film , can achieve 1 accuracy

X—ray Facility

b . Single crystal0orienter , for achieving an orientation
accurate to .1 or better
c. South Bay string saw that accepts our orienting jigs

X—ray Facility
Crystal Growth PaUl.

e . Glass plate with SiC grits 400—3200

Crystal Growth PaUl.

d.

South Bay Facing and Lathing Instrument

Crystal Growth PaUl.

f . 8” polishing wheel for use with diamond paste

I

-

iii

Crystal Growth PaUl.

g . Diamond wheel saw for precision wafering and general

cutting of hard materials

TOL

-

11

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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VVI
-

-

Multiwire Detector Project
1. Just recently , the technology of building multiwire proportional chambers
for High Energy Physics has been applied to the construction of area
detectors for x—ray diffraction. A crossed set of x and y wire planes
can be used to determ ine the position of detected x—ray photons on the
face of a large (28cm x 28cm) area detector . With an effective number
of wires per d irection of 210 x 210, the x and y coordinates can be
parti~ loned into 1.3mm segments. The processing electronics can give x
and y coordinates in analog form for display on an x—y oscilloscope and
in digital form for storage in a computer . The individual wires (several
hundred in each plane coupled to delay lines) function somewhat like single
wire proportional counters and hence it is possible to make a detector with
energy resolution and a high quantum detection efficiency (
~i60Z for Cu Ka

-i
—

—

radiation).

We have undertaken a joint project with Professor Sass’ group to build
such a detector for imaging weak diffraction effects arising from grain
boundaries in Au bicrysta]. specimens . Presently , the x and y wire planes
are being fabricated in Neumann Laboratory, using the facilities involved
in building crossed wire chambers for the Wilson Synchrotron.
2. We are planning to arrange a second multiwire detector to display a Bock
Reflection Laue images on an x—y oscilloscope. Therefore it would be
possible to orient single crystals in real time without having to take
several 10 to 15 minute photographs per crystal . Other real time displays
of diffraction patterns might be possible if sufficient intensities are
available.

3. Further use of the position—sensitive wire detectors will be probable in
low angle scattering experiments now carried out in the X—ray Facility.

.
.

II
-V
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INDEX TO INDIVIDUAL RESEARCH REPORTS

-~~

Albrecht, A. C.
Arnbegaokar , V.
Ashcroft, N. W.
Ast, 0.
B all an tyne , J. M.
Ba ll u ff i , R. W .
Ba tterman , B. W .
Bauer , S. H.
Blake ly, J. M.
Bowers , R.
Buhrman , R. A.
Burl itch , J. M .
Chester , G. V.
Cla yton , R. K.
Conwa y, H. D.
Cool , 1. A.
Cotts , R. M.
De Jonghe , 1. C.
Fisher , H. E.
Fitchen , D. B.
Freed , J. H.
Ho ffmann , R.
Holcornb , D. F.
Johnson , H. H.
Kohlstedt , D. 1.
Kramer , E. J.
Krum hansl , J. A.

V

V

I

I

I
I
~JVV

V

38
81

122

102
41
62
65
43
26
124
105
108
82
126
5
46
66
110
85
47
129
28
il l
6
8
10
112

Lee , D. M.
Li , C. -Y.
Ma hr , H.
McFarl ane , R.
Merm in , N. D.
Morrison , G. H.
Muetterties , E. 1.
Nelk i n , M. S.
Pao , Y . -H.
Pohi , R. 0.
Raj, R .
Reppy , J. D.
Rhodin , 1. N.
Richardson , R. C.
Ruoff, A. L.
Sachse, W. H.
Sass , S. L.
Scott, J. C.
Seidma n , D. N.
Sienko , H. J.
Sievers , A. J.
Silcox , J.
Silsbee , R. H.
Tang , C. 1.
Webb , W . W .
Wldom , B.
Wilkins, J. W .
Wolga , G. J.

88
13

50
90
30
32

131
15

V

17
91
34
93
19

23

67
116
70
117
119
132

134
55
95
97
98
58

I

11
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